NOISE DIARY ---- Shirley Nelson, Lowell Vermont

January 2013 – March 2014

(wind direction notes are from the turbine direction – may times the wind was not blowing here and
many times if the wind is blowing here the turbines weren't turning)
1-1-13
nothing running
T7 still sideways
ice on blades of many
later some turning verrrrrrry slowly
1-2-13
nothing turning 7:00 am
nothing turning at noon- still look ice covered – the top third of the mountain is covered with ice- we
had told them that the mountain top was often covered with ice for up to three weeks or more at a time
afternoon – T1-6 running slowly
guy here to change batteries in monitors – Barney barking like an idiot
4:15 T 1-4 turned off
T5+6 still on T7 still facing south - first 6 are facing N-NW
are facing west
Clouds have been whipping over the mountain and trees down here aren't moving

south of T7

Guy came in – said he couldn't get one unlocked – I suggested hand warmers- he said it might work but
was heading for a propane torch
Said he is from Wilder – their main office is in White River – another in Burlington and in Ohio and
out west …... he is leaving the monitors again because something wasn't right the first time – he was in
Lowell from 11:00 till 2:00
GMP told him that they are running them for 3 hours at a time (haven't figured that out yet – they
haven't done it during the day for some time )
5:00 pm T5 and 6 are off again
1-3-13
nothing moving
T7 hasn't turned back and forth yet
11:15 nothing moved yet
noon – nothing turning beautiful out – cold but sunny – NO WIND
T5and T10 have turned to the west – maybe T13 turning to west????
went to Press conference in Montpelier
met the RSG guy leaving when we came home
back home and nothing turning tonight
Janet left message saying she thought blades on T3 looked broken when she came home from Irasburgdark enough so we couldn't tell
1-4-13

2
wind from W-SW
20 deg. Some snow and wind
can see T5-10-11 going
11:30 radio in one end of the house and TV in other end – can still hear the turbines going
took db readings and pictures of the readings
#61.....45.9 max - in corner between house and garage -out back
#62.... 39.0 min “
“
“
“
#63.....47.1 max - out side door on north side of garage
#64.....40.4 min “
“
“
“
#65..... 47.6 max - also out side door on north side of garage
#66......42.0 min “
“
“
“
INSIDE READINGS 2:40
inside guest room – window closed......39.9 max
“
“
24.4 min
inside guest room - window open about 2”........44.0 max
“
“
32.0 min
later.....outside – north side of garage 47.3 max
“
“
40.2 min
Don seems to be getting a headache – hope it's not a migraine
Shirley’s ears ringing loudly
sent complaint to Susan Paruch, Susan Hudson and Annette----Susan Hudson wrote back that I should
direct my info to GMP
one more inside reading....inside (guest room) 38.0 max.......26.2 min ----no pictures
Jackie Tollman called – she can see 6 turbines turning but it is noisy from their house
noise cut back after we went to bed
1-5-13
am none turning
7:20 few starting to turn sloooowly
noon -11 turbines turning
clear, sunny
18deg.
No phone …...no computer
2:16 pm db reading 44.9 max............30.4 min (north side of house)
T7 has been turned today to face W-NW the sane as the others but still not turning
guy came from Times Argus (staff photographer) took some turbine pictures
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4:44 pm db reading ….....(north side of house) …........43.6 max........33.3 min
7:54 pm quieter db reading (north side of house)....... 43.9 max..........32.1 min
1-6-13
snowy 19 deg.
Ears ringing - can't see turbines
9:00am fog/clouds lifted a little - T7 has been turned to face SW but still not turning
T6-8-10- 12 -14-15 – can see those turning – some still in the clouds
7:00 pm readings in high 30's - few turning
1-7-13
temp 14 deg.
Could hear turbines in our bedroom – opposite side of house from the wind factory
upstairs – guest room 5:44
window open..........43.0 max............25.3 min
window closed........38.4 max.............26.0 min
office – window closed 5:48 am
window closed.........39.4 max............30.1 min.
wind must be from N-NW …..it's dark but I can see the blades flash as they pass behind the lights
5:52 west side of the house.....outside...49.6 max........43.2 min
5:53 north side of house...outside 45.8 max............32.7 min
home about 11:30 - left ear had stopped ringing right ear ringing a little
most turbines turning – after being home a short time ears are ringing again
1:15 most turbines not turning
2:20 ears almost stopped ringing – right one hardly stops any more - checked and no turbine running
behind house – a few running on southern end
4:30 a lot of the turbines are going again – T7 is turning some today
wind is from SW now
About 6:30 started having a headache – right side – behind eyebrow then to right temple after an hour
that was gone – no idea what caused it – ???? very seldom have headaches
ears ringing again
9:00 pm quiet inside - readings outside north end of house
39.1 max.........26.4 min
this doesn't sound like a bad number but if we were outside
where everything else is quiet this is damn irritating
think the wind up there must be from the S-SW because of the way the blades are going in front of the
lights
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ears still ringing
1-8-13
wind from west 13 deg. Sunny cloudless morning beautiful (except for noise)
This morning I woke up with my ears ringing and the feeling of a band around my head.
Didn't hear the noise in our bedroom but could hear it in the office and guest room – didn't bother to
take readings inside because it seemed like it would be below the board accepted levels.
Took readings outside north side of house...........43.9 max............31.8 min
west side of house............46.0 max..............35.2 min
the ringing makes hearing on the phone harder and even normal conversations more difficult
Don plowed the yard – when he came inside he said his ears felt funny
3:30 pm were gone for about 1 ½ hours – ears still ringing but the feeling of a band around my head is
gone
could hear noise in kitchen so took outside readings
north side of house 43.1 max..................28.0 min
west side of house 43.8 max.......................37.9 min
8:00 pm turbines quieter than have been all day – wind seems to be from west – don't think many are
turning – didn't take reading because it will probably be below PSB accepted levels – most of the noise
seems to be a banging on different turbines – bang on one , few seconds later bang on another, etc.

1-9-13
wind from the south.......quiet night.........21 deg
am few turning on north end …..from T8 back toward T1
7:30 am one by one coming on except for T9
8:00 am …........north ones off.....South end some are on
gone for awhile
11:30 ….......nothing turning to produce ...but are barely turning ...doesn't seem to be any wind
3:25............wind from south- turbines beginning to turn on north end
5:00 pm............T 4 – T5 T9 running....went to check db reading because T9 was kind of loud
went back out and T9 was off and T 11 was now running
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readings.....5:02 north side of house …..41.5 max.............26.6 min
met tower light is barely showing through trees ???
8:00 -wind is beginning to blow - talked to Robbin – she said the wind was hard over there today from
the south – that is why we weren't getting the wind – she said she couldn't hear the turbines because the
wind was so hard
started doing blood glucose testing for borderline diabetes
1-10-13
3:00 am - woke up with the noise of the turbines
looks like the wind is from the NW
took the following readings:
living room/studio..............38.2 max..............25.7 min
outside ….north side of house.........48.5 max...........36.7 min
west side of house......didn't take reading because wind was interfering
upstairs...comp. Room........37.9 max.........26.6 min (window closed)
guest room …..39.4 max...........29.4 min (window closed)
“ “ …...44.4 max..........24.5 min
this noise continued through the night …..didn't sleep well
7:00 am wind has let up some there is less noise (not gone but less) T1-T9 turning
10:13 took reading.... outside....west side of house - wind from NW
41.2 max..........30.5 min (I'm still feeling irritable and not concentrating)
nothing too loud today - but not a very good day – I felt irritable all day and really had to work at not
snapping at anything (didn't do a very good job either)
turbines were turning slowly tonight but noise wasn't too bad – just wish it would go away
worked late on the computer because didn't feel like going to bed to think
1-11-13
some of the turbines on north end turning
wind from south
18 deg
9:30 28 deg
3:52.....can see turbines 2..3..6..7..8..9..10..11..12 are running
Readings Outside: max........21.5 min …..north side of house
11:34 pm............outside.....49.2.max...........40.9 min
Guest Room...window closed......39.1 max........27.5 min
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window open 3 “.......42.0 max..........30.9 min
Computer Room:..........window closed..........41.5 max.......24.0 min
window open............43.4 max........30.8 min
“

“ few minutes later.........window open........ 44.9 max.....30.4 min

turned on computer and sent note to Susan Paruch---It's Very Noisy -we cannot sleep”
ears are ringing and feels like a band around my head again
Don can hear it too
think clouds were low because I couldn't see the lights on the turbines
1-12-13
ears still ringing – don't know when noise finally died down – tossed and turned a long time – after
3:00
don't feel rested at all
low clouds – can still hear the turbines outside but barely inside
sounds as if it is the ones at the north end that are going
saw Jim Goodrich in village – he said it was very loud at their house too
1:50 pm took two sets of readings on north side of house
41.5 max........21.8 min
40.5 max.........21.7 min
had to discard a couple of readings because snowmobiles went across back field and wanted to make
sure they didn't interfere
1-13-13
wind from the south
at 11:00 pm last night the turbines got noisy – covered up my head thinking I could block it out
thought of getting up to take a meter reading but didn't
very few running throughout the morning and all day
- first one then another then a different one
quite a few people turning around all day (peepers) our company could hear them but not loud
because there were very few running
heard today (rumor ?) that GMP is having noise problems and blaming it on Vestas (how many times
has it been pointed out that the track record of Vestas is not good)
reading at 10:11 pm 1-14-13

40.3 max.............21.9 min
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45 deg. - dark when we left – couldn't see if anything was turning
couldn't hear anything when we got home
low clouds - can't see the mountain – not a breeze here – quiet outside (back to nature)
ears started ringing - when clouds lifted quite a few turbines going
3:30 turbines have all stopped but ears are still ringing
no breeze here at all – turbines are all facing NW
4:45 still nothing turning – still facing NW
6:15 here it goes again- lights flashing – blades flashing- ears ringing more
6:20 reading......43.7 max............23.0 min
7:56 reading.......42.7 max.........24..9 min
8:56 reading.......42.8 max...........23.9 min
1-15-13
up at 4:10 - cramp in top of foot (not related ) but couldn't figure out why my ears were ringing –
couldn't hear anything going in bedroom
could hear turbines some in the family room so took a reading – turbines are facing W or NW because I
can see the blades flashing
I don't think this reading can be right – it wasn't that much louder than usual ????
4:16am 51.5 max..........22.9 min (can't be right)
took another reading a few minutes later
4: 26 am 40.8 max.........23.1 min
ears didn't stop ringing – finally went back to sleep – tired
didn't get up till 8:20 – guess I'm getting lazy and didn't see any reason to get up
turbines were still going round and round – still facing W/NW
Don said his ears feel funny
ears haven't stopped ringing all day
guy came from RSG to pick up his equipment this afternoon
think he was surprised when Don told him that GMP has kept the northern turbines off a lot of the time
while the noise would have been in this area – they run the southern ones during these times
1-16-13
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couldn't get to sleep last night until after 1:30
ears ringing this morning when I got up (almost 7:00) - guess this has to be a new norm
looks like the wind is from the south
just a couple of turbines running
feel light headed this morning
quiet enough and the air from the south quiet enough so I can hear the noise in the distance from
Goodridge's sawmill (we can occasionally with a south wind)
8:15 T1 thru T 12 running …..T13 not running and facing a little different direction...ones beyond
that to the south running
seems loud ….db readings........... 42.2 max........24.4 min
45 db is not what we pay taxes for
9:44 pm reading …....40.1 max...............22.4 min
12:08 am reading............43.4 max..............25.8 min
1-17-13
29deg. Snowing

slept a little better last night

between 8 and 8:30 this morning saw a flash from lightening with thunder - can't see the mountains
9:30 sun trying to shine – can see turbines now – nothing turning – wind from NW
11:00 am nothing turning but strong NW wind
12:45 turbines starting up – going to run the dishwasher (the wind is free-right?)
ears ringing – it was almost gone this morning
1:10 pm took readings – don't think they are right because I could hear the noise bouncing off the tool
shed too............47.8 max...........25.6 min
2:30 pm almost no wind down here most turbines turning except for T13
2:32 pm reading............... 40.1 max ….........21.7 min
3:00 pm

T1 through T 8 and T 13 not running

4;00 pm starting turbines back up

!-18-13

11 deg.
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ears ringing before I got out of bed – never seems to stop completely anymore
turbines all running except T13 …........4 deg. - sunny, clear and cold
ears ringing and head hurts on left side
can hear the turbines running if in the kitchen
11:54 reading …........42.3 max …......21.9 min
one of those days – just want to eat anything which is why I am doing the glucose monitoring
trying not to eat between meals – crying at everything
3:23 – past few minutes they have almost all been turning except R6 and T13
wind from NW
T6 was facing south and not turning but now is almost back to NW – it was stopped in a position so
that the side of the nacelle was glaring into the kitchen like a mirror reflecting
T6 – T9 – T13 all off
ears ringing all day – noise about the same all day
Don's ears ringing a little and they feel funny
GMP 'experts' said in the tech. hearings there would be no problems with sound below 45 db—– they said it would be like a refrigerator or library – well I have news for them – if my refrigerator
sounded like that it would be repaired or replaced – if that sound was in a library no one would go
there!!!
cried easily all day – have tried to eliminate my snacking/binging when stressed
I can't seem to concentrate on anything today – can't even balance the checkbook
1- 19-13
14 deg.
ears ringing, temples hurt as if I had clenched my teeth all night
when light enough to see turbines some were turning
took two Advil
up to 20 deg.
went to ball games in Orleans – right ear stopped ringing - left one not too bad
headache gone
when we got home (11:30) 5 turbines were not turning
by 1:30 ears ringing again – at that time all turbines turning except T13
can hear the noise slightly in the living room – outside can hear them running
reading …...39.4 max.........23.4 min
at time I wrote to Annette turbines seemed to be going 6 to 7 sec. per revolution
at dark about 9 sec. Per revolution
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1-20-13
31 deg not a breathe of air moving no turbines moving beautiful day
ears ringing just a little
3 vehicles here with rabbit hunters (of course no noise when anyone comes)
8:00 am clouds moving in
8:30 breeze from SW – turbines starting to go – sky dark now
9:15 snowing hard now – snow rollers all over – hard to get pictures (white on white)
33 deg. wind from W
10:00 snow about stopped – can see turbines – all turned OFF
11:30 starting to cool off – nothing turning – blue patches in sky again
11:45 fine snow in the air again – can't see turbines but can see shape of hills
12:00 - blue sky again – turbines going fast and noisy – went out to take readings
waited until wind not blowing to interfere with readings
readings....... 56.9 max........41.3 min
right after that all turbines all stopped
throughout the day turbines would start up and go off one after another – sometimes the one on
the southern end would stay on for awhile
1:00 storming and blowing again – hunters back at vehicles
2:20 turning them back on
T19-20- 21 were going and had been for awhile
different ones off and on , off and on, off and on (T5, 6, 7)
ears ringing a little all day sometimes more than others
all day the sky would clear and a few minutes later the sky would be dark and wind would be blowing
and snowing hard again
ears still ringing alot- wind died down again - think wind is from west because I can see the lights
flashing the length of the blades
9:14 pm monitor reading … outside north side of house
43.5. max...........25.7 min
sounds like a plane landing mixed with rolling thunder
9:26
inside guest room window closed 39.8 max...........21.0 min
inside guest room window open 3” 40.3 max...........28.7 min
turbines were still going when I went to bed
1/21-13
0 deg. Clear sky, no wind here
I woke up at 1:15 am today laying on my right side - along with my ears ringing I could hear or feel
the sound that the turbines make as they go around like – RrrrRrrrRrrrrRrrrR - in my right ear – have
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not noticed this before. After I moved my head I couldn't hear the noise so maybe it was more of a
feeling. It didn't come back before I went back to sleep.
Most all turbines were turning this morning except T1-13-14. Can't see T21.
Wind from W on mt.
7:32 - monitor reading 41.8 max..........25.5 min
I don't believe the PSB has any ides how 45 db sounds in a rural setting !!!!
11:00 wind more from the SW – T13 still not working
12:07 - wind W -SW...reading ….....38.5 max.........21.6 min
2:30 ears still ringing – had been gone for a little while and it was a little better
EARS RINGING !!!!
5:00 north end stopped or barely moving – south end slowing down -wish something would happen
so they would leave them off tonight – no one would treat their own family like this! I'm sure the
developers and anyone on the PSB would never bring their families into this kind of crap!
1-22-13
ears ringing and mild headache – head feels tight
temp was 0 deg. this morning soon went down to -6 deg.
wind from NW and most of the turbines turning
T13 still not running
by 8:00 am temp was up to 8 deg.
We were gone from 1:15 until 2:45 – ears stopped ringing this time
2:50 pm wind still from NW
all turning except T7 and T13 ---few minutes later T7 was back on
ears ringing again
5:22 reading
43.0 max............26.7 min
6:30 quite windy
8:10 looks like some
turbines are off but sounds like it is still windy on the mountain
9:30 some seem to be running at south end – ones with lights - T10 and T7 aren't
1-23-13
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wind from NW..........-14 deg …....1 revolution = 5 ½ sec.
No wind down here – very still outside except for the noise which sounds like a plane coming and
never gets here or goes away - day after day after day
ears ringing when I got up and getting worse
7:48 db reading ….....41.6 max...............23.6 min..... PSB doesn't have any idea
headache has been coming on for about an hour – kind of on the left side - also feels like a band
around my head - feels like I'm not thinking clearly clearly? Have to really think about what I'm
doing – spelling, remembering what I just said, etc.- don't like this feeling
8:30 am T13 and T16 not running
every once in a while our lights flash brighter and refrigerator sounds different – Don also heard
people in the village were seeing the same thing ???? I noticed it on Sunday too
1:00 pm T6 – T13 -T18 off
1:30 pm T 18 back on
4:15

ears still ringing (high piercing sound) I'm sick of it!!!!

went out to check db meter because it sounded like water was running in the bathtub
7:22 pm 42.2 max..........24.7 min
wish it would just go away

1-24-13
-10 deg. Getting light
ears ringing again – wonder if it will stop when going to Newport
saw dietician and diabetes counselors – doing better – (stopped stress snacking)
7:22 took db meter reading
db reading outside …...41.8 max................25.4 min
7:43
inside - guest room window shut.......37.9 max........26.3 min
“
“
window open 3”......37.2.........27.7 min
while in Newport ears not ringing as much – nearly gone
Don started getting migraine – when we got home he took an Imitrex and it went away
ears ringing more
don't believe I could get a db meter reading tonight – wind is blowing HARD
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kept watch today to see which turbines were not running:
7:10 am
7:40 am
12:10 pm
3:40 pm

T9 – T13 – T18........all off
T1- T13 – T6 …....all off
T6 – T13 – T16 – T18 …..all off
T2 -3- 4 -5 -6 -7 -8 – 13 …...all off
( T12 turning 1 revolution every 6 sec.)
3:50 pm T1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -13.....all off
4:05 pm
same as above …........and T18... all off
4:45 pm T1- 2- 3- 4- 5- 6- 7- 8- 13 -18 all off
( T9 was back on)
5:08 pm T1- 2- 3- 4 -5- 6- 7- 8- 10 -18 all off
got too dark, too windy and too snowy to see any more
1-25-13
-5 deg. Very windy all night stopped before daylight
ears ringing when I woke up
can hear the turbines in the office, guest room , living room
took db reading
north side of house:
west side of house:
guest room
office

41.7
47.5
38.1
36.8

max........25.8 min
max.......30.4 min
max........24.8 min
max........24.5 min

7:15 T1 -5 -8 -9 -10 -11 -13 -18 all off - can't see T21
8:55 T1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 – 13 -18 all off - T18 seems to be facing a little more to the west than the
others which are NW - T1 came on just as I finished counting
feel pressure in head - we are leaving for Lyndonville
9:45

turbines in Sheffield are all turning

12:30pm

T5 -6 -12 -13 -14 -15 -16 -17 -18 -19 -20 -21 all off

1-26-13
clear, sunny, COLD

-5 deg.

Don woke up in the night with a headache and didn't sleep well
I had a headache in the night which woke me up – went back to sleep after awhile
this morning my ears were ringing – feels like a tight cap all over the top of my head
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we went to Barton to a ball game – noticed my ears weren't ringing there or on the way home
took a db reading outside about 5:15
north side of house.... 41.7 max.....27.0 min
west side of house..... 40.6 max......21.7 min
watched to see which turbines were turning several times today----7:15 am T13 – 14 not running ( can't see if T19 -20 -21 are going)
8:25 am T6 -13 -14 not running
10:45 am T6 – 13 -14 mot running
1:30 pm T6 -12 -13 – 14 -16 -17 -18 -20 -21 not running
1:50 pm T6 -13 -14 -16 – 20 – 21 not running
2:50 pm T 6 -13 -14 -20 -21 not running
5:00 pm T13 – 14 not running (can't see if T21 is going)
right ear ringing loudly ( this one usually seems louder)
1-27-13
woke up around 1:00 am with ears ringing loudly (enough to wake me)
went to through office to go downstairs and could hear the turbines
went out in garage and sound was louder
took db readings: darn cold out!
1:14 outside – west side of house - 49.1 max..........28.1 min
1:15 outside – north side of house – 44.6 max........30.1 min
1:18 inside – guest room – window closed – 38.1 max....24.4 min
1:19 inside –guest room – window open 3”--38.9 max....30.0 min
went back to bed – it was 2:20 when I last looked at the clock – ears ringing –had tried covering my
head but that didn't help – at 5:42 phone rang – answered – could only hear crackling noise like if the
internet is on – checked and computer was still completely off but could still hear the crackling on the
line- checked again and it was alright – Don discovered that we had a fax (we are on the do not call list)
couldn't go back to sleep – ears ringing – feeling of a band around my head and headache right in
forehead and back of head.
8:30 headache finally gone but ears still ringing
turbines turning today:
6:45am T1 – 3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -13 -14 all off …. can't see T19 – 20 – 21
8:00 am T1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -13 -14 all off....still can't see T21.... ( T3 just came on)
11:30 am T13 and T14 are off
12:15 pm T 16 went off then back on......T14 came on

1-28-13
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6:30 0 deg
ears still ringing a little but not as bad as sometimes
left for Newport (leg. breakfast)
got home at 10:30
wind now from south – all turbines turning except T6 and T13
T 13 still facing NW – don't think that one is moving horizontally
T6 isn't facing quite the same way as the others
just left ear ringing when I got home
ears ringing more in afternoon and head feels tight – not sure why
temp is warming up (17 deg) and wind is from the south - bet Kevin is hearing the noise now
Kevin is hearing the noise – he filed a complaint – even had a pro wind neighbors go to his house to
listen – they admitted it was bad
didn't write down the number of turbines turning late afternoon
7:20 can tell that some of the turbines with lights are turning because the blades passing in front of the
lights creates a double flash but can't see the others
1-29-13
5” new snow - wind from NE - 9 deg.
Not a breathe of air moving
ears not ringing - slept from midnight until 5:15 – stomach feels funny (like I had been sick)
and lightheaded - Don has migraine
took a picture of the moon setting with a blade turning in front of it
not turning ….....T2 -4 -8 -13...can't see T20 or 21...........T8 came on while I was counting
ones turning are slow ( one revolution every8 sec.)
7:20 nice blue sky – turbines revolving to face east
db reading outside: 37.7 max …....23.3 min
7:50 can see T20 and 21 – both turning
seem to all be about a revolution every 17 sec.
10:30 – 11:00 feeling totally wiped out – took walk – all turbines off – facing all directions
T1-nw......T2 -n.....T3 – w....T4-nw....T5-nw......T6-nw..........T7-s....T8-s-se.....T9 sw
T10-sw.....T11-n-ne....T12-sw......T13-sw......T14-s......T15-s.......T16-sw
T17-s......T18-se.....T19-s......T20-s.....T21-s....all are changing min. by min. but none turning
11:50
1:20
3:00

some beginning to turn
left ear ringing but beginning to feel better
both ears ringing
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(Robbin called- she had headaches Thursday – Friday – Saturday – Sunday last week – she
doesn't know how to tell if it is the turbines or not)
3:50 db reading north side 40.7 max....23.8 min ...west side 41.7 max...27.5 min
4:00 T7 and T13 off
ears ringing loudly since mid afternoon
10:00 pm thought I heard it raining hard but it wasn't raining – the turbines were louder than the TV
took db reading: outside ...west side 45.2 max.....36.1 min
north side 47.5 max......39.7 min
inside......guest room – window closed 39.2 max ...28.7 min
guest room - window open 42.3 max....35.8 min
1-30-13
32 deg. ---low clouds- air is damp
didn't sleep well - ears ringing loudly - head feels tight and have a headache
Don has migraine
inside it sounds like it is raining and/or windy but not a breath of air moving here.....outside sounds
like an airplane – low and should be landing
db reading outside north side of house 40.4 max.......31.3 min
can't believe the that is all the readings are it seems sooooo loud and surrounds everything
can't believe that the reading is that low- the noise is all around
turbine noise seems to have stopped but can't see mountain
Kevin called – said noise was terrible last night – very windy this morning – took down two of his flags
wind is from the south
we have ice hanging down from the branches but no wind
9:30 am head starting to feel better - ears still ringing – quite loudly
can't see the mountain but it sounds like they must have turned the turbines off or they are hardly
moving - the wind is from the south because people on the western side of the mountain are getting a
lot of wind and we aren't getting any thing
later in the afternoon I think the wind is changing - we are hearing some of the turbines
right ear stopped ringing for awhile but now they are both going again
gone to the other side of the mountain – ears ringing some
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didn't take any more readings today.

1-31-13
40 deg left early for Montpelier (testimony)
no ringing in ears while there
home around 2:00 pm
all turbines running except T9 and T21
wind from the west
tired - but also didn't get much sleep last night
5:30 very windy not taking readings unless conditions change or I start hearing turbines because wind
would interfere with readings
almost dark – couldn't see any turbines working except T6 - too dark to see southern end
Governor is on TV – VPT – says there is no generation that doesn't have an effect on someone – in
other words we are disposable!!!!
9:00 - could see the light flashing off the blades on T10 a little while ago so know that one is turning
but can't see any others
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2-1-13
9 deg. Windy wind from west
T1 -2 -4- 8 -13 -16 all off -- (can't see 19 – 20?)
ears didn't ring all night – woke up once – rolled over and went right back to sleep
woke up at 7:15 rested- had gone to bed around 9:30 exausted (not much sleep the night before}
11:25 ears just starting to ring – have been able to concentrate this morning – alot of bookwork done
and alot of cleaning - can't believe the energy I have after a day of no ears ringing (yesterday) and
better sleep last night
afternoon - ears ringing some – left more than right
2:05 T1 -2 -4 -8- 13 -16 -18 -19 all off
left for awhile (2 1/2 hours– just left ear ringing - but after being back home for awhile both are
ringing again tonight
can see that the turbines with lights are going – can see the flashing blades so wind must be from the
west
2-2-13
2 deg.

Very still outside here but wind seems to be coming from west

went outside to take pictures of the sunrise and the noise like a plane coming in was LOUD - came in
to get the sound monitor and took outside reading- the turbines were already slowing down
7:16 am db reading 40.3 max.........31.9 min.
Now they are turning slowly
T 13 is off
went to Glover to ball game – right ear stopped ringing - left ringing some
11:30 came home
turbines T6 -7 – 13 off
daughter and her family came – first time since Thanksgiving - she was afraid of being sick again
was fine for about 2 hours then had a migraine coming on - she took medication for it - then 1/2 hour
later took another and went to a room on the other side of the house – this helped a little but every time
she came into the kitchen or the room where everyone else was sitting and talking she
got worse again. She helped set the table but wasn't able to be in the kitchen - helped to do dishes
when people were talking loudly
my ears have been ringing all afternoon and are getting louder this evening

2-3-13

19
4 deg
completely still outside turbines turns so any wind must be from SE turbines turning
slowly (lazy)
8:00 am T13 off

can't see T20 or 21 but think they must be turning

mid morning there was a puff of cloud that was forming around the area of each nacelle and blades
looked like the blades were making merangue – then the little clouds were stretching out along the
ridgeline through the turbines from south to north – really strange
ears were ringing all day – we left for awhile and after about 1 1/2 hrs they were ringing less
5:07pm when we came through Irasburg toward Albany we couldn't see any turbines going but by the
time we got home the turbines were all starting up slowly ......T4 -6 -7 -8 -13 were off
7:30 pm don't know what is turning but my ears are ringing again – this morning I felt lightheaded a
couple of times but don't know why
I'm sick of this sh** - I just want to feel like I used to
9:45pm can see reflection of light flashing on blades on T7 so that one is running but can't see that
T10 is

2-4-13
woke up twice during the night with a dull headache
6:30 this morning got up because the back of my head aches and it feels like a tight band around my
head again (two separate things) will take Advil later if this doesn't go away – need to paint today to
finish a project but don't think I can if this doesn't stop - ears are ringing
7:20 am Breezy

10 deg. Wind from west

T3 and T13 are off - can't see 4 T21 yet
took sound meter readings :
north side of house...7:27.am......41.7 max.......29.4 min
west (back of house....7:28am......41.8 max........30.7 min
that pulsing noise outside makes my head feel the same way
T13 and T3 off (can,t see T21)
9:30 took Advil – feeling very irritable and concentration is off
went to Newport – headache went away
11:40 not many turning but starting up again - ones off T1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -7 -8 -13 - cant see 17 through
21 (a little snow in the air)
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12: 15 sounded like a waterfall outside (from inside the house) didn't make it outside to take a reading
before they started turning them off
12:17 turbines that are off....T1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -7 -8 -9 -12 -13 -15 (barely turning) T16 -17 - (can't see
T18 through T21
1:00 pm .....turbines off ...T3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 – (11 ?) -12 -13 -16 -17 -18.....(T21 ?)
3:15 pm...Turbines off ...T1 -2 -3 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -12 -13 -15 -16 -17 -18
ears have stopped ringing
3:50pm....turbines off...T1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -13
7:00 pm....can't see turbines but can see that T10 and T12 are running

2-5-13
-8 deg. Very still out – turbines facing so breeze must be from NE - blue sky - sunny
most turbines turning – 1 rev every 5 sec.
Ears ringing just a little
8:23
9:45

T1 and T13 off
T1 -2 -3 -4 -7 – 13 off

getting a headache and back of neck is really feeling tight
went to Orleans – headache almost gone and neck feels better
11:22 T1 -7 -13 off ..........T1 through T5 are facing SW
12:15 headache coming back, ears ringing and temples feel pressure – don't see how it can be turbinesthey are barely turning
went for ride on snowmobile trail with 4 wheeler -stopped to see a squirrel and could hear a bang or
clanging around T6 or T7
4:56 took pictures of some long part being lowered down from T7
12 deg turbines facing all different directions – now being turned to south except T7 which is still
facing west
5:25.......T5 and T6 came on
5:45 can see T5 -6 -8 -12 -10 -18 are turning ......T7 and T13 are off ....too dark to see the rest
( light on T7 looks different but maybe just the way it is turned)
ears still ringing a little but no headache
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2-6-13
16.9
deg. Snowing a little - no breeze down here
ears ringing - back of head hurts
T7 working today – don't know what they did yesterday
kind of hard to see turbines because of the snow
T1 -2 -3 -4 – can't see......T5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -on.....T10-11 can't see.....T12 on...T13 off...T14 -15 -16 -17 –
on.....T18 -19 -20 -21 can't see
10:15 ears still ringing - back of head feels better
T7 has stopped running
EARS REALLY RINGING
3:50pm

shrill

T1 -3 -4 -6 -7 - -8 -9 -13 off

turbines got quieter
4:13 took reading - north side of house......40.6 max.........22.7 min (should have got out to take
reading but couldn't )
4:20 T13 is on and moving...........T1 -2 -3 -6 -7 -8 -9 are off
5:30 wind from west ......only one off is T1
ears ringing!!!!
2-7-13
-7 deg. Wind on mountain from NW - not a breeze here - clear blue sky - sun will be up soon
ears ringing and temples hurt when I woke up
all turbines turning except T2 (off) ---all turning at just over 4 sec. per revolution
4 sec. per revolution = tips of blades approx. 186 mph
10:00am—T2 -8 -13 -15 were off .....T16 was off and came on about that time
took db reading while fairly quiet....just annoying hum
10:13 .......north side of house.......37.6 max......23.5 .....min
10:30 T2 -7 -8 -12 -13 -15 -16 -17 -20 all off ...T21 ?
Others barely moving
ears hardly ringing so checked at 1:18.....nothing turning
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4:00 - still nothing turning – turbines are facing all directions
T1 – S......T2 – S....T3 – S....T4 – SW....T5 – SW....T6 – S....T7 – SW....T8 – SE....T9 – S
T10 – S....T11 – S.....T12 – SE....T13 – S....T14 – S....T15 – S....T16 – S....T17 – SW
T18 – SE....T19 - ?....T20 - ?....T21 - ?
ears have stopped ringing!!!!!!!
5:37 few turbines just beginning to turn SLOWLY
went to Irasburg – ears still not ringing when we got home !!!
2-8-13
11.8 deg.... Fine snow ...slept good .....ears barely ringing....no breeze...poor visibility
ears not ringing this morning...wonder what the turbines are doing?
1:43 some turbines running – can't see most of them – low visibility
late afternoon – ears ringing a little
evening ...8:15pm.....can hear the turbines a little inside with the TV on
took db reading ....8:20 ...max 42.3...min 23.8....north side of house

2-9-13
5 deg. Windy ---wind out or north
woke up at 4:00am with ears ringing and felt like my head was in a band and being squeezed
still had the same feeling when I got up and it hurts when I turn my head or look down
8:30 - turbines off are: T1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 – 8 -10 -11 -12 ( can't see T21)
gone from 9:15 till noon to basketball game - it was fairly noisy but headache is gone and ears aren't
ringing
T2 and 3 were the only ones turning – rest were all off
a few minutes later many were starting up ......then some off again
ears are ringing again
12:45

turbines off: T1 -2 -4 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10

(21 ?)
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4:30pm ......off... T1 -2 -4 -9 -10 -11 -12 -13
on.....T3 -5 -6 -7 -8
on ...and flashing in the sun like mirrors.....T14 thru 21
7:00 pm ...left ear ringing
2-10-13
ears ringing ...woke up twice during night...couldn't hear the turbines...it seems to be more of a feeling
-2 deg. Clear blue sky ...wind from NW
9:00 am ears still ringing......but not much noise
only turbine off is T2........ones turning are about 8 1/2 sec. per revolution
9:25 db reading taken just for reference......36.6 max......21.7 min
very still down here
11:00 am not a single turbine turning
12:00 turbines facing all directions
2:00 pm nothing turning
2:30 pm most facing South – a few just beginning to move
left ear ringing
2 11-13
woke up duriing the night and ears were ringing but don't know if turbines were running
24 deg. Grey sky - not a breeze here turbines facing south – they had been turned to that direction
yesterday
ears ringing
turbines off.......T1 -3 -5 -8 -9 -11 -14 -19 - (T21 ?)
10:05 kept thinking I could hear a truck coming so took a db reading - only T4 -6 -7 -8 are running
on north end of project (behind house)
reading.........42.1 max....25.3 min
12:30 ears stopped ringing around 11:30 but I can hear my heart beating in my ears – what's that all
about
snowing lightly – can't see the tops of the mountains
5:00 low clouds ...stopped hearing the heart beat in my ears but they are starting to ring again
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completely worn out this afternoon – can't concentrate to balance the checkbook and can't find anything
2-12-13
ears ringing and headache
clouds covering mountains but feels like turbines are going
32 deg. Low clouds and snowing a little
clouds thinned a little for a minute so could see a couple of them were running – wind from NW – wind
down here seems to be from the south
headache had partly gone but is coming back
2:39

T1 - 2 can't see..........T3 off.........T4 -5 -6 -7 -8 are on........T9 off.......T 10 -11 on
T12 -13 -14 -15 -16 on.........can't see T17 -18 -19 -20 -21

4:12

Justin was taking a picture and they turned off all of the turbines

home from Lowell just after 8:00 pm
8:20 pm Kathy Goodrich called to say turbines were roaring at their house
went out to take db reading.....we were getting a roar too
8:37 pm sounded really loud ....44.2 max........25.4 min
took Advil to see if it will take away the headache
can hear the noise over the TV
more readings .....north side of house......43.4 max......29.3 min....9:50)
guest room (west side) ...window closed .....39.2 max.......27.2 min...(9:52)
guest room...........window open.........43.0 max.......30.2 min.... (9:53)
west side of house..... ...40.9 max...........26.2 min (10:24)
headache is going away but ears are ringing loudly
2-13-13
ears ringing - heart feels like it is beating fast 26 deg. When it got light some turbines turning – wind from NW
6:49 can't see T1 -2 – 3 -4...T5 off...T6 -7 – 8 on ...can't see the rest
went to doctor for regular appointment - heart beat was fast – not regular doctor (Vivian instead of
Betsy) - nurse thought I should have an EKG so did that – then Vivian and a doctor came in - they
had me go to the hospital for more testing – hooked up to more crap and an IV of sodium chloride, bp
and pulse monitor – don't know what caused it – talked with an RN about what could be the problem –
told him about the stress because that was one of the things that was mentioned along with the
possibility of the change in medication at last visit.
I tried to tell him that the noise issue – turned out he was from Oklahoma and said there they build
cities around the turbines AND THEY ARE BIG! He said he had never had a patient with a problem
from wind turbines BUT he had one case where a patient had fallen from a turbine and he is dead.
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Ended up with a heart monitor for overnight and a med that had been changed before was changed to a
beta blocker.
Got the same feeling I had any other time I had mentioned a noise problem – that look that says –
'maybe she is stupid , I'm going to ignore that idea.'
I have taken in a couple of articles before and I doubt if they even look at it.- expect they filed it in the
round file.
2:35

T1 -4 -5 -9 -10 -18 off ........can't see T21...rest ate turning very slowly

ears still ringing tonight
2-14-13
ears ringing a little this morning – got a little worse around 7:30
28deg. Wind from NW all running but can't see T21 I think maybe one of the trees between here
and there may have leaned a little – it is hard to see that one now
got back from Newport - ears hardly ringing
went to West Glover and on the way home ears had stopped ringing
late afternoon - turbines moving very slowly ....T10 and T11 are off
ears just ringing a little bit - maybe I will be able to get some sleep
2-15-13
left ear ringing - slept but woke up a couple of times – was able to roll over and go back to sleep
after a little while
28 deg. Snowing a little – no wind down here - no visibility
just left ear ringing
12:00 pm can see the mts. Now - wind from SW - all turbines turning about 8 sec. per revolution
turbines slowed down to 11 sec. per revolution
mid afternoon T1 was off for awhile
2:30 ears started to ring a little more
7:00 pm ears are now ringing
2-16-13
6:30 am ears are ringing........nothing turning................very still outside
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20 deg.

grey skies

7:30 turbines just beginning to turn
went to basketball game - ears nearly stopped ringing
1:30

T1 -3 -4 – 6 – 7 off ...can't see T21

1:50 T1 -3 – 4 -5 -6 -7 -8 off
left ear ringing
2:50 T2 -3 -6 off (7 just starting) T8 – 9 -20 off (can't see T21)
3:01 could hear turbines in the kitchen so went out to take db reading
db reading.......north side of house ........41.1 max....20.8 min
went to basketball game – ears stopped ringing
2-17-13
didn't sleep well – very disturbing dreams .....
left ear ringing a little right ear not as much
8 deg. Winds are gusty turbines I can see are not moving grey , cloudy sky
7:54

can see that T10 is moving - looks like wind is from west

went to basketball game again
ears stopped ringing again – can't see how they can stop ringing at a game with the noise there
12:00 came back from game T12 is the only one off
turbines that are running are going about 4 1/2 sec per rev.
didn't take any readings today - wind was blowing and noisy
6:30 wind still blowing ears ringing some
ears ringing tonight but very tired hope I can sleep – at least for awhile
can see by the lights that some are running
10:00 pm ears ringing LOUDLY

2-18-13
woke up at 1:30 am with headache – could hear turbines in office and downstairs
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took reading on north side of house ....49.2 max......32.2 min
tried west side but it was too windy and the furnace came on
guest room window closed ....39.0 max.....27.2 ....min
window open .......40.5....max......30.8....min
5:45 am ears ringing (loudly) – headache gone
6:00 am 0 deg. Windy blowing fine snow our wind from SW – can't see mountains
heading to doctors
ears never stopped ringing but was a little less than when I woke up
11:00 am came home - T11 was off – rest were running
4:18

db reading......40.0 max.....27.7 min

2-19-13
17 deg wind stopped during the night - very still now
can see the lights on T1 -7 -10 -12
ears ringing – head doesn't ache yet but feels tight
T11 off - the rest are on
took db readings at 6:40 because headache coming on
north side of house....43.5 max.......22.7 min
west side of house ....38.7 max....25.3 min
guest room ..window closed ....35.5 max...23.7 min
guest room ..window open....37.4 max...26.2 min
headache over left eye and ended up feeling like a band around head
wind from south now
2 guys here putting out sound monitor again – took them over an hour - guy with red jacket took
pictures up the road - think he took video of the turbines, or several pictures of the mountains – they
both took pictures of the equipment when they were done – seems like they have all the rights and we
have none – we have no privacy from them anymore – they sure aren't the good neighbors that they
claim to be
12:35 headache mostly gone 1- T1 -3 -5 -11 off
5:00

T1 -3 -5 -11 -15 -20 off ......can't see T21

ears still ringing some – mostly left ear
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2-20-13
23 deg. - wind NW - light snow - little wind
2:50 T15 off can't see T21 - EARS RINGING
can hear the turbines in the kitchen – sounds like that plane that isn't landing again – this had been
going on for awhile but I couldn't stop in the middle of a recipe to take a reading
went out to north side of house to take a db reading
.2:58 ..... 47.0 max.....31.2 min .....north side of house
went to west side of house and could tell that the turbines were being slowed down
went upstairs to guest room to take a reading and by the time I got up there (in less than two minutes)
all turbines had been turned off
snowy out
3:40

turbines going again – looks like most of them but can't see some of them through the snow

5:17

ears really ringing again – headache starting - don't know if anything is going or not

I just hope writing this crap down will help someone sometime to not have to go through this!
Sometimes I can't concentrate enough to do simple things like balancing the checkbook or anything
that takes a little thought
took Advil for my headache because we are having friends here tonight – I almost never had headaches
before this
snow let up a little but still windy – had eight friends here – they said our road was drifted
I don't think anyone heard any turbines if they were running because the wind was blowing
ears were still ringing when I went to bed
2-21-13
deg. doesn't look like it is snowing this morning but is still windy
woke up around 3:00 and couldn't go back to sleep – finally got up at quarter of 5 ears ringing and
headache – feels like a band around my head again – neck hurts at the base of my head and right in the
middle of my forehead
(this is just like 40 years ago when Don was having migraines - the doctors told him it was just tension
and gave him Valium – he said it didn't take away the migraine but made him not care if he had it –
migraines weren't considered a reality – now it is)
even the head of the VT health dept said that there is no such thing as 'wind turbine syndrome' - I don't
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think this is a good name for whatever this is – not everyone is affected by whatever this is, but it is
real – he said we just didn't like the idea, so we are making up the whole thing
6 deg. windy – snowplow has come three times to take care of the snow
6:00 am – getting light – can tell quite a few turbines are running
6:25 - T-7 off - can't see T21 - looked like T11 was going faster than others but can't be it was
8:08 - ears still ringing but headache is going away
T8 is off --- turbines going 4 sec. per rev.
1:30 - painting and I can hear the turbines
went out and took readings .. north side of house ...43.8 max...27.3 min
guest room...window closed...39.6 max...22.1 min
guest room ..window open....39.6 max...21.1 min
(don't know why they were both nearly the same)
3:15 all turbines are off
3:30 all turbines are back on
came home 8:15 ...doesn't look like any of the turbines with lights are going
Maybe I will get a chance to sleep tonight !!!
2-22-13
19 deg. wind on mt. From N
looks like all are turning ......7 sec. per revolution
ears aren't ringing this morning and slept last night
8:00 am ....9 sec per revolution
10:45 turbines aren't running
1:15 back from Newport ....nothing running
1:30 few are barely turning
turbines are facing all different directions on way back from Craftsbury didn't look like any were
turning
4:45 wind is from SE - all facing same direction and all are turning slowly except T21 ( not
turning)
5:24 not sure what is making the turbines turn – they are all slowly turning (can't see T21)
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there is not a breeze here .......24 deg.
ears not ringing all day - sure feels good
2-23-13
dull headache when I woke up and ears ringing – woke up several times throughout the night
as it got light could see some turbines were going
27 deg wind from the S - T1 – 3 -5 -19 can't see T21
headache stopped but ears are ringing more
3:15 ears still ringing
can't see mountain – snowy - 29 deg.
2-24-13
headache behind eyes and feeling of band around head - EARS RINGING
laid back down till 6:30 - didn't get any better - back of head hurts too
29 deg – about 6" of new snow can't see mountain - low clouds
turbines were noisy earlier – not as much now – don't know what is turning and what is not – no air
moving down here
Delvin and Nancy heard the turbine noise last night
8:15

headache beginning to go away

9:15 turbines must be off – totally quiet outside - ears are still ringing - headache gone
11:10

clouds just broke enough to see T9 and T10 - wind is from South turning 10 sec per
revolution - clouds came back in

1:20

left to go to Clark's - got back home about 4:30 - ears stopped ringing while we were
there

can hear the damn turbines over the news on TV – went to kitchen - could hear them out there too
went out to take db readings !!!!!!
north side of house 6:30 - 55.8 max......29.7 min
guest room - window closed .....45.4 max.....37.2 min
guest room - window open.........38.4 max.....25.4 min
rechecked outside north side of house....51.5 max...30.8 min
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2-25-13
28 deg - low clouds very still outside
ears ringing
went to legislative .breakfast – ears stopped ringing !!!!
clouds still over mountains when we got home
11:00 – section of clouds lifted – wind from NW up there turbines turning very slowly
30 to 31 sec per revolution
ears not ringing
4:00 pm - took pictures of ice on the turbines
clouds off and on covering the turbines - can see the ice build up
2-26-13
26 deg very still – turbines facing NW
ice still on turbine blades - nothing turning
8:00 am took pictures of a few turbines with ice – turbines 1 through 4 turning slowly
9:30 turbines are being rotated toward south and being turned on slowly (18 sec per revolution)
3:00 turbines all off
3:35 everything going - not too fast - some still have ice on them
ears ringing a little most of the day
wind is coming from the south
2-27-13
ears ringing when I got up this morning
30 deg wind from NW
6:00 am all running and NOISY
7:46 took reading but they were a little quieter ...42.8 max....24.4 min ..... T1 -5 off
9:00 am all off
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10:23 all on except for T1 -5 -12
went to Newport to get a phone – ours crapped out yesterday
power off at 1:05 ....34deg
snowing out - VEC came looking for problem – they thought must be snow falling on lines but the
power went off before it started snowing
turbines have been noisy all afternoon - went out to take readings
north side of house....3:28 .pm.... ...43.8 max...25.2 min
guest room ..window closed... 3:32.pm.......40.0 max....20.0 min
guest room ...window open.....
40.7 max... 26.4min
north side (recheck) 3:45......45.9 max....26.9 min
ears ringing – can't see the turbines but can hear them - sounds like rushing water inside - sounds like
plane outside - snowing out - no breeze at all
Don has a migraine (3rd day that he has had one) he took pill
I am very irritable - the power is off – that doesn't bother as much as the phone not working since
yesterday -went and got a new one today which is totally worthless because it won't work with the
power off anyway, and it has to be charged for 24 hours and the power went off soon after we started
charging it
another reading.....outside- north side 4:05 pm.....42.9 max...29.7 min
guest room window open...39.7 max....29.9 min
power back on about 5:15
7:15 getting a headache – took Advil
took a reading again no wind at all ...7:19 north side 42.9 max....28.0 min
8:45 something is going on up on the mountain – I think around T12 – (took some pictures) – they are
using lights - saw a light around T10 for awhile too but couldn't get a picture of that
took another reading of the noise – it wasn't much louder but seemed to be a little higher pitch
north side of house .....45.1 max.....30.2 min (9:08)
west side of house.....42.5 max...28.8 min
2-28-13
30 deg - no breeze -all turning except T12 – partial clouds on top of mountains
1:30 turbines being rotated – some facing NE – some facing E
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don't think any are turning
RSG is here- everything very quiet
3:00 - ears almost stopped ringing - outside can hear hum of some kind of motors
some turbines facing N - some E
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MARCH 2013 - NOISE DIARY
3-1-13
EARS RINGING
28 deg not a breeze can't see the mountains

can hear the turbines

9:00 no noise outside – still can't see the mountains
12:30 can see some of the turbines – facing NW - no breeze down here
1:43 - ears still ringing – no let up today
can hear the turbines in the kitchen
1:47 - took readings outside 42.4 max.....24.0 min
3:38 – OMG loud in the living room/studio
north side of house
north side of house
north side of house
west side of house

61.6 max.....32.4 min (not sure about this one – louder than usual)
45.0 max......32.8 min
45.9 max ….32.3 min
44.0 max......26.0 min

inside guest room - window closed
window open

38.1 max.......22.8 min
41.0 max.......23.2 min

inside living room/studio window closed 36.3 max....22.9 min
window open 41.7 max....27.2 min
window open 42.0 max ...27.8 min
6:37 pm (Don -no pictures) north side 45.1 max......37.0 min
9:08 north side of house 40.3 max....28.7 min
west side of house 44.9 max....34.0 min
9:13 guest room window closed
guest room window open

38.2 max......23.5 min
42.4 max.......31.5 min

ears wouldn't stop ringing today - very irritable

3-2-13
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woke up with headache and ears ringing – loud
can hear the noise like a roaring of a chimney fire or something rolling
temples and forehead hurt - very irritable
Can't see the mountain again
a little breeze
noise worse in the bathroom – no windows
can't wait to leave this morning - for ball game – maybe my headache will go away
6:07 am (don – no pictures) 46.7 max.......37.4 min
7:45
(d – no picture)
48.0 max....44.0 min (windy)
went to ball game – headache gone before we got there
got back home - ears still ringing and noise still here
12:00 finally turbines are off
2:40 turbines are back on
called Kathy - she was in hospital 2 nights – feeling good - she thinks maybe stress bothered her heart
same as I did – at least the doctor listened to her - the RN that I had said turbines don't bother people
reading inside living room window closed 41.6 max.......28.2 min
inside living room window closed 38.6 max......26.4 min
inside living room window open
44.2 max......29.8 min
outside north side
west side

48.0 max.........38.4 min
45.7 max..........30.3 min

3:30

north side (D – no picture)

4:20

north side (d- no picture)

47.7 max
52 max......49 min

called Kathy - went over to take reading at their house
4:35 out on their porch.....45.4 max........40.7 min
39.2 max........41.5 min
Kathy had called Heidkamp (GMP) and left message
Kathy called – said Heidkamp had called her and said someone had been on mountain, checked for ice,
thought they had fixed any problems and wondered if it was quieter – Kathy took her phone out the
door and Heidkamp could hear the noise
10:18 (D- no picture) 43.0 max.......37.0 min
11:00 ears still ringing - turbines still noisy
THEY ARE OUT OF COMPLIANCE AND THEY DON'T CARE !!!!
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3-3-13
ears ringing - can't see mt. tops - snowing lightly - 21 deg
finally saw tops of mts. - wind from NW - turbines are off
9:56 turning slowly – 11 sec per rev.
readings: north side of house – (D took these – no pictures)
10:12 - 43.1 max...........37.5 min
10:57 - 49.3 max...........43.6 min
11:15 - 47.5 max...........41.1 min
2:15

turbines turning slowly

3:10 turbines off
4:00 can only see T6 through the clouds but it is running
really gusty out in pm
went out to take readings but didn't bother – didn't feel like they were above 45 if they are running
can hear the wind more than anything else
3-4-13
ears still ringing – windy - can't see the mountain tops - 19 deg
8:15 - can see some of the turbines through the clouds nothing turning - wind from NW
9:15am Don took readings - north side of house
49.8 max...........46.3 min
came home 11.30

T5 and T12 not sure about south end – snowy

1:30pm sounds like sneakers in a dryer!!!!!
1:50pm Don took reading - slowing down some
41.3 max............39.9 min
ones on north end are slowed down a little - T8 is going a little faster than the rest - south end going
fast
2:15 guest room – readings /with pictures
window closed 36.0 max..........21.1 min
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window open

44.2 max..........22.5 min

getting calls from neighbors about the noise and who to call
Lisa Grimes wants to know who to call
Kathy G. said she has emailed Joanne Heidkamp – Joanne told her it was too late to send someone on
the mountain today so they would turn them off for the night
5:00pm - Don took reading - north side of house
41.6 max........42.2 min
called Lisa to tell her that turbines would be off tonight - maybe we can all get some sleep
Jim Goodrich called to have me listen to the turbines on the phone – I could hear them in stereo – on
the phone and in our kitchen –THEN THEY STOPPED! Just like that at 5:17
Scott Goodwin (in village 2 miles away) called – he had just got out of his car and heard them roaring went in and back out and they were off – gave him the phone numbers to call
Scott called back to say he had called and was told they were glad someone ELSE had called
Kathy called to say there were lights up on the mountain around T12? And she thought maybe she
could hear some turning ( I didn't hear it)
3-5-13
22 deg …....... barely any air moving
clouds down on mountain.......can't hear turbines think there may be frost on the top of mountain
gone to town meeting – nothing turning all day – just 3 barely even turning at 4:00
9:00 nothing turning still
ANOTHER NIGHT OF SLEEP?????
3-6-13
31 deg not a breeze blowing
turbines facing east none turning
ears not ringing – no headache – slept all night - didn't wake up until 6:30
8:20

turbines starting to turn ….... ice on blades

8:35

T13 through T 20 going quite fast - can't see T21
T 1 through T12 going slower - a lot of ice on all of them

8:45

T1 -2 -3 -4 off …...T5 - T6 going a little.....T7 med speed ...T8 fast ...T9 med speed
T10 – 11 – 12 off..........T 13 – 14 – 15 – 16 -17 -18 going fast.
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(Can hear turbines in the house - in all the rooms)
9:20 - RSG guy here to change batteries in monitors again (guess they aren't taking them down this
week)
Don talked to the guy – said they are leaving them for another week – he could hear them - Don
had to point out that they are covered with ice
RSG told Don that our monitor is probably within 3 dec of being right
RSG guy said he tested the noise at 41 dec when he left at 10:00 but said they were turning
more on– Don went out with our monitor at 10:02 and it said 50.1 max …...27.6 min
Readings Don took today:
8:45 am ….....47.4 max..........40.6 min
9:05 am..........59.6 max..........44.3 min
Reading on Eden Rd
10:00
1:35

(by Roland Stacy's)........46.4 max.....39.8 min w/pictures

RSG guy said reading was 41
ours showed 50.1 max............27.6 min
48.6 max............39.0 min

ears starting to ring a little – left to go to Irasburg
3:00 turbines are all off.....yea!
4:00 ears ringing
3-7-13
ears ringing
27 deg..... no wind ….turbines facing NE ….. still have ice on them
7:45

T1 -2 -3 -4 -off ...T5 going....T6 off ….T7 barely going ….T8 -9 10 -11 0 going
T 12 off (facing SE)...........T13 -14 -15 -16 -going..T17 off......T18 -19 – going
T20 off.....T21 ???

11:52

ones that are turning are moving slowly – rotated to nearly north

5:10

T1 through T11 turning..........T12 off an still facing east
T13 through T17 turning.....T18 off.......T19 and T 20 turning
can't see T21

3-8-13
ears ringing
25 deg some of turbines are in the clouds – ones I can see are turning – wind is from the north
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T12 and T18 are off
3:00pm all turbines are turned off
3:35 all turbines back on except T12 and T18 are turning - can't see T21
5:15 turbines aren't too loud today but ears are sure ringing....constant whistle (screech)
5:20 wind still from north
5:36 readings
north side of house....40.2 max......22.1 min
west side of house.....47.7 max.....19.7 min ….(may have been a little windy)
3-9-13
ears ringing ...headache – front of head
20 deg

turbines facing NW

6:30am all going except T3 and T12 (this one is facing north) can't see T21
1:00

turbines turning are about 9 sec per revolution

headache left while we were in village - left ear still ringing
afternoon - trying to sit and read in the family room – turbines sound like a tuning fork - never have
been able to stand that sound - Don's watch with a tuning fork drove me nuts at night – he finally
stopped wearing it because it wouldn't run on him (would on me)
4:15 skier came - is camping somewhere tonight along Catamount Trail – on our land – he is out for
8 days
6:00 turbines still facing North …..T3 and T12 are off ...can't see T21
turning 6 sec per revolution
noise isn't too bad but still making my ears ring
3-10-13
ears ringing
30 deg wind from S – SW
hardly a breath of air moving down here
7:00

T3 and T12 off
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8:00 T3 – 4 -7- 12 off.......T1 through T11 facing south.....T12 through T21 facing SW
can see T21 today
9:04

all turned off

9:20 turning them back on
people that came to ski looking for antlers could hear turbines but weren't too bad - they were from
Burlington area...they talked with snowmobilers in orchard that had stopped to listen - it was
louder over there
3:15 all were off again
3:30 all were back on again except T3 – 9 – 12
ears rang all day
3-11-13
ears weren't ringing in the middle of the night but by 6:00 am they were
36 deg

wind from South

T3 and T12 off
8:00 T3 and T12 off
9:00 am - all off
10:00 am ears ringing loudly
T3 -9 -12 -19 off
3:00 pm all turbines went off again ( don't know if this is for the sound monitors or not)
GMP lied in the paper about when they turned the turbines back on before (town meeting day) – if they
turned them on Mar 5th it was just for a few minutes because they weren't on when we left to
go
to town meeting, they weren't on when we got to Lowell, they weren't on at noon when we went
to lunch, they weren't on when we went back to town meeting, they weren't on when we headed
home from Lowell, they weren't on when we came through Irasburg, they weren't on when we
came along Rt. 14 and they weren't on when we got home. (Looking back to the 5th I see they
were 3 just barely turning at about 4:00 pm) They weren't on that night . We could see the ice on
them and there was still ice on them on Wed. They started turning a little after 8:00 am on Wed.
the 6th.
Turbines came back on after a while. Ears have been ringing all day. Didn't stop while gone today – it
seems to be taking longer for them to stop now. It is awful tonight.
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3-12-13
ears ringing some
39 deg - rainy – fog/clouds covering top of mountains
9:00 am left ear ringing clouds halfway down mountain
12:00 fog still on mountain - rainy - has been breezy once on awhile
about 3:15 RSG guy came - came to house - then sat in car for about 10 min.
banged car doors open and shut several times
went to tool shed monitor
back to car - banged car doors open and shut several times again
went up on the back lawn to that monitor – had an umbrella that kept going wrong side out
first he takes the cover off the mike and puts something metal looking in its place that is covered with
plastic bag(today)
fools around unlocking the suitcase/box – takes something out of the box and puts something back
in
closes everything back up
takes the metal looking thing off the mike – puts it in his pocket with the plastic bag still on it
puts the roam ball back on the mike
comes back down to the car – bangs the car doors several more times
then leaves with his crappy umbrella
4:00 pm still raining and low clouds can't see any breeze blowing but the anemometer is going some
10:45 ears ringing could see the light on T7 for awhile
wind is from NW because I could see the blades flashing as they went by the light
3-13-13
woke up at 11:45 and couldn't go back to sleep – stomach didn't feel right (not sick just funny)
took 2 Advil to see if that would help
while downstairs I realized I could hear and feel the turbines - the feeling in my stomach was matching
the sound of the turbines – almost like the feeling and motion while baling hay
took a reading ….north side of house......42.6 max......30.1
sound within limits but I could feel it (that was a weird feeling)
6:30 am

temp in high 30's and cloudy but clouds have lifted off mountains
some of turbines are turning

7:30 ..T1 -2 -3 – off.........T4 -5 on........T6 -7 off.... T8 - on.....T9 off.......T10 -11 on....T12 off
T13 -14 -15 -16 -17 -18 on......T19 -20 off....... T21?
9:15 nothing turning
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10:30 RSG guy here
T1 -2 -3 -4 -off.....T5 on...T6 -off...T7 on...T8 off....T9 – 10 -11 on....T12 off
T13 -14 -15 -16 on......T17 off....T18 -19 -20 on....T21?
12:30

most of turbines running and facing NW
T12 off and facing S.........T19 off

2:30

T 1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -on …...T6 off facing north......T7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -on...T12 off facing S
T13 -14 -15 -16 -17 -18 – on....T19?....T20 on ...T21?

We left about 2:50 and didn't get back till almost 4:00 so don't know if they turned everything off at
3:00 today
went out and took pictures – some of the sound monitor on the back lawn
4:45

over past few minutes T12 has been rotated to NW
T 6 now rotated to NW

started having headache while in office – went away when I went to bed
Don has migraine
3-14-13
ears ringing some this morning
24 deg can see some turbines turning
6:30

some turbines turning

7:00 snow flurry – can't see the mountains anymore
10:15 headache and pressure over right eye
T12 -19 -20 off ….....T21?
all facing West
1:30

T12 and T19 are off

2:45

t1 through 6 off.......T12 off

3:25 T1 through 4 ….off
T5 through 11....on
T12 off
T13 through 15 ..on
T16 through 20 ..off
T21 ?
Don got migraine in afternoon
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6:00 pm

T4 -10 -13 -19 – 20 on …..rest are off….....T21?

3- 15 -13
ears ringing - not much - almost gone
10 deg

clear sky

no wind

turbines are facing NW

all off except T1 and T13........these are going very slowly
7:00 sun coming up
7:40

T:40

- no wind

T10 – 12 -17 are off ….rest are all on

Don has migraine
8:45 turbines are turning 9 ½ sec per revolution
we went up the Bayley Hazen with the 4 wheeler - could hear the turbines up there
5:00 snowing enough so can't see the mountains anymore
ears have stopped ringing – it seems good
don't know what they are doing with the turbines but
they aren't making much noise tonight
3-16-13
left ear ringing a little
Don has migraine – left side of face hurts
14 deg

snow in air

hard to see turbines through snow

7:15 some turbines running – some not - seem to be acing NW
9:10 all turbines off
4:00

T 12 is off …...all other turbines are running at 9 sec per revolution

left ear ringing a little
5:30

all running except T12

back a little after 10:00 - ears not ringing - after all the noise at the game they sure should be excellent game - Winooski Div.III Champions
all turbines with lights were turning – could see the blades throwing red lights
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3-17-13
ears ringing some in the night
ears ringing when I woke in the morning
2 deg

clear sky - by 7:00 am sky was getting cloudy - starting to snow lightly

by 8:30 ears were ringing loudly
9:00 am everything turned off - ears haven't stopped ringing
kept hearing a loud hum – don't know what it was
9:20 all running again except T12 and all facing W-NW except T12
10:30 can't see turbines – snow in the air
12:15 sky clearing a little
T1 on …..T2 through T8 off......T13 through T18 on...can't see T19 through T 21
rest of the afternoon I think the turbines on the north were running more than the ones on the south end
could hear them outside but not inside – ears still ringing loudly - one other person mentioned that
their ears were ringing
3-18-13
ears ringing a little - not much
2 deg

looks like it will be clear

6:50 sun coming up to a clear sky
home at 1:47

EARS AREN'T RINGING

- RSG guy has been here and sound monitor is GONE

turbines aren't turning – we could see they were off when we were in Irasburg - they are facing all
different directions – these changed several times while I tried to make noted of which way they were
facing
T1 ….NE....E
T2......NE....SW
T3......SE....E
T4......SE....E
T5......NE....E
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T6......SW....E....NE
T7.....E....SE....E...
T8.....NW....SE....E
T9......W....E....NE.....SE
T10.....W.....E....S....SE
T11.....SE
T12.....NW
T13.....NW....E....SE
T14.....W....S......SE
T15.....E....SE....E
T16.....S....W....SE
T17.....W.....SE
T18.....S....NW.....SE
T19.....NW
T20.....SW....SE
T21.....SE.....SE
while outside watching the turbines being rotated could hear a low hum and once in awhile a bang
from a turbine (different ones)
later......T2 is still facing N.....T12 is still NW....most turbines are SW
7:20 ears ringing some - almost dark
can't see T1 -2 -3 -4 …..T5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 – 11 facing E.....T12 facing NW....T13 -14 -15 -16 -17 18
facing E.....can't see T19 -20 -21............going 6 sec per revolution
3-19-13
left ear ringing
23 deg snowing

no breeze can't see beyond woods in pasture

7:00 plowed 6” of snow
10:00 same as before – still snowing
12:30 same as before - still snowing
1:00 plowed 6” of snow
3:15 plowed 3” of snow
left ear ringing just a little all day but around 5:00 was ringing more and the right one has started
3-20-13
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ears ringing
22 deg

can see mountain this morning at 6:30

6:30 plowed 5 ' new snow
wind from west-north west turning 6 sec per revolution
can't see all of turbines T6 and T7 aren't running but 8 -9 -10 -11 -13 -14 -15 are running
T12 is off
10:15 can't see the turbines on either end of project
T12 – 6 -7 are off
4:00 pm ears ringing
took reading.....north side of house Max 39.5......min 23.6 seemed much louder
5:00 pm mountain completely hidden again and snowing - can barely see any of the back field
7:00 pm same as above
10:00 pm could see moon while looking up but tops of mountains still don't show – can't see
any of the lights
3-21-13
woke up with ears ringing
think it will be a clear day when it gets light
8 deg

clear blue sky wind from west

all turbines going except T12
1:15

9 sec per revolution

10:45

T6 -12 -17 off maybe T21 (can't see it running)

2:25 turbines beginning to face SW - some stopping - most barely going at all
ears have been ringing all day
7:00

turbines facing NW (T12 facing a little more to the south and not turning)
not sure about T21 – can't see it

3-22-13
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ears ringing a little
wind from NW - turbines turning 8.5 sec per revolution
clear day – high clouds
9:35 all turbines turning off - can still see T19 and 20 going - T21? - now 19 went off – now 20 is
off too
12:00

they are starting back up - T10 -11 – now 9 going - T12 is rotating to N - T14 -15 -16 18 -19 -20 came on while I was by window - T17 still off - T21?
T12 turned toward NW now - T13 is turning now – now T4 -5 -6 -7 -8 – started up - T12
now turned to S ( this was all within a couple of minutes) all others facing NW

ears ring louder now
2:30 pm 36 deg

T12 is rotated to NW now but still not turning and T17 isn't going either

3-23-13
ears ringing very loudly all night – didn't sleep well at all – kept waking up – tossing and turning
23 deg - can't even see the woods - snowy out
got up at 4:30 – head felt tight – didn't notice noise in our bedroom but could hear it as I went through
the office
took db reading outside (north side of house)

max 48.8..........min23.9

7:45 can see turbines enough to tell the wind is from NW and quite noisy
25 deg

warming up snow flurries come and go

9:18 db reading

north side of house max 43.5........min 30.5
guest room window closed max 37.0.......min 24.0
window open
max 39.9
min 23.4

ears rang all day
couldn't hear turbines when I went to bed but ears hadn't stopped ringing
***went to meeting – at one point everyone talked about the noise
Kevin – a lot of headaches and felt like a wire near eyes – at one point when he came
back he wondered if he had a brain tumor
Linda Hill – a lot of bad headaches
Nancy W. - they can hear it from their place – didn't know what it was at first
D +S - told about what we have been hearing and db readings
Robbin - they can hear it – not too bad now but wonders about summer when everyone
has their windows open
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had a call from Brenda Machado – she said they can hear the noise sometimes – their son calls them
sometimes and tells her to go outside to hear it – she says she doesn't want to – she said it is noisy in a
city too (I didn't say it but that is why people move to areas like this – IT WAS QUIET)
3-24-13
ears ringing !
28 deg - cloudy – can hear the turbines in here - inside sounds like rushing water
reading - north side of house 43.0 max.....26.0 min
guest room window closed 38.2 max ….22.2 min
window open
37.1 max...21.4 min
sounded like that never ending plane outside
Keith S called about noise at 8:47 -said it sounds like a plane that isn't landing at his house in Albany
Village- Don talked to him and suggested he call Annette - he did
11:10 am db reading north side of house 44.3 max.........28.2 min
everything running all day except T12 and all are facing NW all day
ears have been ringing all day - went outside for a short walk – that's all you can hear
9:30 pm turbines not as noisy - ears nearly stopped ringing - left ear mostly
3-25-13
ears ringing - head feels tight but not quite headache
can hear the traffic on Rt. 14 this morning
18 deg sky is blue and clear to the west - thin clouds to the east
turbines all going and all facing NE except T 12 which is not turning and facing NW
10:19 all facing E
11:00 turning them off - T1 -2 barely moving - T3 through 10 off - T11 on
T12 still off - T13 barely moving - T14 -15 off - T16 through 21 barely moving
T7 through 10 have been rotated to North - more being rotated
3:00 ears almost stopped ringing
3:30 turbines facing N- NE
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6:30 all facing N – NE

T12 and T 17 off

- T21?

ears aren't ringing
10:15 pm left ear beginning to ring
3-26-13
ears ringing
30 deg

turbines facing N except for T12 (T15?)

T1 through 11 on.....T12 off....T13 1nd 14 on....T15 off...T16 through 20 on (T21?)
going 7 sec per revolution
bank of clouds just along area behind turbines – always looks like air has been whipped to merangue
went to Clarks – could hear turbines outside over there – ears didn't stop ringing but wasn't as bad as
sometimes
9:30 pm ears are really torqued up tonight – don't know if I can sleep
3-27-13
ears rang all night – woke up several times – very restless – irritated
29 deg - clear - supposed to cloud up
ears are ringing driving me nuts - it's so loud – can't concentrate - very irritable – just want it to stop
9:00 T6 and T12 0ff all are facing NW
we left to go to Newport - just wanted to cry - after we had been in Newport running errands
for awhile the noise in my ears let up some - we headed home about 10:30 - left ear was still
ringing but right one had stopped - rest of the afternoon wasn't too bad – just a little ring in left ear
evening – it started snowing a little 8:00 pm - stopped snowing – only left ear ringing at this time
can't see the flashing lights on the mountain so must be cloud covered
3-28-13
left ear ringing
29 deg

low clouds
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9:00 clouds beginning to lift by T8 - 9 – 10 turbines facing NW
moving 8 sec per revolution (took picture) went down to 18 sec per revolution
11:00 clouds back down over mountains
ears not ringing as much – left one just a little
Don has headache
6:00 pm most turbines off - just leaving for Irasburg
8:45 got back home – lights shining onto T12 - must be working on it (it hasn't worked for a couple of
weeks
right ears had stopped ringing - left ear still ringing a little
9:30 ears ringing again!
10:00 still ringing
10:45 light has just gone off that was lighting up T12 – can see lights going North along the new
ridgeline – past T9 -8 -7
the red light is now flashing on T18 - it wasn't earlier
no red light flashing on T5 or T1 – can see the light on the met tower (not always on)
I'm upstairs – can hear the dishwasher running but can hear the turbine noise louder than that
went outside to take db reading but the turbines had quieted down some – it was reading 39 db at that
point
3-29-13
ears ringing
39 deg - clouds down on mountains - can't see what is turning
Don has headache
10:00 clouds have moved a little in places – can see that T12 is working
ears are still ringing so must be some are working
2:30 all turning except T10
3:30 T10 has been started
ears ringing
5:45 all turning
gone for a couple of hours - ears didn't stop ringing this time (did get a little less)
9:30 ears really ringing tonight
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3-30-13
ears rang all night
Don and I both tossed and turned all night – didn't sleep well
ears really ringing this morning
clear this morning - blue sky – all turbines turning this morning
29 deg all turbines turning today 6 sec per revolution wind from North
could hear noise like motors running anytime, especially when I went outside
just a hum from in here but that was what was so nice after we sold the cows – we didn't have the noise
this afternoon I saw two big birds (maybe vultures) soaring near the top of the mountain – lost sight of
them for a minute when they were behind a tree from here – they were headed north but I only saw one
of them again – don't know if the other went over the mountain or where it went ( it didn't go with the
first one )
3:00 pm T7 is off – not turning
T7 came back on and they all went the rest of the day
Saw the flicker tonight as the sun went down
the PSB, the other state agencies and the person pulling their strings must all live in caves along with
every developer if they think this is a way of life – I'll guarantee not one of them would ask their
mother, father, children or friends to live with this
while washing windows this morning the reflection of the turbines in the windows made me feel like I
was tipping sideways – I guess that is why the VPPSA guy told me 10 years ago to paint my windows
black – he had all the answers except why we have no rights!
we no longer have the privilege of being able to enjoy a holiday or weekend or any day
3-31-13
5:00 am ears ringing

hope things are quieter today so the day will be pleasant

24 deg looks like everything is turning today
wind is from the south

clear sky

beautiful sunrise

9:30 T1 through T7 off
T8 on ….......... T9 off.........T10 through T21 on
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throughout the day different turbines were off and on - each time someone came they had a different
report on how many were turning and where
wind stayed mostly from the south so the noise wasn't too bad
most everyone commented that they could hear the noise outside – it was noisy enough inside so
it didn't bother much
one of our daughters started getting a migraine so she had to go to a different area of the house
that got better for awhile – then her stomach didn't feel good – at one point she said it felt like
there was a rubber band around her head
toward late afternoon her migraine got worse again so they left for home – she called before she
got home to say her migraine was gone by the time she got to Craftsbury and her neck felt better
when they got to Johnson
I don't believe this was brought on by loud noise because we were out shooting and this
didn't bother her – it seems to be a noise or feeling that isn't on the db meter
Don had gone to Irasburg in the morning - three people had complained about the noise to him
but they haven't called because they know it won't make any difference one was from Albany village,
another from 4 miles away in Albany (he and his wife drove to our home to see how bad it was
here and were surprised to find it was worse at their home at that time)
the other was from Irasburg and couldn't believe he could hear it - he lives near a small
turbine and said that was really bad at first but eventually got better as they worked on it

NO ONE WANTS TO COMPLAIN ABOUT THE NOISE BECAUSE IT WON'T DO ANY GOOD
AND THEY DON'T WANT GMP AFTER THEM
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APRIL NOISE DIARY
4-1-13
ears ringing
34 deg

low clouds

no breeze

noon - ears still ringing - raining outside - can only see T5 -6 -7 and they are not turning
rainy and snowy in afternoon - couldn't see mountain much of the time
3:35pm T1 -2 off …... (3 and 4 seem to be jerky) ..T5 through T15 are off...T16 is going
T17 through T20 are off ...T21?
T4 went off
3:40
4:50

T1 came on …..sounds very windy on the mountain
T1 through 13 are on ...T14 and 15 are off ...T16 is on...T17 through 20 are off ..T21 ?

5:15 pm sunny and windy ….34 deg ….T3 and T16 are turning ..all others are off ...T21?
7:40 turbines are facing west....only T2 and T3 are turning.....
don't know why my ears are still ringing
4-2-13
ears ringing a little – not as bad as yesterday
18 deg …..turbines facing W-NW
T1 thru 4 off....T5 thru 16 on....T17 thru 20 off …. T21 ?
8:52 T1 off....T2 -3 on...T4 thru10 off.....T11 thru T21 ...can't see ...snowy
12:00

ears have stopped ringing

Don getting headache and neck hurts.....took Advil ….started going away a little
1:45 starting some of the turbines ….T6 and T9
4:00

have been gone since 2:00 -----ears still aren't ringing
T1 off...T2 on....T3 thru 14 off....T15 turning very slowly ….can't see the rest ...snowing

5:00pm wind from NW ...T4 -5 -6 -7 turning
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5:25 left ear suddenly shrill ring - can't see turbines
7:30 can only see T5 thru T10 ..of those can only see T8 turning....no wind down here
shrill ring is gone ….left ear just ringing a little...hope they keep the turbines off tonight
everything quiet when went to bed – maybe get some rest tonight
4-3-13
slept good – woke up at 4:20 - rolled over and slept till 6:15 – ears not ringing either
19 deg – windy – wind from NW
6:38 - T2 + T4 going..........T18 -19 -20 going (21?)
7:30 ears have started ringing a little - mostly left ear
Don slept later this morning - had a headache in the night - got up and took Advil - wonders if
sinus infection is coming back
just one or two turbines turning once in a while then back off
9:00

one by one the turbine blades are being turned to catch the wind and are turning on

9:15

T1 off...T2 on...T3 -4 off....T5 -6 -7 -8 on ….think the rest are all off

10:30 blades are feathered again to let wind blow by
minutes ago T4 was turning – now that is off and T5 is on
around 1:00 left ear started ringing more (not that much noise at turbines but could hear them at times
3:30

T8 and T18 running

4:35

T 8 and 18 were off and T7 and T9 were running

6:00

T7 and T9 were off and T5 and T6 were running

8:52

coming home from Lowell could see bright light up on mountain – seemed to be toward the
north end

left ear really ringing tonight - right one some
sky has cleared but still windy and 27 deg
4-4-13
Don woke up with headache – took Advil
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I woke up with headache on left side of head and behind eye
24 deg turbines facing NW
6:25 T2 -3 – 5 turning
7:50

shouldn't have headache because of this

T1 off....T2 -3 on.....T4 off …...T5 through T21 on

10:40 plane flew along the ridgeline – south to north - don't know if it was taking pictures or
if it was GMP or not
noon - wind from SW
company for lunch – they could hear the turbines
4:15 getting shadowing across the ridgeline from the blades – that sucks – took a video that shows it
wind changed so it is almost from the south
ears have been ringing all day – it's enough to drive a sane person crazy
6:00pm all turbines turning slowly (13 sec per revolution)
11:00 pm ears are still ringing!!!!
4-5-13
ears ringing
34 deg
9:34

turbines all running

wind from SW

T7 and T16 off

10:15 all turbines facing W except T16 which is SW and not going
ears ringing some
could hear turbines over TV – (noisy movie)
2:59 took db readings ….
north side of house ...41.4 max.......31.9 min
guest room - window closed....38.5 max....24.9 min
guest room - window open......39.4 max.....29.8 min
4:00 left ear is ringing - snowy for awhile
6:00 wind from NW …..T2 and T3 not running.....(21?)
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4-6-13
ears ringing loud this morning
18 deg

gusty - wind from NW

couldn't sleep well first half of the night – got up about 2:30 – felt like a band around my head
took Advil - went to sleep sometime after that - woke up again about 4:30 - got back to sleep
ears ringing wicked when I got up – pressure around head like a band - pressure behind my eyes
all turbines going
10:30 headache across forehead just above eyes
4:00 T2 -4 -5 -6 -7 – 8 -9 off
ears still ringing loudly but headache and tightness had gone
4:40 T1 throughT5 off...T6 on...T7 -8 -9 off ...rest all on
ears ringing
5:40 turbines still facing NW
tonight the flicker/shadow was on the wall in the family room
8:00 turbines facing W

only T10 -13 -19 going (barely) (21?)

10:00 some turning just a little
10:15 temples hurt and feeling irritable
3-7-13
ears ringing a little
7:00 very still outside - turbines facing south
T1 off ...T2 -3 -4 on ...T5 through 17 off ….T18 through T21 on
11:30 T1 off...T2 on ..T3 -4 sloooowly...T5 -6 off ..T7 on...T8 through13 off...T14 on
T15 through 17 off ….. T18 through 21
Don has headache above right eye
2:00 T 6 -28 -19 -20 -21 on ….rest all off
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7:00 ears have stopped ringing …...turbines behind us haven't run much today... that probably means
they will let them rip tonight so I can't sleep
10:00 pm don't know what is wrong - had an email from Katie where she mentioned that GC wants all
complaints to go through a doctor that DPS has – he had thrown us under the bus already and I will
never trust him again – every time I think about it I start crying - damnit
3-8-13
ears ringing so didn't want to get up
35 deg. - wind from NW - quite breezy
6:30 am T3 is off - all others are on – kind of breezy
7:30 getting a headache behind right eye - not a good day - everything makes me cry
10:30 headache gone - left ear ringing - right ear not as much
Noon.... pressure behind right eye - ears ringing again... noise doesn't seem any louder
2:30 took 2 Advil because headache/pressure hasn't gone away
within the past ½ hour or so most of the turbines have been turned off
T1 -2 -13 are moving just a little ...most of them are facing NW... T5and T7 facing SW
rotating them all to NW
3:35 headache gone
Don has headache above right eye
4:45 all turbines off ...sunny ...clear..45 deg
5:20 ...ears have stopped ringing
5:42 some turbines being rotated to NE
6:52 turbines facing E - all except T2 -3 …. all others are turning very slowly
T9 facing S - not going.....all the rest are going and facing east
4-9-13
woke up about 4:00 am – heard it raining – back to sleep - ears not ringing
40 deg ….no wind clouds covering mountain
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ears started ringing after 7:00 but at least slept last night
8:00 am raining
11:30 sunny but clouds still covering mountains - really windy here
2:30 mountains still covered with clouds - ears still ringing
Don has headache above right eye
5:30 haven't seen mountains all day – ears have been ringing all day
7:00 clouds up enough to see some of the turbines
turbines facing NW – ones that I can see are mostly turning
4-10-13
ears ringing
37 deg

fog/clouds on mountains

9:00 fog /clouds

can't see back field

10:00 ears still ringing
Don has headache above right eye
ears nearly stopped ringing while in Orleans and Newport
3:00 ears ringing again
when got home today all turning except T21
Kathy called to say that there were lights on the mountain last night (she noticed them about 11:00
and still on about 11:30)
4-11-13
slept pretty good – woke up a couple of times but was able to get back to sleep
30 deg - clear - breezy - turbines facing north
T3 and T17 through 20 turning (21?) rest are off
7:15

all turbines are on (T21 ?)

9:30 just left ear ringing
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11:00am all running except T21
ears just ringing a little
went part way down on meadow – took some pictures and video of mountains and turbines
all turbines running a little except T21
went to Irasburg – ears didn't stop ringing but weren't too loud
back home – turbines aren't too loud – hope we can sleep
4-12-13
26 deg snowy - nothing blowing here - can't see mountains again today
NOT a good night - just after 1:00 am we were both awake …
Don could hear a pinging noise – described it as a metallic sound or water dripping on a piece of
metal (or like the alarm bell on a car if you have the door open) …. I couldn't hear it but my ears were
ringing loudly - each of us went through the house (upstairs and down to try to find where it was
coming from – even checked the car. Don could hear it more by the bottom of the stairs. I never did
hear that noise but that is where I can feel the noise sometimes.
Awake till after 3:00 then off and on all night. Dog barked several times but it was probably at the
raccoon.
This morning Don still could still hear the pinging noise. I couldn't hear it but my ears were ringing so
loudly that it is bothering to hear the radio and conversations.
Can't see the turbines to see if they are turning but can hear a humming noise. It was less when we
opened a window. I think it is more like the house is vibrating. I asked several times what effect the
noise and vibrations would have on our house because the walls are solid plank. We were ignored.
The turbines were noisy when we left to go to Derby. When we got back in the house we could hear the
noise throughout the house. Even in the kitchen with the radio going the turbines were loud! In the
living room/studio it was a roar and upstairs was the same – even in our bedroom away from the
turbines.
Took db meter readings...
living room ..window closed...39.4 max.....28.7 min
guest room ..window closed ..42.0 max ….28.1 min
guest room ..window open ...45.6 max …32.2 min
outside ..north side of house....51.3 max ….39.1 min
wind was from the south...raining ...low clouds
saw an email from Luann - they are getting the same thing in Sheffield
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Had a call from Lowell – west side of mountain – they wanted numbers to call – the noise is terrible
over there too. Don called DPS to complain about the noise. He described the noise as if the blades are
tearing the atmosphere
Called Kathy to see how bad the noise was over there – awful – she was going to call or email too –
she calls GMP also
I left to go back to Derby – my ears were almost screaming. While gone Don answered calls - GMP
called Kathy and told her they were putting the one that had ice on it on pause. They had an engineer
that was going to do it. Funny, up in Derby all of the road signs had icicles hanging from them – not
just one of them. Roads were icy all the way home.
7:20 pm sounds like all the turbines are off...clouds are way down the mountain and not a breeze
maybe they will leave the turbines off tonight so we can sleep and my ears will stop ringing for awhile
4-13-13
just left ear ringing
30 deg – can't hear anything running - low clouds - ice on the trees
10:30 clouds settled enough so Don saw some of the blade tips above the clouds – they were turning
but covered right back up
could see a few turbines on north end – took pictures – clouds came back
now can see south end turbines – T17 through 21 are turning
12:50 everything cloud covered again
1:15 Turbines T 14 through 21 facing SW – T13 facing SE - T1 through 12 facing SW – all turning
slowly except T13
3:30 T1 - T4 and T8 off
4:15 T1 off
thought it would be quiet today but ears are still ringing some
went to Craftsbury - back a little after 9:00 - ears still ringing but not too loud
4-14-13
ears ringing – didn't sleep well until almost morning – then I slept till 6:30
Don didn't sleep well either until toward morning – his back was bothering him too
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33 deg - snowing lightly - no breeze
9:07 reading

43.0 max ...21.9 min

10:55 all turning
1:00 left ear ringing just a little
went to Glover all afternoon - ears not ringing
5:00 all turbines running
Don has headache - later took med. for it
my ears are starting to ring some and did a little all evening
4-15-13
ears ringing but no turbines turning at 6:00 – Don said they weren't at 5:00 - don't know when they
were turned off because they still seemed to be running at 3:30
28 deg - clear - blue sky - no wind
6:30 turbines facing different directions
T1 -2 -3 -4 facing NW ….T5 facing N ...T6 -7 -8 facing NW … T9 through 15 facing NE
T16 facing N-NW ...T17 and 18 facing NE ..T19 ?? ….T20 NW ...T21 E
9:30 came home from Newport … T8 and T21 not turning and facing S
ears didn't stop ringing
2:30 T8 is off but is now facing S
2:50 T8 is turning
Don said his head feels funny on right side - my ears are really ringing
8:00 ears are still ringing - 2 blasts at Boston Marathon ..said people have damaged ear drums ( here it
is just torture...day after day after day after day...enough to drive anyone crazy)
4-16-13
ears ringing but slept a little better
6:15 am - 40 deg nothing turning – turbines facing S - sunny - clouds may be moving in
7:30

T2 -18 -19 -20 are going – all others off
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9:45 T2 -7 -8 -8 -19 -20 all going (21 ?)
10:30 T6 and T8 are on
left ear ringing some but able to concentrate on paperwork
11:15 turbines are facing S
3:15

T -2 -4 -6 -11 -13 turning (can't see T18 through 21)

ears were ringing all day – sometimes more than others – different turbines were going at different
times – were ringing loudly around 5 – got very irritable – bothered to understand conversations and to
understand the radio – don't know why because not consistent which ones were running
went to Glover to concert – ears got a little better but never stopped ringing – went to bed with ears
ringing some – hope it lets up a little
4-17-13
ears ringing when I woke up – woke up a few times but was able to go back to sleep – didn't think very
many were turning last night
38 deg
7:30

north end of project is off

very little breeze

T2 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -12 all off.....rest are on (21?) all facing NW

ears ringing – can't concentrate – trying to balance checkbook – had to write down every thing I
thought because I couldn't remember anything I was doing
went to nursing home in Newport – ears have almost stopped ringing – left one just a little
Saw Rita Martin at the PO – she wanted to talk about the noise – she wakes up in the night with her
heart pounding – feels like it is trying to keep time with the turbines - she says her ears don't ring
but Paul's do much of the time – he wakes up with ears ringing and headaches – Danielle doesn't hear
them as much now but all summer the sound of the generators would wake her up about the same time
every morning (think before she had mentioned a time - maybe around 4:00 or 5:00) – one of the twins
(15 yrs) is having problems (gall bladder and thyroid ) she doesn't think it could turbine related)
she has been talking to Ray Giroux – they hear a lot of noise – his girlfriend has a lot of headaches and
the noise wakes them up at night
everyone says that there are times that the turbines are quiet - same here BUT everyone also says you
can't tell when it will start again
Rita said Paul said they would never move from there but is now wondering
Ray Giroux has done so much work to his house and land - I don't know what he will do
Jim and Kathy built their house just a few years ago and planned to stay there forever but are now
thinking of putting it on the market
everyone mentions that they will never get a fair price for their property
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8:00 pm think all of the turbines are turning tonight of the turbines are turning tonight – can hear then
a little but the brook is running and covers most of the noise
left ear is ringing a little
4-18-13
ears ringing some - headache across forehead
39 deg

wind from SE gray sky

all turning except T1 1nd T2

8:20 headache almost gone
T1 through T8 off
9:00 T2 and T4 going T17 through T20 going (21?)
1:45 nothing turning except T3 is turning verrrry slowly
2:30 T7 turning

and T3 turning verrrry slowly

Don has migraine - took med. And it went away
10:30 windy tonight - think turbines may be off - left ear ringing
4-19-13
ears ringing
48 deg

turbines not turning facing S

8:15 T 2 -3 -6 -7 -15 -16 -17 -18 are going

can't see T19 -20 -21

Don has pressure-like headache in forehead most every day - I do sometimes
12:30
3:50

T7 -8 -17 -29 -20 -21 are going
T4 -17 -20 -21 are going

7:15 T 7-17 -20 -21 are going - has been windy all day - still facing S
makes me wonder if they are turning them off so the people in Lowell village don't have to hear them!
my ears have been ringing some all day (why?) it doesn't go away as quickly anymore
I am really disappointed that GMP says we aren't complaining as much anymore - why would we
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when it doesn't do any good
They say it is just the same people complaining – of course it is – we are the ones affected – do they
expect people in Newport or Elmore or Burlington to complain ???
ice went out of the pond today
10:00 pm raining hard and wind is blowing hard
4-20-13
left ear ringing
38 deg

gray sky high clouds - T1 -2 -3 -4 -10 off (21?)

8:00 am ears both ringing now - T2 and T10 are only ones not running - turbines facing W
turbines quite loud but brook is loud too
10:50

T2 -10 -14 off - ears still ringing louder than before

1:00 pm

left ear ringing
T1 through T16 off - turbines facing W - T17 through T21 going

4:45 got back from Glover – ears still ringing some
T3 -7 -18 -19 -20 – 21 were going
4:54 T7 -8 – 18 -19 -20 -21 going …..

T3 has stopped

7:00 pm wind still from west....
T1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -off...5 came on …...T6 - 7 -8 -9 on ...T10 off ... T11 through 21 on
if anyone sat and watched those turbines all day they would go crazy – some days they shut them off
and on, one after another before I can get them all written down – it is the same way sometimes when
they are rotating them back and forth

7:21 took db reading ….outside 45.3 max....38.7 min
guest room w/closed 39.3 max....
guest room w/open 44.6 max ….34.3 min
4-21-13
left ear ringing
neither of us could get to sleep last night - I finally got up and took 2 Advil
later Don got up and took Advil
24 deg ...breezy ...light snow on the ground ….some blue sky with a few clouds
6:45

T3 going ….T14 through T20 going (21/)
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7:30 turbines facing NW …..T2 -3 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -11 -12 -13 -14 -15 -16 -17 -18 -19 -20 (21?)
are going (T1 -4 -10 are off)
12:30 just leaving for Peacham – was beginning to get a headache on left side of forehead – glad to be
getting out of here so headache won't get worse
5:00pm

ears not ringing when we got home

4-22-13
ears hardly ringing this morning
26 deg

turbines facing S ..no breeze very still except for the hum of the turbines

clear blue sky

T1 through T20 turning (21?)
went out to hang laundry - would have been a perfect morning except for that damn plane noise
db reading ...7:10am …...42.8 max …...35.0 min (this is supposed to be alright ???? - it is an invasion
in this area – we used to have something special
10:25

db reading

north side of house 45.4 max...39.5 min
west side of house

46.6 max....39.5 min

ears ringing again!
12:00

T1 and T9 are off … turbines have been noisy all morning

3:19

db reading …..45.9 max......39.9 min

ears are ringing SO loud
3:28 db reading ..inside ...w/closed ..40.9 max ….23.9 min
inside ..w/open ..41.9 ...25.5 min
5:23 db reading ..outside ….42.2 max....29.0 min
inside ...w/open 41.8 max ….22.3 min
inside ...w/closed ..37.6 max ….22.3 min
making me feel irritated, angry and depressed – so sick of ears ringing so shrill all the time – it's
beginning to take longer amounts of time away from here to make it stop
4-23-13
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ears ringing and they did all night - I am so sick of this shit
28 deg

wind from the south turbines are roaring (wish that plane would crash)

T 1 through 5 are off ...T6 through 20 are on (21?)
11:40 got home from Newport …

T21 is the only one off

db reading north side of house...47.6 max ...39.8 min
west side or house ...48.7 max ….40.4 min
around 1:30 felt like a pencil was being driven into my right ear
had to make another trip to Orleans and Newport – ears never stopped ringing so far today
(I think GMP/RSG is taking an average each time they measure the db reading – that would figure out
to be what the guy told us his reading was when he checked the batteries. In that case it puts the db
readings where they were required by PSB.)
Db reading again...
7:30 ...outside....45.0 max …..39.1 min
inside ...window closed ...39.6 max ...25.3 min
inside ...window open ...41.5 max ...30.7 min
turbines still facing S …..6 sec fer revolution
at bedtime (11:00) the turbines are still going on and on

4-24-13
[For two days now the turbines have been turning steadily and making noise that is very irritating:
when I woke up this morning it was there again. I haven't even looked to see if they are turning but my
head can sure feel it. There is pressure on/in my forehead and my ears are ringing. If they are achieving
that level by averaging the noise of each revolution it doesn't show the true sound. The sound is more
like a pulse because when you take a reading that tone varies with a high and a low. I compare it to
baling hay because that is also like a pulse. While you are baling your body goes into that same pulsing
feel. I don't think you sway to it but you feel it and your body responds to it. Part of the problem with
the turbine noise is the tone or pitch of that noise. It must also be present in a much lower tone because
you feel at times when you don't hear the higher tone.
Sometimes, not always, I wake up and it feels like my heart or chest is doing something 'unusual' .
When I have gone to a room where there is a more audible noise I find that it 'feels' like the pulse of the
noise that I am hearing. This is not just waking in the morning because it wakes you in the night too.]
I wrote that before I got up this morning to send as a complaint, but didn't send it because I knew it
wouldn't do any good.
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Don has migraine - took med. it has gone away
I have headache and ears are ringing again
40 deg - low cloud cover - can't see mountains to see which way the wind is blowing - there is no
wind down here – turbines aren't as loud today
9:00 clouds have lifted - most of turbines are going took db reading outside 43.2 max ...32.4 min
spent a lot of time outside - turbines were damn noisy - sound was bouncing off the tool shed also
it just won't go away – it makes your head hurt – at least when we were farming the noise would stop
when a job was done and we could enjoy what we had
had company here – he could hear the turbines - hope they don't get them in his area – said he really
didn't like that noise and knew they had destroyed so much habitat - didn't realize Lowell was the only
place in the US that had maiden hair fern – I can't believe ANR allowed them to destroy that
ears were ringing all day
6:15 people here for meeting – turbines were noisy did meter readings several times to show what it
was – didn't record them but they were all between 40 an 45 db
some people stayed until almost 10:00 - spent most of the time after 8:30 outside in front of the house
so noise was less
noise just didn't stop
4-25-13
Don didn't sleep well – kept waking up
I couldn't sleep well either - (also cat and dog were up and downstairs all night – not their normal
way) we all kept waking up
around 5:30 ears were ringing loudly and whole top of my head ached – laid in bed till 6:15 and
headache went away a little
37 deg
went to N. Troy - home just before noon - ears have stopped ringing!
All turbines running (21?)
6:45 T17 -18 -20 are on (21?)

couple on northern end were on earlier

7:05 light snow in air - T1 through 4 are off - T5 -6 -7 -8 are on - T9 off - can't see T10
through T15 - T16 – 17 -18 are going - can't see T 19 -20 -21
9:25 am T1 and T2 off - all others going
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1:30 left ear ringing
took db readings
north side of house 42.2 max …......28.1 min
upstairs ..w/closed …..39.3 max.....19.8 min
upstairs ...w/open
41.1 max.....22.8 min
6:15 pm shadowing/flicker in kitchen, family room, etc. - left to go to Irasburg
8:37 wind from NW
9:00 pm clear with full moon - turbines show up bright white against the sky – appear to all be
turning
4-26-13
ears ringing this morning
32 deg

turbines facing SE

T6 is off -( T21?)

turning 9 sec per revolution

10:00 ears still ringing - turbines all turning
11:17 turbines are facing S except T9 that was facing E just seconds ago now facing N (blades turned
just a little - now being brought back to E (11:19) 11:22 facing S again and turning
db reading

43.0 max ….....31.4 min

12:52 turbines are being rotated in all different directions
around 6:30 most turbines were off but now are turning 8.5 sec per revolution
facing E
ears still ringing
clouds covered the sun as it was going down tonight so there were just a couple of minutes
of shadow flicker
11:30 pm ears are still ringing but I can't hear the turbines running
turbines are bright white against the sky with the full moon - doesn't look like any are turning
but can't be positive about the ones on the ends
4-27-13
ears are ringing this morning
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30 deg turbines are facing N
6:40 turning slowly

some were turning slowly this morning

21 sec per revolution

7:51 28 sec per revolution
Don has headache but may be from pills he is taking
turned very slowly through the morning
ears not ringing
a lot of turbines were off while people were here today- not too noisy
late afternoon turbines started up – going slowly
6:00 pm ears still not ringing
7:48

turbines are turning 10.5 sec per revolution T1 through T21 all turning

10:14

my left ear started ringing very loud (just like it was switched on)

4-28-13
ears ringing this morning
32 deg

wind from south

turning 8 sec per revolution all turning very slowly (21?)

11:30 ears ringing and getting headache – don't know why – turbines are still turning slowly
4:00 headache was going away but is now coming back
had some windows open today - could hear the turbines - very irritating noise
saw a big bird soaring around T1 (others saw it too) – no one saw where it went – just was gone
4-29-13
ears ringing
7:15

- beautiful sunrise - high clouds - turbines facing S - 5 sec per revolution

T1 and T2 are off

I am very irritable and concentration is not good
7:50 still the same turbines might be a little more S -SW T1 and 2 still off
9:55 all are going now - ears still ringing but leaving for doctors – maybe it will stop
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12:30 T7 was off and just came back on
12:42 db reading... in family room..36.8 ...max ...24.9 min
outside ..north side .. 44.4 max.....37.7 min
1:12
2:56
2:57

outside north side 46.4 max...37.3 min
north side 43.4 max...38.6 min
north side 46.2 max ...38.7 min

3:55

turned T7 off

turbines are damn noisy – ears are ringing – have been ringing all day again
3:57

T7 back on

4:45

T9 is off

6:31

T9 is on

turbines were going quite fast all day – ears ringing – had things to do today inside and out – washing
windows, curtains, etc. wish it would all just go away
everyone around is so sick of the constant noise!!!
4-30-13
ears ringing - headache -mostly on left side of forehead - laying in bed this morning it sounded
like the house was humming – kind of like the roof was vibrating
Don had headache too- he used to have migraines but this is not a migraine – it's different
I never had headaches until this crap started – I HATE IT
downstairs can still hear a noise of something running – it's making the headache worse
51 deg

kind of cloudy - no breeze down here but turbines are going

gone for 2 ½ hours - headache went away - ears still ringing
11:30

turbines are at 7 sec per revolution

1:45 headache is coming back on left side - Don still has headache
gone again for couple of hours – headache went away but ears still ringing
5:45

when we came home T1 through 6 were on ...T7& 8 were off...T9 through 15 were on
T16 – 17 -18 were off ...T19 -20 -21 were on
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8:00 pm Don has headache on left side above eye - he has had a headache most all day - he took an
sumatriptan - thought it might help but headache came back after just a few minutes so it
wasn't a migraine
8:25 turbines are off – a couple are just barely moving
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MAY NOISE DIARY
5-1-13
ears ringing when I woke up again
46 deg
some turbines facing SW some S glaring white turbines blue sky no breeze down here
but all turbines are turning (T21?) turning 8 sec per revolution
7:00am turning 10 sec per revolution
turbines have been facing different directions but now seem to be rotating them one by one to the S
and those are turning slowly
9:35 some facing S - some facing SE - 21 sec per revolution
T1 through 8 are going …...T9 through 13 are off ...T14 through 18 are going (T21?)
outside most of day .. noise isn't as bad as most days but it makes me feel irritated because it drones on
and on and on ...washing windows kind of makes me feel dizzy because I can see the turbines from
the inside and then the reflection of them in the windows while doing the outside
4:00 pm turbines facing different directions from NE to S E to S ...a few are turning slowly ...10 sec
per revolution is about the fastest...can't hear them inside right now but could with the windows open
today….outside it is that damn plane that is hovering and a clanging noise once in awhile
ears have been ringing all day – not as loud as the last couple of days but is still there
5:39 leaving for awhile – turbines all off – we should stay here just to enjoy the quiet for awhile
wish they would leave them off all night but I'll bet they won't
Don has had headache all day again ...on the right side
my ears are ringing some
7:00 pm ...all turbines are still off first 8 are facing NE
8:00 pm ..all turbines are starting up slowly again…..facing NE
9:15 ears are ringing louder again - guess it is another night of it
5-2-13
left ear ringing – headache on right side of forehead
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48 deg turbines facing NW - 9 sec per revolution
7:00 right ear just started ringing
9:12

T8 is going 21 sec per revolution ..T2 -3 -4 -13 -18 -19 off...(21?)

headache has gone but ears still ringing
10:20 all facing NW and turning slowly except T13 which is facing N and not going
sound this morning has been like someone left the water running and you have no ability to turn it off
while I was outside it felt like pressure in my head – hated the noise because it masked the sound of
Don working with the chainsaw up at the foot of the mountain – I depend on that sound no matter how
far away to make sure he is OK
2:15 just left ear ringing – not too bad right now but irritating
4:30 turbines facing NE – going fast - very noisy outside
4:55 – they have slowed down some …..9 sec per revolution and some quieter but ears are ringing
again – there is no way to tell from one minute to the next what you are going to hear some days
I did notice yesterday and today that while I was washing windows I kept feeling dizzy – yesterday
I didn't think about it being because of the turbines but it happened again today ..only while I was
washing them. From the inside I could see them and from the outside I could see the reflection of them
turning
7:15 going 7.5 sec per revolution
8:00 facing E going 6 sec per revolution
11:30 could hear the noise inside so went outside to take a reading
11:35
42.4 max.....33.1 min
5-3-13
ears ringing.....Don has headache
40 deg

clear sky

not a breeze here

T1 off ...T2 -3 -4 on ..T 5 off ...T6 -7 -8 on T9 off ….T 10 through T20 on (21?)
8:30 all turning except T9
noisy ..wind from SW
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12:15 all turning

facing W now

noisy - ears ringing
3:00 getting a headache
3:35 turbines have rotated to S
didn't write anything down after this but later in the evening I don't think anything was going on
5-4-13
Don has migraine
Shirley has ears ringing some
44 deg clear sky turbines not turning - outside I can hear a soft hum from the mountain (Melody could
hear it too
9:30 turbines have started turning slowly 10:10 turbines were turning about 7 sec per revolution
10:45 turning 9.5 sec per revolution
11:00 all turbines turning - facing E - constant r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r
1:45 when we went to the meadow and came back up the turbine the turbines were all turning
headed up to the back field by the cabin T1 – 2 -3 -4 were all off - then those were back on and
some of the middle ones were off T 9 was facing the opposite direction
when we were up at the game cameras the noise was quite loud -my ears were ringing a little and I
noticed a headache starting just above my right eye –we got back to the house and after a few minutes
the headache had gone away – guess that says we can no longer enjoy our cabin and the place we
have cookouts, etc.
5:10 T9 is now facing E like all the others and believe all are off
5:15

T15 -17 -20 -21 are just barely turning

8:00 pm just thought we might be able to have a good night sleep – ears have stopped ringing –
looked out and they have started turning them on again EVERY ONE OF THEM IS TURNING
AT 8 sec per revolution – I am so tired today I just wish they would stop. They are facing NE
9:00 pm turbines are just barely turning now - don't know what that means for tonight - seems like
they are reading my computer!
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5-5-13
left ear ringing
50 deg
turbines are all moving some 7 to 9 sec per revolution facing S – SW
left ear rang all day at times some of the turbines were off
went fishing today - what should have been a quiet, peaceful time was interrupted by the constant
growl of the turbines – if I had wanted that noise I would have gone to Newport and fished off the
bridge
8:45 both ears are ringing now - turbines are facing S

turning 5 sec per revolution

9:15 all turbines seem to be running but it is quite dark now
5-6-13
ears ringing this morning – very high-pitched., shrill sound
Don had migraine
turbines facing W - turning 7 sec per revolution
they are diddling around with the direction again
11:30

- T1 -2 -3 -4 - SW.. ..T5 SE....T6 E turned to SE....T7 – SE...T8 SE (and on) T9 SW

(turned to W)...T10 W ...T11 and T12 W (and on) ….T13 SW....T14 S ...T15 W (on) T16 SW
T17 S ...T18 -19 – 20 are SW …..T21 ?
1:10 - T1 SE ….T2 ? ...T3 and T4 SE ...T5 -6 – 7 – 8 S ….T9 -10 SW ….T11 -12 ???
T13 through T21 SW
left for Newport –just before going out door some turbines were off – backed out and they were back
on – got back home and all are on and facing S
5-7-13
ears are ringing again- kind of a headache
Don has a headache
47 deg
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all turbines are going - 6 sec per revolution
inside the turbines sound like a waterfall – outside sounds like a never ending plane at an airport
11:15 everything facing W and turning --- ears still ringing
2:00 Don has headache ...my ears are still ringing
it sounds like the house is humming today – I can even hear it outside – noticed it especially behind
the garage at the clothesline
went to Town Meeting at Lowell ---ears stopped ringing while we were there but it was very noisy
(people talking)
got back home and turbines were all going - 9 sec per revolution
9:32 left ear has started ringing
5-8-13
ears ringing – felt like something squeezing my head
50 deg

turbines facing south

all turning

7 sec per revolution

never see animals like we used to anymore - haven't even checked the game cameras yet- used to
check them every day and have pictures – everything is gone – even the coons aren't coming – that
was one of our enjoyments
around 11:00 noticed my insides feel fluttery can't explain the feeling
hate the mirror like glare from the sides of the nacelle (this is from inside the kitchen)
pressure feeling in my head
11:45 felt kind of pulsing in my chest while in the office – opened window and could hear what I
was feeling - like a boom box or amplifier in a car
around 2:15 took sound meter outside and took readings several places around the lawn---outside
max: 44.8 …........min 36.6
44.7….....…........ 38.8
47.2..................... 38.4
45.3 …................ 38.5
45.8 ….................38.8
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50.9 …................41.4
45.2......................38.2
44.9 ….................37.7
inside (window was open)
43.7 …..............30.4
43.2 …................31.3
43.8 …................25.7
41.9.....................24.9
5:00 pm went to kids baseball game --- felt pretty rotten and really hard to concentrate this
afternoon - -part way through the game my headache went away and I felt better - left ear still ringing
8:35 got back home - still feeling ok - just left ear ringing a little
noise is still here and believe it is probably in the 40 to 44 db range
took reading inside guest room – window open - max 43.4....min 27.4
cooled off some so shut the windows --wish the noise would stop so I can sleep 5-9-13
ears ringing
57 deg
6:15 clouds covering turbines but turbines are turning because I can hear them
10:30 clouds have lifted --steady noise again today – all seem to be turning
11:00 pm turbines quieter tonight (right now) maybe we will get some sleep tonight
5-10-13
6:00 didn't sleep well (either of us) thoughts wouldn't stop racing - don't feel rested at all
ears ringing
58 deg
turbines covered by clouds - can hear them but not too loud - just left ear ringing
11:24

12:22

T1 through 16 off ….T17 turning …..can't see T18 through 21
turbines facing NW
turbines running slowly - 10 sec per revolution
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4:00

turbines off

5:23

turbines off

5-11ears ringing – very high pitched --didn't sleep well – can't concentrate
56 deg

low clouds - soft rain

very tired
11:00 took reading
loud and irritating

max 41.1 ….min 26.8 knew it wasn't real loud as for decibels but it was still

12:30 clouds have lifted turbines are turning
ears have been ringing all day – Don has had headache all day
I felt like I was going to cry all day and didn't want to see or talk to anyone- I am so tired
I hate feeling like this
5-12-13
I have headache and ears ringing again
Don has headache again- has been having it all day every day
50 deg turbines are going - turning 8 sec per revolution
went to check game cameras (meadow cam) very few animals – got what we would have had in
one day before and it had been one week and a day
went to camera by cabin – OMG were the turbines noisy! - almost no pics there either
3:39 getting headache again - turbines facing W - turning 5 sec per revolution
6:00 pm - reading – outside 44.9 max ….29.1 min
6:35 pm - reading - outside 42.0 max.... 25.4 min
inside 43.7 max....23.9 min
ears ringing all day
sounded like thunder a couple of times this evening
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11:55

reading - outside 42.2 max …..32.2

5-13-13
ears ringing again - kept waking up all night
37 deg had a dusting of snow last night (showed a little on the grass and on the garden
6:35 T9 off turbines facing W - went to Newport - just left ear ringing
10:25 coming home - coming home could see T1 is off
10:35 home - T1 -3 -4 -19 are off
inside turbines sound like rolling thunder
11:10 ears are both ringing and already getting a headache again – that didn't take long!
Turbines facing W - 5 sec per revolution
reading outside -

42.8 max .....35.3 min

my ears keep ringing and the headache starts to go away but suddenly comes back
have noticed this afternoon that I can hear the turbines growling r -r -r -r -r -r – in the bathroom
(with no windows) as much or more as in the rooms with windows – in those rooms the noise is
more of a steady noise
now it feels like something is squeezing my head
3-14-13
ears ringing WICKED - head aches again – feels like a band around my head and even hurts to
tip my head and hurts behind eyes and back of head hurts too
Don has shingles – (stress ?)
32 deg

turbines facing NW turning 8 sec per revolution

8:27 turbines facing N
8:40 T1 is off
10:40 T1 and T17 off
I'm so pissed off that I have to take Advil to stay in our home and on our property - we can't
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enjoy our house, cabin or anywhere on the farm anymore
1:30 headache was going away but is coming back in forehead over left eye
shadowing was all over the mountain this evening and a little later it was covering the fields in
front of the house – company also saw it
ears have been ringing so loudly today that it is driving me crazy – extremely irritable and can't
hear conversations clearly
Haven't mentioned the flashing red lights at night - that is a circus on it's own. Not only do they
flash but the red light flies out the length of the blades as they spin around - that (along with the
noise) takes the joy out of watching the stars at night or just being outside at night.
Another thing that I hate is all the dirt on the windows! Last summer during the construction I
couldn't keep the windows clean. It went from washing the windows once in the spring and once
in the fall, to washing them every time someone was coming. I thought it might get better this
summer but it might even be worse. The windows on the back of the house won't stay clean for even
a week.
Ears are ringing loudly …..........
5-15-13
ears ringing again this morning but head isn't aching
29 deg

wind from the S all turbines turning

11:00 all turbines turning – noisy rumbling
T1 -5 -9 have been off some today
12:50 turbines noisy

T9 was off for a few minutes again - now T5 is off

ears never stopped ringing all day but the noise didn't stop either
Don mowed part of the lawn and behind the house I could hear the turbines just the same
took readings this afternoon......45.7 max...34.3 min
toward evening – reading 42.4 max....30.5 min
sounds like rolling thunder or a plane coming in
the time display is turned off on the camera - have to figure out how to get that back on
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5-16-13
ears ringing head feels tight
51 deg

most turbines turning

wind from W

5 sec per revolution

T9 is off

6:50 turbines are loud - can even hear the growling of the turbines in bathroom (no windows)
readings – outside 42.1 max.... 27.8 min
bedroom – window open - 40.7 max ….....23.0 min
bedroom - window closed 37.5 max..........24.4 min
7:50 getting that feeling of a band around my head
12:30 been doing yard work and weeding flowers – turbines are loud feels like I'm weeding
to the beat of the turbines – that is no fun - have headache now and feels like the whole top of
my head is being squeezed
wind from W - 5 sec per revolution - just wish it would stop – it's a torture that we can't
get away from (wonder if it has anything to do with Don's shingles (that is brought about by stress)
wind from NW wish it would just STOP
3:55 readings outside (did it twice) 44.5 max...36.8 min
39.1 52.8 max....38.9 min
between 7:30 and 8:00 tonight the sun was just hitting the turbines – there was a mirror like
bright glow on each turbine and the blades were being reflective too and flashing that right
toward our house – we have no quiet left here – there are cars turning around so the dog barks,
the flashing, the red flashing at night and THE NEVER ENDING NOISE
.04 inches of rain....rain gauge changes every 24 hours (at noon)
5-17-13
ears ringing - pressure over and behind left eye
44 deg clouds down over tops of mountains but can hear the noise - noticed I could hear
it in the bathroom again but also throughout the house
7:40 can see parts of 3 turbines now – wind is from NW looks like they are turning 5 sec
per revolution
8:50 can't concentrate on anything!
9:04 turbines have slowed some - 7.5 sec per revolution
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10:45 outside hanging clothes on the line - could hear a noise like a phone ringing in the
direction of the turbines but the 'rings' were longer than a regular phone (our phone was
not ringing)
2:34 readings....outside ...43.9 max ….35.3 min ..
2:26 repeated – outside ..44.5 max......38.3 min
inside window open 44.1 max.....22.5 min
window closed 37.1 max...22.1 min
5:45 went to ball game - ears were ringing
8:00 got back home just left ear ringing
9:00 turbines facing NW - didn't count revolutions but the turbines are a little bit quieter
ears are both ringing loudly again
5-18-13
ears ringing loudly headaches wicked back of head, front, behind eyes, between eyes – ears rang
all night – kept waking up – so tired this morning
45 deg blue sky – turbines turning
T5 .…20 sec per revolution
T6 ….10 sec per revolution
T7 ….19 sec per revolution
T13.....9 sec per revolution
not thinking well – can't concentrate for 5 min.
7:30 – all turbines facing NW and turning slowly
11:15 turbines turned to W – turning very slowly – wonder if they will be turned off tomorrow
for open house
4:00 the turbines are facing all different directions – it appears that they have whipped and roared
all week and have stopped or slowed today – is there a tour today? Wonder if it will be the same
tomorrow for open house?
7:30 turbines fairly quiet – ears have nearly stopped ringing – left one is barely ringing - we were
able to sit on the porch tonight
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5-19-13
ears not ringing this morning - seems good!!!
54 deg wind from SE

7.5 sec per revolution

6:45 ears have started ringing again
turbines all seem to be running
this afternoon could really hear the turbines – people at the base camp could hear them – one
mentioned her ears were ringing
6:07 has started raining
took readings

wind is from S

about 5 sec per revolution...

outside..43.6 max...32.0 min – it seemed a little louder a few minutes ago

5-20-13
ears ringing - very high pitched
54 deg. can't see mountains ..very low clouds

started raining again about 6:30

7:33 clouds moved a little around T 5 and T6 can see they are turning ...about 5.5 sec per revolution
facing NW
can hear the turbines in the bathroom and throughout the house (rumble)
1:00 headache – front of forehead
2:45 9 sec per revolution
at ball game right ear stopped ringing - left ear ringing just a little – headache stopped earlier
8:25 from Irasburg could see turbines are hardly moving
8:42 turbines are facing NW – barely turning - 25 sec per revolution
wish they would leave them off tonight - I am tired
.39 inches of rain
5-21-13
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ears ringing – didn't sleep well – toward morning woke several times – don't know what I was
hearing (if it was turbines or thunder or what – it had rained some) I was just so tired
56 deg can't see the turbines – clouds are way down on the mountains feels like they are running
- started in the night
7:30 clouds lifted just a little - could see 3 of them going fast
10:15 clouds still covering mountains - turbines aren't too noisy
afternoon – still the same
8:00 pm still the same – ears had stopped ringing around 5:00 this afternoon – WHAT A RELIEF!!!
8:52 raining out – supposed to have thunder tonight - lightening already
9:45 clouds have lifted - I can see the red flashing lights – still raining, thundering and lightening
.12 inches of rain
5-22-13
ears ringing
50 deg fog down to mountain can't see the mountains through the clouds
we were gone at 5:00 and were gone for the morning
heard from neighbors that around 8:30 the turbines were very noisy – their dog wouldn't go for a
walk with them - she wrote to Susan Paruch – GMP wouldn't call her back – she told them that the
turbines had been real noisy for the past two weeks except for last Saturday ears rang all day
didn't keep very good track of conditions today - it rained off and on throughout the day
RSG guy came to put in the sound monitor for GMP – it will be here 2 weeks – I asked if they pick
up conversations – he said yes – but they cut it out - they just listen long enough to see what it is
(David Lozupone, E.I.T)
1.26 inches of rain

5-23-13
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ears ringing – doesn't stop very much anymore
thunder shower during night - clouds low on mountain again
11:10 part of a cloud moved enough to see top of one is turning
took readings - outside - 43.0 max.....37.6 min (11:20)
2nd outside 44.7 max...39.8 min (11:21)
kitchen window closed 37.6 max …..24.1 min (11:24)
bedroom – window open 40:4 max.......27.7 min (12:39)
window closed 38.4 max......24.5 min (12:39)
some of the turbines are turned off
this afternoon could still hear some noise while Don was mowing lawn in front of the house
just before dark the turbines were being turned off/shut down
8:45 turbines still seem to be turned off
has rained off and on all afternoon - flooding in places – brooks on west side of mountains are
very full – kind of flooded
9:27 some turbines are turning T10 and T12 are going (can see the red lights) they are facing W
can't tell the others
1.06 inches of rain
5-24-13
ears ringing this morning – little bit of headache
49 deg

clouds covering mountains again

12:00 clouds still covering mountains - can't hear the turbines right now - the brook is still
full and loud - left ear is ringing – headache went away
didn't hear turbines throughout the day – too much wind, rain and brook running – we've
had over 4 inches of rain
ears ringing but can't hear the turbines because of the wind, rain and noisy brook
tonight – same thing - can't see the flashing lights
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1.46 inches of rain
5-25-13
ears ringing again
40 deg clouds down on mountain again - cold, rainy, windy - can't see or hear the turbines
brook is really loud
snow flurries in afternoon – snow stuck to trees on Rt 58 – 1 ½ inches of slush on the road
snow flurries till after dark - had about 3 inches of snow in back field (Lathe field) - a little
less down here as far as the brook (toward the meadow) – it was spotty from there down
through the morning
ears have nearly stopped ringing today
1.22 inches of rain
5-26-13
left ear ringing just a little this morning
10:15 am can see T1 through T7 - they aren't turning
10:30 getting a headache - can see T13 through T17 – they are not turning
turbines are facing NW when I can see them
1:00 took Advil for headache - went to check cameras – there was a noise coming from the
mountain top area - not the usual noise of turbines turning - don't know what it was but was
the noise of something like a motor – turbines are not running
6:00 pm can see T16 through T21 – they aren't turning ------can't see the rest
it has rained off and on all day – haven't been able to see if there is snow on the turbines or not
– it was sticking to the NW side of the trees down here
9:15 turbines still off - they show up as bright white against the sky tonight - bright moon
– all the red lights are flashing
.04 inches of rain today
5-27-13
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couldn't get to sleep last night - left ear ringing a little this morning
44 deg at 5:00 am - nothing turning
8:07 T1 -2 -3 -6 -8 -10 turning – 5.5. sec per revolution
8:20 HOLY CRAP - what are they doing ?--ears are ringing loudly
8:34 T1 through 12 turning - - - 6 sec per revolution - noisy
12:10 turbines are off - clear sunny w/ some wind
12:40 T5 going – still some spots of snow on the mountains
1:00 T5 is being turned off and on - T19 -20 -21 are on
!:40 T1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -9 - are off
3:50

T 1 -2 -5 -17 -18 -19 -20 -21 are off – rest are going 5 sec per revolution

around 6:00 or 6:15 the strobing in the house was extremely annoying – in the kitchen, family
room, dining room, living room, office, guest room and heading into our bedroom my ears are ringing terribly
around 8:00 the turbines were turned off (hope for the night) - by 8:30 they were back on
except for T17 - they are making noise but I'm sure it is below the ‘acceptable’ decibel level
3-28-13
ears ringing a little
43 deg

clear, blue sky turbines facing W

6:00 am nothing running
7:00 all turning slowly 9 sec per revolution
7:48 T8 is off , then turning sloooowly
8:15

T8 is off - T15 through T18 are off

9:30 turbines have been off and on but are on again now – steady low hum
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11:20 turbines still on – facing SE
damn the noise – it used to be fun to work and take care of the lawn and yard – all that has been

taken away – now I am doing it and can't enjoy it because of the constant r-r-r-r-r-r-r-R R R R R..
it isn't like the noises we experienced while farming – those noises went on while we were
doing a job but then it stopped and we could go on to something else and enjoy the noises of
nature and the surroundings
2:30 T7 is off (21 ?)
3:50 T7 and T17 are off

(T21 ?)

8:30 pm all are turning
red light between T1 and T10 isn't on now - around 11:30 noticed that it is working but not
as often as the others
5-29-13
ears ringing – headache
52 deg started raining about 5:30 – could hear the turbines in the bathroom (there are no
windows) and in the kitchen when I got up
turbines are turning 5 sec per revolution - facing SW
clouds covering the mountains
headache is gone but ears are ringing
outside the turbines are rumbling - the radio is loud enough in the house so I can't hear it
I HATE HAVING THE RADIO LOUD
drizzling rain off and on today – clouds stayed over mountains
8:54 ears still ringing tonight
12:19 woke up with ears ringing - could hear turbines rumbling – got up could see the blades
were turning because the red light was reflecting along the blades
5-30-13
ears are ringing - feels like a band around my head
66 deg

clear, blue sky
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7:00 am turbines facing W - turning 5 sec per revolution - fairly noisy this morning
7:27 clouds coming in from W (moving fast)
7:30

T10 is off

7:41

T9 is also off

9:00

all turbines stopped abruptly - came back on between 9:15 and 9:30

ears are still ringing but headache and band around head are almost gone
10:21 turbines turning about 7 sec per revolution
headache is now over left eye
12:44

top of head feels squeezed

2:50 went up by GMP microphone and said 'this is just too loud – why don't you just turn them off'
Don is mowing front lawn and outside I can still hear the turbine noise
they are facing W - going about 5 sec per revolution
4:15 T1 is off - all others are going - clouds are moving fast
it's so noisy – sounds as if there is a plane coming but it never lands – it is no fun to be outside
and inside can still hear it - I want to have the windows open so bad but it is so noisy
– ears never stopped ringing all day
8:47

All turbines are turning tonight

5-31-13
ears are ringing – didn't sleep well or very much
62 deg - wind from W - 5 sec per revolution
can hear the noise throughout the house – SICK OF THE NOISE
9:30

T2 and T3 are off

11:41 turbines have been noisy all morning but have slowed to 7 sec per revolution
still facing W
11:50

Don said his ears are ringing (couldn't believe how they sounded)

12:16

T1 and T3 off
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5:00 pm turbines have turned to SW
tested wind noise with just the extech from 21:00 to 21:03 - it was running from 44.5 to 47.??
this was outside at 21:06 in the kitchen it was from 42.0 to 47 or 48 - (window was open but it is hot)
at 21:10 in the guest room it was 43.4 (again the window is open – it is too hot to close it)
ears have been ringing all day
sure isn't very comforting to be watching tornado coverage and hear the turbines roar in the background
10:45 ears still ringing – started to get another headache – the turbines with red lights are turning
and expect they all are – still noisy
headache on left side
11:30 pm Don can hear the turbines from our bedroom (away from the turbines) I sure can
hear them
Now ears seldom stop ringing - never had this before – I am wondering if this builds up so that
it lasts longer before it stops?
Headaches come and go often - almost never had headaches before – is this what I a forced to
live with now?

5
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June Noise Diary
6-1-13
ears ringing - head feels tight
66 deg - wind from SW - 7 sec per revolution
T7 and T8 are almost stopped – turning very slowly
8:?? went to check game cameras – at both cameras the turbines were very noisy
around 9:00 or maybe 9:05 ? all turbines were turned off
around 9:20 to 9:25 the turbines all came back on
10:13 turbines barely going
ears ringing
11:56 T6 and T7 barely moving - T8 is off
1:00 outside working and headache started over left eye
T5 -6 -7 -8 have turned SE – they are noisy and going fast
5:00 pm headache nearly gone turbines are slowed way down again – facing SE
7:30ish went for a short ride turbines were all running – coming south on Rt 14could see they
were all turned off – when we got home T3 was turning (only one)
9:30 can see blades of ones with red lights are going
6-2-13
ears ringing - very tired
68 deg

turbines facing E - turning 5 sec per revolution - they are loud again today

.47 inches of rain overnight.

Rained just a little about 10:00 am

ears were ringing all day
rain off and on all day – got real dark at times
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6-3-13
ears ringing - feels like band around my head just above my eyes
64 deg - turbines going slowly - 9 sec per revolution - facing W
8:45 headache feeling better
9:00 all turbines are off
ears are still ringing loudly
9:27 turbines have started back up

- T1 -3 -8 -9 -17 are off

worked outside -besides the usual growl of the turbines there is something on the north
end that occasionally makes a high pitched whistle noise
11:00 RSG guy came - said they have reports of monitors on Stewart road being
vandalized so they have to check all of them ( he wasn't here very long but acted
paranoid – looked his pant legs all over before he got back in car – different car this
time - walks through grass like he is stepping on worms)
11:45

T3 -6 -17 are off - ears are ringing loudly

gone for awhile this afternoon - when we got back some turbines were off and some
were on
40. _16

inches of rain overnight

started sound monitor just after 7:00
at 8:12 the turbines were all off - were all back on a little later (didn't write down the time)
8:45 getting a headache over right eye and right temple hurts – ears are driving me crazy
with the ringing
turned off the sound monitors just before 9:00pm – I hope I got some of it right this time
9:10 turning 6 sec per revolution
9:43 there was just some big rumble that made Barney jump off the couch and start barking
.47 inches of rain
6-4-13
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ears ringing – won't this ever go away
can hear that rumbly waterfall noise again
46 deg sounds like rocks tumbling down the brook
9:05 the turbines have just gone off
– didn't write down the time the turbines came back on but they weren't off very long
1:32 turbines are noisy – ears are ringing – headache off and on all day
3:15 all turbines are off
7:45 - HEADACHE - right side and temple
8:00 turbines turned off
8:20 to 8:23 set up and started sound monitors
8:25 turbines started back up
wind from NW T17 is off
10:30 still have headache and ringing ears
.16 inches of rain
6_5-13
ears ringing again this morning
wind from NW (almost N)
6:30 all turbines are off - others are 9 sec per revolution
8:00 some are completely off - some are turning 25 sec per revolution – one is 8 sec
per revolution
9:25

everything has been off for a while

9:26 some of turbines are coming back on
9:48 5 sec per revolution
we were gone all morning – RSG picked up the GMP monitors while we were gone – didn't get to talk to him
ears have been ringing all day – it didn't go away while the turbines were off today
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8:00 turbines were off when I was in Lowell - got back home – still off
9:00 a few turbines are beginning to turn slowly
11:30 turbines with lights are turning very slowly – don't know about others
6-6-13
ears ringing and hard headache this morning
52 deg....wind from S - turning 9 sec per revolution
no concentration today – can't remember for even a few minutes
9:00 everything turned off
9:20 took Advil for headache &%(%*&*
9:36 turbines are going again – turned to E-SE
10:15 headache is a little better
10:45 headache now just over left eye
12:42 turbines now facing E - 12 sec per revolution
2:57

T1 through 8 facing NE - rest seem to be facing E (T1 is off)

3:00 all turbines are off
4:26 - T1 -6 -13 are off

- can't see T17 through 21

6:52 turbines I can see are turning verrrrry slowly - 27 sec per revolution
8:00 turbines are all off again – EARS HAVE STOPPED RINGING !!!!!
8:30 turbines have started coming back on
6-7-13
ears ringing
can't see mountains because of low clouds
9:20 can hear the turbines with the radio going
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10:20 only see part of one of the turbines - facing SE - going 5 sec per revolution
ears ringing - leaving for part of the day
3:00 pm home - ears still ringing
clouds still covering the mountains
9:00 pm ears still ringing – could hear/feel the turbines earlier in the bathroom
.43 inches of rain
6-8-13
ears ringing - headache mostly across forehead - when I woke up my right ear was
on the pillow and I could hear a grinding pulsing noise --maybe this is why I wake
up with headaches it sounds like the turbines - Don has mentioned this before
53 deg

clouds covering mountains

8:00 clouds moved away just enough to see part on one turbine - facing N - turning 9.5
sec per revolution
5 turkeys at the cabin this morning
clouds on mountains all day – noise was fairly loud
ears ringing all day
9:00 pm ringing louder tonight
clouds parted just enough to see part of a tower or part of a blade off and on all day
.24 inches of rain
6-9-13
ears ringing again this morning
52 deg. clouds covering the mountains again
went to LMG - BBQ
ears stopped ringing throughout the day
back home - turbines turning
left ear has started ringing
8:20 turbine T1 -3 -7 -8 -9 -10 are on – rest are off
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9:00pm T 3 is on rest are all off - wish they would leave them off tonight - I am getting
so tired – guess there must be something going on because sleep isn't restful most nights
anymore - wind from N – NW
9:45 some turbines coming back on - getting hard to see them
42. _4

inches of rain

6-10-13
left ear ringing loudly
57 deg
7:00 turbines aren't running - facing N
7:30 turbines are changing direction - northern ones facing E now but not turning
8:26 beginning to turn slowly
9:00 am now facing SE and turning slowly
gone for most of the day
3:25

T1 off - all others on

ears ringing again tonight
8:48 all turbines turning and quite noisy
6-11-13
ears ringing again
51 deg

clouds covering mountains - light rain

12:00 still raining and low clouds
42. _83 inches of rain
3:40 can see bits of a few turbines through the clouds -can't tell which way they are facing
5:34 could see 1 turbine for a few minutes - facing E - turning about 6 sec per revolutions
8:00 pm can see a few turbines

T 6 -7 – 8 -9 -10 are turning
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6-12-13
ears ringing again – damn it
52 deg

background noise is loud today (brook and wind blowing too) low clouds

11:45 wind from N
T1 -2 -5 -7 – on

18 on can't see T10 and T11 can't see T 19 - 20 -21

2:30 have had a headache this afternoon
went to baseball game - headache went away
when we got home sun was glaring off nacelle of some turbines and blades were making them flash
8:30 T1 -2 -4 -5 -6 -7 -9 -10 -17 -19 are on - can't see T21 - turbines still facing N
41. _87

inches of rain

6-13-13
left ear ringing
no wind - sunny –blue sky
6:00 am nothing turning so far this morning
6:38 some turbines facing NW - T7 facing SW - T17 - T14 facing S
6:50 am – T1 W...T2 N...T3 and T4 didn't write down....T5 NW ... T6 and T7 S...
T8 N-NW
T9 NW......T10 SE...T11 W...T12 and T13 N....T14 S...T15 ???...
T16 -17 -18 S
T19 -20 -21 ???? (all approximate)
7:30 most being rotated to SE
ears ringing all day – nothing too noisy compared to some days – up on the hill at
Dan's land it was noisier – there is no way they can enjoy their land anymore –
don't see how they could camp there now
9:00 facing E-SE - believe all are turning - about 9 sec per revolution
6-14-13
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ears ringing again !!!
55 deg
8:00 am
8:08

woke up several times during the night

turbines facing N going 9 sec per revolution
turbines facing W all turning
T8 is off and T11 through 16 are off

ears ringing more as the day went on - turbines were noisier as the day went on
5:00pm turbines facing NW - even noisier
loud pickup went by - soon after it went by I couldn't hear it anymore because the
turbine noise drowned it out - sounds like a plane - at one point when a plane did
go over and it sounded the same except it was in stereo and the real one went away
7:00 turbines facing NW - besides the roar of the turbines there is also a loud rumble
up there every once in awhile
worked outside for awhile - it gave me a headache
9:00 pm T3 -8 -11 -12 – 13 -14 -15 -16 -18 off (can't see T20 and 21)
still have headache over eyes
6-15-13
left ear ringing
55 deg - sunny - blue sky
turbines facing N - all turning - going 9 sec per revolution
8:50 turbines facing NW
tried taking readings – the noise is driving me crazy
outside - 48.9 dec ....guest room – w/closed 31.5 dec.....w/ open

- 41. 7 dec

4:30 pm T1 -2 -3 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 off...T4 on,,,T10 through 15 on
this evening there is flashing on the mountain, on the road and on the Lathe field and the
pastures just as it was about to really start flashing here in the house clouds started forming
and hid the sun
6-16-13
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ears ringing wicked again
50 deg.

facing W

turbines sound like thunder or a plane 7:18 am T6 -7 -8 -are off
10:00 am turbines facing S - noisy again
Kelley and Sarah came up from Winooski – they only stayed a short time because she didn't
want a migraine or to be sick
went up to Dan's land on the hill – turbines were very noisy there and at Koehlers
(Benedict won't even come up because the very things he loved about his property
have been destroyed)
Steve and Robbin rode horses over the mountain – said road was terrible – trees down a
lot of places
someone had been going by and taking firewood (stealing it)
Dan has asked Lowell to fix the road so he can cut his firewood and get to his land road commissioner said he would but the selectmen say 'no' - a year ago someone
pushed Dan's picnic table out in the field and ran over it – everyone used it when
they were hiking or whatever - the most beautiful view from there, and now you
can only hear the turbines and the wildlife is gone - one guy watched a catamount
there for 20 min
around 1:00 or 1:30 it started to rain again – clouds have covered the mountains again
dark rainy evening
I hate what the turbines have done to the area – we never went places and traveled
but we had the nature and the birds and animals – now there is almost none
everything that is left hides in the woods – where we used to sit on the porch in the
evening and just watch the wildlife ( something every night ) we don't see things very
often anymore - we used to see hawks and vultures soaring day after day – there was
a hawk nest on the side of the mountain which seems to be gone this summer – the

nesting crows are even gone – I miss hearing the baby crows squawking for attention
and the hawks screeching as they soared overhead
I hope someday someone wakes up to see what has been lost - - school children are
now being taught that if someone tells them something is GREEN it is good - they
will never know what a beautiful place this was – now it is a wasteland
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7:42 a few clouds have lifted and the turbines that I can see are turning
all I want to do is cry – the fun of life is gone – this isn't a good day
6-17-13
ears ringing
55 deg.

another cloudy day - clouds down over the mountain again

7:50 am can see the top of one turbine - facing W - think it is going 5 sec per rev
_43
inches of rain
Cleared off later
Someone came for awhile – couldn't believe the noise – thought that might be the
reason her ears ring now although she doesn't hear the noise the same from her h
ouse as it is here – she said she could feel the noise or the air pulsing – she was
feeling the same things that I do – I had not told her what it feels like or the
amount of noise. I feel if I tell visitors what I am feeling it may influence what
they feel or hear.
Rained off and on all afternoon

6-18-13
ears ringing some again this morning
55 deg – turbines turning slowly - facing NW - 10 sec per rev
10:30 turbines almost stopped - 26 sec per rev
ears still ringing – why won't they stop?
2;25 some turbines turning slowly - facing NW - T5 facing W
5:30 turbines have turned slowly all day
ears have been ringing all day – high pitched - started to get a headache at one point
this afternoon
bu it went away after awhile
outside today there has been different sounds coming from the mountains (turbines)
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9:00 pm turbines have started turning faster 7 sec per revolution
6-19-13
heck of a headache - ears ringing and feels like a band around my head
49 deg turbines facing N - T6 is off - 8 sec per revolution
gone all day - Sheffield was turning when I came home

8:10 am turbines facing N and turning slowly - 10 sec per revolution
T6 is back on but now T2 is off
think maybe they (GMP) are having a tour today???
probably won't be home until after dark tonight
6-20-13
ears ringing
48 deg. nothing turning - wish the ringing would turn off - are they off because of the
ANR meeting tonight?
Most turbines are facing NW - T9 is facing S
7:30 looks like they are rotating the nacelles to face S - it is very still this morning
7:51 most of the turbines are turned to the S now
8:00 am a few turbines are just beginning to turn slooooowly ones that aren't facing
S yet aren't turning
10:15 the turbines in Sheffield are off
6:10 pm got home from NH - ears are not ringing!!!!
turbines are facing W
after working in the garden for about ½ hour ears started to ring again – I'm guessing
they are about 41 to 43 decibels which would make them in compliance but it is
totally unacceptable to live near
6-21-13
ears ringing again today
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54 deg

turbines facing E - turning 6 sec per revolution

worked in garden - turbines are damn noisy - sounded like the interstate with no
break in the traffic
9:30 T2 is off
gone for the day again
9:00 pm T1 is on..... T2 -3 -4 off …..T5 -6 -7 are on.....T 8 is off.....T9 – 10 are on ...
didn't write
down T11...T12 -13 -14 -15 -16 are off...T17 +18 are on.. T19 is off...can't
see T20 +21
6-22-13
ears are ringing
60 deg - turbines are all off now and facing different directions - some that are facing
E are beginning to just barely turn
9:00 am turbines not turning – facing SE
9:20 a couple have turned to the S - gone all day again
10:20 Sheffield ----1 or 2 turbines just barely turning
4:50 gone all day – ears aren't ringing
5:45 turbines facing SW - going at 9 sec per revolution
clouds have come down over mountain
8:30 ??? clouds have lifted
T1 -2 are on...T3 -4 are off...T5 -6 -7 are on....T8 is off...T9 -10 are on...T11 – 12 -13 –
14 -15 – 16

are off ...T17 is on....can't see T18 through 21

6-23-13
head aches some - ears ringing all night and again this morning - have to sleep
downstairs now for awhile - both of us could hear turbines all night
64 deg

clouds covering the mountains

6:00 am can't see the turbines
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10:30 turbines are turning and are facing W
3:30 hate that damn noise – we have been robbed of the peace we had
4:30 turbines facing SW - going 9 sec per revolution turbines facing W - rain, then
sun, then rain again all afternoon - fight now sun with some clouds near tops of hills
that used to be the mountains
7:13 pouring – can't see the mountains - ears still ringing – I HATE THE NOISE!!!!!!
8:10 pm cleared off again

….T1 +2 on … T3+4 off … T5 on … T6 off …

T7 on … T8 off
T9 + 10 on … T11 -12 -13 -14 -15 -16 off … T17 +18 on …
can't see T20 +21

T19 off …

.24 inches of rain
6-24-13
ears ringing all night and still are this morning – all night I could hear r -r -r -r -r -R –R
-R -R -R – IT JUST WENT ON AND ON AND ON
all day today it was just r -r -r – r- r- plus a bang now and then sometimes sounded
like it was pouring outside - checked the cameras – there are a few animals in the
woods but nothing like there used to be – the attractions of this part of the NEK has
been taken away
ears have been ringing all day
8:00 pm wind from NW and the blades are whipping around
8:15 turning 5 sec per revolution
.43 inches of rain
6-25-13
1:45 am turbines NOISY it gets in your head esp. when you hear it and feel it
in your pillow
2:20 am why did PSB give GMP the right to torture it's neighbors? (isn't 'neighbors'
a joke) it is like a description you hear of prison camps
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5:45 am ears ringing – did all night
64 deg. clear - blue sky - turbines going 5 sec per revolution - T3 is off
3:00 pm real noisy – can't tell what is thunder and what is turbines
8:30 turbines facing W - going 6 sec per revolution
.04 inches of rain
6-26-13
ears ringing clouds down over hills
9:30 clouds have thinned near a few turbines - facing W - 10 sec per revolution
ears ringing but not quite as loud as earlier
turbines facing SW
6:30ish – jumped because it looked like something was falling - it was the flashing/
shadowing on the
wall and floor - clouded up quickly
7:30 turbines facing S - 9 sec per revolution
.31 inches of rain
6-27-13
ears ringing again – loud
66 deg. - turbines facing W 9 sec per revolution
turbines ….T1 on … T2 -3 -4 off....T5 -6 barely moving...T7 -8 off....T9 -10 -11
turning 21 sec per revolution....T12 through 19 going slowly …..can't see T20 +21
9:00 pm turbines facing N or NE some turning – some not
9:15 T1 is on …. T2 -3 -4 off …. T5 + 6 barely moving …. T7 – 8 off …..
T9 – 10 - 11 moving slowly (21 sec per revolution) ...T12 through 19 going slowly ..
can't see T20 - 21
6-28-13
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ears ringing loudly and headache in middle of forehead
60 deg - rainy ..saw a few turbines for a few minutes - facing E and turning - 5 sec
per revolution
headache has spread across head
3:00 pm turbines facing SE

T1 -2 on...T3 through 9 off...T10 through 14 on ….

T15 off ….
T16 through 19 on..T20 off ..can't see T21
6:00 pm facing W - 9 sec per revolution
T1 -2 -3 off ...T4 on ...T5 off ..T6 on ...T7 -8 -9 -10 off
turning 5 sec per revolution

T11 through 21 on and

7:15 turbines shadowing on the meadow and the woods down there (I HATE THAT) light also reflecting off the turbines and blades like mirrors (HATE THAT TOO)
head has ached all day and ears ringing all day – turbines were growling alllllllllll
day
.75 inches of rain
9:00 pm there appeared to be light shining on one blade on T8 that was lighting the
whole blade (when it was pointing to the north) There was a white light on the back
end of the nacelle that was also lighting up a blade on T7 when it was pointing to the north
I called Kathy to see if she could see it …....she couldn't see it but it had gone away at that point
….....T6 +T8 aren't turning but T7 is....looks like they may be rotating nacelles but can't be sure
6-29-13
woke up at 3:00 with a hard headache....behind right eye ears were ringing loudly ....
.took Advil to try to make it go away
5:30 am headache gone but ears still ringing
63 deg. fog/clouds down almost to back of house
later in the day turbines were facing NW
8:20 pm T1 -2 -3 -4 off …..T5 on ….T6 off ...T7 on ...T8 off ...T9 -10 on ...T11 off...
T12 on …
T13 -14 off ….T15 on …..T16 off....T17 on ….T18 off ...T19 on ….can't see
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T20 -21
.12 inches of rain
6-30 -13
ears ringing
6:45

T1 through T7 off ...the rest are running

11:17 going 8 sec per revolution
turbines were fairly quiet today but there was flicker/shadowing tonight on the floors and walls –
don't forget the flicker and shadowing we see is filtered through the two Norway Spruce behind the house
.31 inches of rain
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July Noise Diary
7-1-13
headache - tight all around head - ears ringing
62 deg.- cloudy - sky is white – turbines facing N
6:10 some turbines were off earlier - now all seem to be going 8 sec per revolution
7:00 turbines going 10 sec per revolution
7:30 left here - by 9:00 headache was gone but ears still ringing
11:30 turbines barely going - 33 sec per revolution - facing NE
.20 inches of rain
5:00 turbines going 10 sec per revolution
8:47 turbines facing N-NE -

T7 -T10 – T15 off - can't see T20 + T21

7-2-13
ears ringing
61 deg

clouds covering mountains – high humidity

saw three crows on our way to get the mail about ½ mile from here - haven't see them for ages –
they haven't been near and haven't even been to the garden
2:00 pm clouds covering the hills

- fairly quiet up there today

7:00 pm has been fairly quiet all day - hear occasional metallic banging but not as much roaring
today…..when I went to pick mushrooms this afternoon I could hear them going - it was annoying
because that was always such a peaceful thing to do – now there are so few birds singing and
everything seems so dead - in years before we could count on hearing all kinds of birds and we
could count on seeing animals outside almost every morning and evening – now there is seldom
anything IT'S JUST DEAD
ears have almost stopped ringing
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.16 inches of rain
7-3-13
left ear ringing
65 deg clouds /fog surrounding house - heavy thick air - high humidity
6:46 Don can hear a sound like a backup bell - I can't hear it - he heard it once before , some time
ago, in the night and we searched the whole house and garage looking for it and never found a thing
can barely see the woods behind the house – can't see more than 100 yards
this is another cry at everything day I hate that – left for the morning and it got a little better
12:30 back home - ears still ringing - clouds have lifted - all turbines turning
.47 inches of rain
T1 through T6 facing NW the rest seem to be facing W
clouds are starting to come back down over the hills again
5:15 turbines are facing NW
gone to a meeting – home at 8:10 all turbines are going
9:00 pm all turbines are off - still off at 9:20
7-4-13
ears ringing - right eye hurt in the night ???
gone for the morning - came home just after noon - T2 +3 not going
1:30 first few turbines facing S (through T8?) - last ones facing SW
4:30 turbines now facing W
5:10 turbines facing SE
7:50 turbines now facing SW
8:25 all turbines are off - as it was getting real dark they were still off (wish they would stay off
all night or forever)
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.12 inches of rain
7-5-13
ears ringing again
67 deg - turbines facing W
turbines sound like a waterfall this morning – against the dark sky they are glowing bright white
and look like 21 three year olds having tantrums
10:30 still facing W - ears are still ringing - going 8 sec per revolution
41.

_39

inches of rain

3:15 ears ringing WICKED turbines going 7 sec per revolution
5:45 turbines being rotated to S
7:15 turbines are now facing W again – going 6 sec per revolution
7-6-13
ears ringing (loud) headache over right eye
71 deg

turbines facing NW and very noisy sounds like the interstate with no let up in the traffic

wish every one of the turbines would blow up – that would be a fitting 4th of July celebration
went to check the game cameras it was even noisier than here at the house ( because it is in the
woods?)
went to the cabin to check things – there is no way to invite people there for a cookout anymore the noise is just too annoying - stopped to pick mushrooms and even that was no fun - the
turbines take away the peace and solitude that was there – It is no fun to be here anymore
.28 inches of rain
the noise kept going all day long and then in the evening we had the disco of the shadow flicker
across the floors and walls for about half an hour – I hate going along a road with the sun flickering
through the trees and now it is delivered directly into our home
ears have been ringing loudly all day with no let up – went to fireworks and that even made it
worse – it never bothered before
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7-7-13
ears still ringing this morning
turbines facing NW – not going as fast as yesterday but still making plenty of noise
7 sec per revolution
damn turbines are noisy again today
11:00 have rotated turbines to the W and are turning slower now – 10 sec per revolution
69 deg.

0 inches of rain
before dark tonight all turbines were off but they are still making noise – sounds like they are all
going
can't figure that out ??????

7-8-13
left ear ringing – headache on left side of forehead
can see just a few turbines (T5 through T10) they aren't turning - facing S
6:48 raining again
can't concentrate on anything – irritable
clouds are covering hills
we were gone through the morning - just left ear ringing but didn't stop while we were gone but
headache went away
.16 inches of rain
some turbines turning throughout the day - different ones at different times
5:00 pm guess they are all off – some are facing N - some are facing NW
early evening – turbines on south end are going and north end are off
before dark - north end are going and south end are off
both ears are ringing
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7-9-13
ears ringing – couldn't go to sleep last night – woke up several times though the night
this morning can hear the turbines, but there are clouds on the hills
9:15 clouds beginning to lift a little - can see T 6 -7 -8 - they are turning - most of the noise
seems to be coming from the northern end - can't see many
10:30 sun coming out - turbines facing S - T4 is off – still can't see T20 and 21
1:00 started getting headache
0 inches of rain
1:20 turbines facing W - T4 -7 -8 off - T8 facing S - T10 just went off - can't see T21
going about 11 sec per revolution
worked in garden for an hour this afternoon – noise of plane hovering overhead and made
headache
a lot worse – ended up settling behind and over left eye
4:15 finally turned turbines off - T8 facing S others facing W
5:30 turbines now facing SE
5:53 turbines facing SE - 7 sec per revolution and getting really loud
6:00 headache had started to go away but is back now - on left side
9:25 turbines facing S turning 5 sec per revolution
ears ringing but headache gone
11:00 can't see lights - must be cloud cover again
7-10-13
ears ringing - headache on right side
66 deg

clouds on the hills again

12:45 can see part of T6 and T7 - facing S - turning 5 sec per revolution
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1:30 clouds lifting a little more - looks like T3 and T4 are off – sounds like the rest are running
darn noisy outside and can hear the noise inside
.04 inches of rain
7-11-13
ears ringing - didn't sleep well
turbines partly in clouds – facing NW (almost W) - turning 10 sec per revolution
9:30 can only see tips of T7 enough to see it is turning – sounds like rolling thunder
3:00 back home still noisy - ears didn't stop ringing
5:30 turbines facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution
7:00 ears ringing loudly –
the disco lighting flashed across the fields when we were sitting on the front porch - by the time
we
had been out there for about half an hour I was getting a headache - we haven't even put
our outdoor furniture out on our back lawn this summer because we can no longer enjoy it
out here – our picnic table sits in the tool shed on the trailer because all of the enjoyment of
sitting there for a lunch or reading or painting has been taken away – we didn't have a big
expensive lifestyle but we could enjoy the little things that have all been destroyed
head aches on the right side and right temple - can even feel it in my neck on that side
I end up with a headache any time I try to enjoy life now outside and sometimes it is inside our
house
and has the same effect – I can feel it rumbling
8:45 took Advil for headache
9:10 can see that T15 is off
.43 inches of rain

( 15 inches of rain since May 1, 2013)

7-12-12
ears ringing -no headache this morning
62 deg. sunny - clear – air feels better
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turbines facing E – some turning slowly – some off - T1 through 7 off...T8 through 14 turning
slowly
….T8 (19 sec per rev.)...T9 (10 sec per rev.) ….. T15 through 18 off...T19 through 21 turning
slowly
started getting headache on right side of head while watching flicker videos – don't know if it was
the
distorted noise of the flicker itself
10:46 some facing N some facing NW - headache gone

turbines went very little today but still made noise like motors running
8:50 everything off
everything still off when it is getting dark
7-13-13
ears not ringing yet - headache by left eye and back of head – feels like I didn't sleep
64 deg

turbines facing S - turning 9 sec per revolution

8:00 am - left ear starting to ring a little
3:30 worked in garden – headache much worse but ears not ringing
turbines facing S - noisy - steady noise
6:27 turbines are a little quieter now - 9 sec per revolution
8:30 noise still going on and on and on - still facing S – about 5.5 sec per revolution
T11 and T15 are off
9:40 tonight head still aches and ears have started to ring
7-14-13
ears ringing
75 deg

turbines facing NW

8:57 turbines going 21 sec per revolution
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10:38 why is there still a noise of something (motors) running when the turbines aren't turning
ears ringing terribly
1:10 turbines turning slooooowly
1:30 still turning slowly

- 21 sec per rev - facing W

Don's ears feel like they are going to pop (we are getting out of here for awhile)
4:00 most turbines turning slooowly
flicker/shadowing again tonight – doesn't feel very safe running the table saw while that is going on
– just one more example of how they are manipulating our lives
8:20 turbines are all off again but still making a noise of motors? Running
7-15-13
ears ringing - guess the turbines are all turning – facing NW - 6 sec per rev
about 7:40 noise got louder - could hear it over the radio
8:30 T5 is off – besides the airplane noise there is a high pitched squeal some of the time
they have moved T5 to facing W - still not on
10:00 T5 is now facing SW and at 10:09 facing NE
hardly any air moving down here but turbines are really noisy
1:45 still loud - in amount of time it took to get clothes off the line an folded in basket I had a
piercing headache in the right temple
3:28 T5 going now
continued to be noisy all night
7-16-13
ears ringing again – esp. left one
70 deg - turbines going - facing NW
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10:13 turbines still going - still facing NW - going 8 sec per revolution - T5 off again
ears were ringing all day
7-17-13
ears ringing - mowing hay so the sounds of the turbines were masked this morning
turbines facing SW - turning 16 sec per revolution
9:11

T6 is off - turbines are just barely turning

10:44 getting headache again - both temples and across forehead - hearing the turbines - facing
W
T 6 is off and facing SW
1:43 turning 12 sec per revolution
4:30 all facing W - going 6 sec per revolution
hard rain – quickly got 1.02 inches
Went to Thompson's and Martin's - Peg and Lenny aren't seeing animals as much
Rita is having headaches in her temples like I do and Paul has ringing in his ears
7-18-13
ears ringing - head hurts behind eyes - feel like I just want to cry
low clouds but sun is trying to shine through
6:20 can see T5 through 8 - facing NW - going 9 sec per revolution
9:25 some of the turbines have been off but are now back on ...T6 is off
not a good day – so damn sick of this s*** - told Don tha I just want to stick screwdrivers in my
ears to make it go away. ..cry, cry, cry
around 8 pm seemed to all be off
9:00 all that I can see are back on – some are in the clouds
7-19-13
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ears ringing loud headache starting right between my eyes
64 deg turbines facing SW - loud humming coming from some of the turbines
can't see T1 -2 -3 ….T4 -5 are on ….T6 -7 -8 off ...T9 -10 on ...T 11 ??? ...T12 on ...T13 -14 off
T15 -16 -17 on can't see T18 -19 -20 -21
7:30

turbines are noisy

set up the sound monitors but really don't know what I am doing shut off monitors about 15 minutes late so don't know if some of it erased- I was on phone
T9 was off for a while today
didn't take anymore notes today – I was BUSY – it was noisy some of the time today
7-20-13
pressure in head and behind eyes - ears ringing
70 deg - turbines facing W - going 5 sec per revolution
T9 and T13 off
.43 inches of rain
wasn't able to make notes today - busy
ears have been ringing all day
7-21-13
ears ringing again
turbines facing N-NW
6:15 turbines sound like a waterfall – has been noisy
turbines started to slow down (open house today at 10:00)
9:30 turbines went off, then on - T 8 and T9 were rotated to S
9:56 rotated back to NW
.55 inches of rain
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turbines were quiet today through the Open House
started to be a little noisier after that
9:30 ears ringing really loud tonight
7-22-13
EARS RINGING
52 deg - turbines facing NE - turning very slowly - 20 sec per revolution
feels like a pin stuck in my left ear – also hurts behind left eye- can't hear Don's voice very well –
he mentioned today that he sometimes hears the noise in his pillow
7:29 turbines off - T5 -6 -7 are just barely moving
9:40 most of turbines are going slowly
12:00 same as before – going 10 sec per revolution - T4 -5 -6 – are off
12:10 noticed that a part or something is being lowered from T6
6:30 returned home - T6 is running again
7:40 can still hear the turbines running – can hear the noise over the sound of three big tractors and
haying equipment which is working just NW of the house
7-23-13
ears ringing - headache – band around head again – didn't sleep well – woke up startled a couple of
times and not knowing where I was – I'm sick of feeling tired all the time
Don didn't sleep well either
65 deg - turbines facing SE - going 7 sec per revolution
9:41 clouds covering mountains
ears STOPPED ringing while we were gone today
43.
_24 inches of rain
7:15 turbines were off when we got home THANK GOD - HOPE THEY WILL STAY OFF ALL
NIGHT
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12:30 woke up- ears ringing – checked out window – could see turbines going in the moonlight know
T7 and T 12 were going – T8 looks to be off (giant white things reflecting in the moonlight)
7-24-13
ears still ringing – looks like they are facing NW but can only see T6 a little
62 deg - raining outside
9:45 headache started in right temple about ½ hour ago – now aches behind and over right eye
ears ringing loud and piercing noise
10:30 T1 through T18 are going – T19 is off – can't see T20 and T21 – they are facing NW
going about 5 sec per revolution
11:00 ears ringing wicked – very high pitched
.20 inches of rain
I wish it would stop! I want to have our picnic table out , our outdoor furniture out, friends and
family visit and to feel that we can swim in our ponds without people there and able to see anything
we are doing – our privacy and everything I lived for is gone
2:30 back home again – T2 is off – rest are going 5.5 sec per revolution
7-25-13
ears ringing – head feels tight
52 deg sunny - blue sky - clear - turbines are facing N
T1 through 5 are on - T6 is off - T7 through 11 are on – T12 through 20 are on but facing NE
7:30 T6 is off again
turbines were making noise today but not as loud – some were off and some were on
this afternoon when we got home just the left ear was ringing
just left ear ringing tonight
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7-26-13
ears ringing - I am so sick of this
55 deg don't see any turbines turning right now
7:00 turbines have been coming on
T1 through 10 facing N - rest seem to be more NE
Kathy called to see if I had seen the lights on the mountain last night about 11:45 - she said there
was a light on the shaft of T6 and a light in the nacelle - wasn't sure when it went off but she
noticed it was off later
10:30 turbines facing N now - going 9 sec per revolution
company was here after noon --they could hear the noise
several cars came and turned around again today – looking and listening
2:30 ears are really ringing - turbines are turning 7 sec per revolution
could hear a lot of traffic on mountain today – vehicles going back and forth, backing up etc.
9:00pm turbines turning 9 sec per revolution
11:00 ears ringing really loud – hope I can get to sleep
7-27-13
ears ringing
60 deg - turbines are off - facing NW
7:30 turbines are still off – some have been turned to facing W (T6 is still more toward N)
8:22 nothing turning but still noise like plane in distance
headache coming over left eye – glad we are leaving for awhile – took Advil
12:00 got back home – still have headache – Advil didn't take care of it – most turbines off but a
few are barely turning - 21 sec per revolution – T6 is going 11 sec per rev
3:30 turbines facing S now
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4:00 turning slowly now - T5 is off
4:30 T5 is starting to move a little
turbines were noisy all evening- sitting out on porch (we used to be able to enjoy our back yard but
it would drive anyone crazy now – it's so constant – we don't even have our wooden furniture out
there for first time in years and years)
what will it take to get our home back?
7-28-13
ears ringing (of course)
64 deg. - sunny – turbines facing SE
7:20 - clouds are coming down over the mountain – still facing SE - 5 sec per revolution
a lot of turbines are already hidden in the low clouds
worked in the garden for awhile – sounds like we are living on the interstate with no break in the
traffic
8:30 can't see the turbines but can sure hear them
9:00 back in the garden OMG the whoosh noise is loud - ears are ringing
10:00 out to pick blueberries - loud noises – whooshing – bang once in a while – makes me feel
like running away but there is no where to go - I don't think I even needed to cover the blueberries
– where have all the birds gone? - there are no blue jays, robins, goldfinches - I only heard one
little bird – now I notice that there are almost no swallows – we haven't seen any hawks, almost no
crows, just one vulture on two different days, almost no ravens......we always have had all of these
birds – the birds of prey were always here while we were haying to scavenge the fields for mice,
etc. during haying....
following the progress of whatever field we were in ...we always had an abundance of bob-o-links
in the fields but here were a lot less this year (a few people came just to see the bob-o-links)
I don't think the hawks are nesting in their usual places on the mountain and I know the crows aren't
blackbirds are even gone – just a couple of hummingbirds – not a bat around
we always had to have a scarecrow in the garden to save the corn
we always had to put netting over the blueberries to keep the bluejays and robins out
the only thing we have is a few pigeons and a handful of swallows – even the kestrels aren't around
geese didn't nest in our ditch or ponds (we used to swim with them) - heard some for a short time
this spring – only a couple of ducks have landed at out pond (no geese) and they left quickly
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THIS WHOLE THING IS A CRIME AGAINST NATURE
7-29-13
ears really ringing – headache / pressure along front of head
62 deg - sunny but foggy around mountains
turbines are noisy - facing NW - brook is noisy so turbine noise is masked some by the noise of
the brook – meadow is flooded – garden had water standing between rows – everything is soggy
2.68 inches of rain - took db meter reading 42.7 max.....37.0 min
stood so house was between me and the brook
8:53 turbines are off
10:00 still off
11:55

T1 through T8 facing S - turning 21 sec per revolution - T9 through 21 facing SW

12:52

all facing SW now - T8 is off

1:57

T8 is back on - turbines are noisy and brook is loud

people stopped on 4 wheeler - they wondered if the noise they heard was the turbines
another person stopped by – thought they were loud and shouldn't be there and she thinks wind is
ok some places
8:30 turbines off except T8 …..now that is off too.
12:30 know the turbines with lights are going tonight – sounds like more
ears were ringing all day – really ringing tonight
42.5

20.35 inches of rain since May 1, 2013

7-30-13
ears ringing – wicked headache in whole top of head – didn't sleep well (what did they experiment
with
last night
60 deg - sunny - clear turbines are on
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8:00 turbines are s;owing down -9 sec per revolution (didn't count earlier)
10:36 T1 is off – can't see T21 - facing W - 7 sec per revolution
noise wasn't as bad today – headache finally went away
9:10 pm - didn't make many notes today – turbines could be heard by everyone that stopped here
commented on the noise but it wasn't as bad as some other times – one woman that stopped was
riding on a 4 wheeler with a guy (coming north to south) and hadn't noticed the turbines until she
took her helmet off when they stopped – the helmet had blocked her vision to the sides T1 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -13 -19 are going – the rest are off
7-31-13
ears ringing
60 deg – sunny – clear – blue sky
7:00 am
T14 -15 -16 off can't see T21
9:05 mostly of can't see T21 - turbines are coming back on – T! and 4 are SW on....T7 -9 -17 18 are on and SW....some T5 -6 -13 are W and off -( turbines are being rotated )
11:46 ears ringing - turbines only turning 10 sec per revolution
6:15 turbines just barely turning – facing W
left ear ringing - some turbines are basically off – hearing a rumble occasionally – don't know what
it
is - Don doesn't hear it
6:50 getting a headache - settled on left side of head
8:08 turbines are off
8:30 turbines are still all off
turbines seem to be off at 11:30 – can only see one red light at T7 ????
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AUGUST NOISE DIARY
8-1-13
ears ringing – piercing noise
sunny - clear blue sky
turbines all going - facing S - going 5 sec per revolution
9:20 T8 has been off for awhile – turbines have been really noisy this morning – must be loud at
Kevin's house
9:44 getting a headache - feels like a band around my head – hurts in back of head and by left
eye the most
11;20 took two db A readings outside:
46.1 max …......39.2 min
41.1.1. 46.
4 max..............39.1 min
readings inside - window closed : 37.7 max …....22.0 min
window open: 40.3 max ….....28.9 min
T 8 is still off
1:55 been outside picking blueberries – that damn noise gets in your head - head really aches
mid afternoon the noise got a little better – checked readings:
outside north side of house- 43.4 max..........35.1 min
43.5 max..........35.7 min
5:20 T8 is now on T1 -5 -9 are off can't see T20 and 21
5:45 clouds came down over mountains but can still hear all the noise
8:20 took Advil – can't stand the headache any longer
8-2-13
ears ringing
60 deg - sunny – clouds/fog on some of the mountains – turbines that I can see are facing W
going 6 sec per revolution
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7:00 am clouds getting heavier over mountains - sun still shining
8:00 sky is clearing again
9:38

T8 is off - rest are on but can't see T20 and 21

2:40 T15 is off - took readings:
north side of house 46.1 max...........35.7 min
around 3:30

in the woods by game cam B …....43.8 max …........36.4 min
by our cabin...........….45.5 max ….........37.9 min
by our ponds.….......45.9 max...............38.7 min

by the chantrelles ....................46.6 max …..........37.1 min
had one reading that was 49.5 but didn't count it because it was so much above the
others – not sure if there was some background noise or if it was one of the clunk noises
from the turbines
8:30 everything off
.28 inches of rain
8-3-13
ears ringing
55 deg rainy (again) - cloudy
7:00 am sun coming out - turbines facing W – going 7 sec per rev – looks like all are turning
had company – first time they had seen been here since IWT's were up – they couldn't believe the
size and could hear them some
12:45 getting headache and pressure in head and temples
can hear turbines over the sound of the TV
Took dbA readings:
outside....did 3 to double check ….48.5 max........41.2 min
45.3 max........38.3 min
43.5 max........37.8 min
in guest room: window closed.....41.6 max........22.2 min
window open.......41.6 max........29.5 min
we had more company – also first time they had seen and heard the IWT's - also couldn't believe
the size and sound – found it to be offensive – wondered how anyone could to that to the state of
Vt.
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9:15 to 9:20 still loud ...reading dbA

45.2 max.........36.0 min

10:30 thundering outside and raining some
43.2.1. _35

inches of rain

8-4-13
ears ringing – shrill
60 deg. - high clouds - kind of sunny sky
7:15 clouded up - turbines facing NW - turning 8 sec per revolution
7:45 sun coming back - still white sky
turbines quieter so far today (but can still hear them)
during afternoon turbines were noisier – began having headache around 2:45 to 3:00
took readings about 3:0545.9 .max....37.4 min
45.6 max.....38.8 min
have had headache all afternoon and getting very irritable
– Don hasn't felt well all day
8:25 took more readings – don't know what for - everyone from state says 'it is all in our heads'outside – north side of house - 45.2 max.......38.4 min
guest room - window closed 40.3 max.......24.7 min
window open 42.3 max.......28.7 min
these readings are at our house - this is loud – are we just not supposed to use the rest of our
property? our whole lives have been taken over and destroyed
ears have been ringing all day and have had headache since middle of afternoon – don't want to
take Advil but may have to to get to sleep
8:54 a car came and turned around – there have been a lot of cars turning around all day
9:15 saw lights coming over top of hill on Dan's property
42.5.1. _4

inches of rain
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Took 2 more readings while waiting for Don to get back
outside - north side of house45.4 max …...38.1 min
45.6 max........39.9 min
Don got back about 9:35
While waiting – after taking the readings – my head was really aching and ears ringing – noticed

that hearing those things in the dark made me dizzy – had to lean against the garage – whole top of
head felt squeezed like something tight around it.- couldn't hear the tractor coming because of the
noise of the turbines - that had been our security before
going to take Advil to try to get to sleep
8-5-13
ears ringing loudly
52 deg - dark sky but sunny – turbines facing NW – going 7 sec per revolution
9:30

T 8 is off - the rest are turning 6 sec per revolution

12:20 T8 is still off - ears are still ringing and have a headache now
trying to balance checkbook and can't seem to concentrate - the turbines are noisy
2:25 went out and took 3 readings on north side of house – eliminated one reading taken on the
west
side because the wind was blowing
45.7 max......38.7 min
46.0 max......39.3 min
47.5 max.......36.5 min
6:30 T8 has been on for awhile - turbines are turning about 5 sec per revolution
headache is gone but ears are still ringing – it is so high pitched and almost unbearable at times
8:20 turbines are a little quieter than they have been all day
8-6-13
ears really ringing again
55 deg - sunny – high clouds woke up in the night and felt like the turbines were off – they are going slowly now – 8.5 sec per
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rev
8:50

T8 is off the rest are going 9 sec per revolution

head feels clear – able to do bookwork easily – can't believe it!!!!
10:45 T1 -2 -8 through 21 are off.......T3 through T7 are going slowly
the rest of the day the turbines have been off or just barely turning
7:00 pm – NO HEADACHE TODAY - EARS HAVE STOPPED RINGING !!!!!!
8-7-13
left ear is ringing
62 deg -sunny - high clouds - turbines facing S - going 6 sec per revolution
T1 through 19 going - can't see T20 and T21
7:30 ears ringing - took quick reading …....44.3 max
my god it is terrible - how do you explain to anyone that it is a noise but the worst part is that it
won't stop
by noon the noise has increased – went to check back camera – it is really noisy up there – wish I
had taken the monitor
1:10 took 3 readings outside 44.7 max …...38.2 min
46.2 max........39.1 min
45.8 max.........38.3 min
4:50

took 2 readings outside 47.3 max …......39.8 min
46.2 max...........38.7 min
kitchen – could hear TV - turbines were louder - window was open
42.0 max …...29.5 min

guest room window closed - 37.4 max …....24.5 min
window open - 40.8 max …....30.2 min
7:50 feels like my head is in a clamp and ears are ringing
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8-8-13
ears ringing
64 deg - fog/clouds coming over mountains – can hear swooshing but not like yesterday rained a
little
left for PSB hearing
3:30 turbines off when we got home
6:50 wind from S 9 sec per revolution – can hear turbines but not as much as yesterday
8:00 turbines off except for T13 -17 -20
- can't see T21 - can hear a rumbling/growling sound
coming from the turbines even though they aren't turning – also a clunking and metallic sounds
at different ones
getting a headache over right eye - ears didn't stop ringing today but didn't have a headache until
now
8:09

T6 and 8 have come on

8:11 T7 is back on
still hearing clunking noises (windows are open)
8-9-13
ears ringing
65 deg. - wind from S - turbines turning 5 sec per revolution - T8 is off
7:30 clouds came down over mountain
10:40 ears still ringing - clouds still down over mountain
3:00

clouds still down over mountains - can still hear the growl of the turbines

5:45 clouds lifting enough to see some of the turbines they are facing W - going 10 sec per rev
nothing happening this evening
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8-10-13
4:40 am ears ringing - headache woke me up - on left side of head , behind left eye, ear, and
cheekbone
took 2 Advil - I can hear a noise like a plane in the distance but it is light enough to see some of
them and they aren't turning - went out and took readings which were below limits but can hear
something running up there :
41.5 39.9 max …......27.7 min
what is going on ??? the noise is definitely from the top of the mountains – I can hear the brook
too so I know it isn't that - it's in the direction of the top of the mountains
5:06 light enough to see T7, T8 and T9 are off - T10 is going fast - 4 – 41/2 sec per revolution
can't see any others going but noise seems to come from all across the mountain - is this some new
experiment?- going to lay back down - left side of head really hurts and pressure at left temple
5:12
62 deg

T10 just stopped - left ear and temple really hurt - what is going on? Can see T16 and 17
are on but there is noise that seems to be all across the mountain tops
sunny with a few high clouds

7:20 slept late - headache gone except for back of head but that is going away - ears are still
ringing
T16 through 20 going – north of that they are all off – can't see T21 – still hear noise all across mts.
Sounds like something running but there is no whoosh noise
8:48
10:25

T16 -17 -18 are on - T19 is off - T20 and 21 are on
T1 and T19 are off

turbines are facing NW

5:00 facing NW - noisy outside took readings – just 45.0 - seemed louder
8:40

turbines going 6 sec per revolution - ears are ringing loudly – have had 2 phone calls and it
was hard to hear on phone

9;23 went outside to take readings
44.4 max …..39.4 min
guest room
window closed 38.6 max….25.3 min
window open 41.4 max.....28.7 min
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it would be such a beautiful night to sit out and enjoy the evening but I CAN'T STAND THE
NOISE
the windows have to be closed in here even though the TV is on
8-11-13
ears ringing
50 deg. - turbines facing NW – going 7 sec per revolution
sunny – high scattered clouds
very tired today
turbines have been turning slowly all day - 7 sec per revolution
they have been making noise all day and ears are still ringing
8-12-13
ears ringing - slight headache
52 deg - turbines facing W – 6 sec per revolution – sunny , clear blue sky
7:44 turbines going 8 sec per revolution - headache is gone
10:00
10:48

T9 is off - rest are going 7 sec per revolution
been working in garden – turbines are noisy – have a hard headache on the left side and
pressure on and behind that eye

11:50 pressure had moved down the side of my face to the jaw
while outside I could hear (occasionally) a high pitched whine from the turbines
wicked headache while working in the garden
worked outside taking down a fence this afternoon – my head ACHES wicked ... the noise seemed
to
penetrate right in
5:55 head aches – taking Advil to try to get it to let up some – I can't stand it any longer
whole top of head feels like it is being squeezed and ears are ringing loudly – Advil doesn't seem to
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take that away
9:00 pm turbines are off! Hope they stay off tonight – it has been a day from hell and I was just
doing the things that I used to enjoy and would still enjoy if the noise would go away
8-13-13
3 years today since our barn was burned - didn't sleep well at all last night
ears ringing
59 deg - red sun peeking through clouds – rest of sky is gray
turbines facing S - going 5 sec per revolution
6:04 T9 has stopped - turbines went slowly all day
ears ringing all day revolution

turbines going about 9 sec per revolution - T7 going 11 sec per

clouds above turbines are moving quickly
8:00 turbines have been turned off
8:28 T11 going slowly - quite dark already
8-14-13
ears ringing
56 deg - turbines facing W – turning 4 sec per revolution - sun shining but partly cloudy
clouds moved in
9:00 am T7 is off - turbines are turning 5 sec per revolution
11:00 T7 still off (because of tour?) worked outside on flowers – it is so loud – continuous plane
hovering
ears still ringing – going to take readings – figure it is about 43 or 44 reading ...43.9 max ...36.2 min
This was a dream place that I never dreamed would turn into a place of torture – IT JUST
DOESN'T STOP
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3:30 turbines are facing NW - T7 has been on for awhile
8:30 T1 and T3 are off
I have been irritable this afternoon and evening
sometimes hear grating, growling noises - people in Lowell (other side ) are noticing it too
8-15-13
ears ringing
48 deg - turbines facing W
7:30 turbines going
9:34 T7 is off
turbines were NOISY all day - NO FUN
8-16-13
ears ringing again this morning - didn't sleep well
49 deg. - Turbines facing W - turning 5 sec per revolution
9:20 T7 off - turbines going 10 sec per revolution - slow today compared to some days(81 mph)
some turbines at Sheffield turning and some not

8-17-13
ears ringing AGAIN
52 deg - turbines off – clear blue sky – sunny – Turbines facing W
7:40 some turbines turning – 10 sec per revolution
7:45 fog has come in from E and is now covering the mts.
8:20 aren't all going - T10 is off
9:48 T10 facing N
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11:35 T10 is back on – facing NW - going 7 sec per revolution
gone for the day
7:30

all are off

8:25 all still off - ears have been ringing all day even though we have been gone
.08 inches of rain
8-18-13
ears ringing
55 deg - high thin clouds - turbines not turning
8:36 still not going
12:00 only left ear ringing – turbines still off – they are making a noise like they are idling
turbines were off all day and were still off at dark - facing W
had company that wondered how come there was the noise when nothing is turning
10:15 pm any turbines with lights aren't turning
12:00 (midnight) they are still off – can see them in the moonlight
left ear hardly ringing now
8-19-13
ears ringing but turbines are still off
60 deg sunny - blue sky - facing W – NW
there is a noise of something running/ humming all the time – Don can't hear it - can't describe the
noise or explain it but I can feel it in my head – just want to hold onto my head
turbines are just barely turning – you can see it if you stare at them
7:53 T9 just came on - 5.5 sec per revolution
7:54 T7 is starting - T11 is starting - looks like every other one is starting up – all about 5 to 5.5
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sec
per revolution
8:45 T7 is off and has been for a few minutes
12:00 now going 7 sec per revolution
worked outside on flowers this afternoon - found I had become very irritable
4:00 pm took readings – so sick of the noise – they are making up for them being off for so long
this will be ok for the PSB because it will average out
outside......45.6 max …..38.0 min
inside ...window closed ..38.3 max.....23.5 min
inside …window open …40.4 max …30.0 min
wind is W – NW
6:45 went to cabin and to see work done today
took 3 readings at the cabin because it is LOUD
46.4 max …...39.8 min
46.7 max........39.9 min
46.5 max.......40.6 min
8:20 Don is watching TV in the living room - I am in the family room and can hear the turbines
louder
than the TV – damn it – ears are ringing!
11:00 pm took a reading – outside – 44.5 dbA
8-20-13
ears ringing
59 deg
8:30 turbines facing NW - T10 is off and facing SW
1:15 turbines going 9 sec per revolution
T10 has been turned to W and isn't going
2:40 - T10 is on now
4:45 still not going but can hear turbines constantly running
5:24 T10 is on now
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8:30 got home – turbines were all off
they sometimes turn them off at night but they are back on shortly after it starts to get dark
9:00 heard the turbines – looked and they are back on – (must be bats go to bed at 9:00 ?)
woke up at 2:40 because head hurt – esp. temples – and ears were ringing loudly
went downstairs - could hear the turbines in the bathroom (no windows)
decided to take readings:
2:44 am
in kitchen …40.6 max …..29.0 min (w/o)
2:47 am
3:00 am
3:05 am

outside …....46.2 max ….32.4 min
guest room ..38.7 max......27.3 min (w/o)
37.4 max.....23.3 min (w/c)
office ….....41.1 max......30.1 min (w/o)

38.0 max …..24.8 min (w/c)
the office and guest room were both our childrens' rooms
sounds like a hard winter wind – I don't believe any of the people that have condemned this area
would have asked that their friends and families would live with this sh**
8-21-13
didn't sleep well the rest of the night – headache and ears were ringing – very tired now
ears ringing LOUD – pressure in front of head
62 deg - sunny - blue sky – turbines facing W – going 5.5 sec per revolution – T8 is slower (8 spr)
took outside reading:
1.
43.1 max ...36.0 min - actually sounds louder than that
7:32 turbines are slowing down some
8:20 still facing W – have a headache
9:45 T10 is off
11:38 Jim and Kathy called - guy from RSG has just left there after installing a monitor
12:30 T10 was turned to the N then back to the W but is still off
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ears are still ringing – wish they would just stop
RSG guy came to install monitor here
turbines have been much quieter since mid morning -they are having a tour today for GMP
turbines have been below allowed limits the rest of today
8-22-13
1:30 am haven't slept yet – took reading up in guest room
4.
39.4 max........24.8 min
ears ringing
74 deg - sunny – sky light gray - turbines were noisy in the night when I took reading
8:30 T9 and T10 off facing SW
8:46 took reading
11:20 took reading
turbines were fairly noisy – checked monitor against Kevin's his was reading a little more than ours
different turbines were off and on all day – at one time T2 and T12 were off
didn't have time to write them down
8:00 pm - think they are all off right now
10:05 turbines quite noisy - ears ringing all day
took readings up in guest room:
window open 40.8 max......30.6 min
window closed 39.4 max ….24.8 min
11:10 Don woke up – could hear something - asked if it was raining – said he could hear the
noise in his pillow
every once in awhile can hear rumbling – have looked to see if there are lights going along
the mountains but haven't seen anything
8-23-13
ears ringing
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sun coming in on east under a layer of clouds - clouds down over mountains on west
6:35 loosing the sun – clouds covered
8:15 can see bottom of T6 and can see that blades are turning -could hear them anyway
9:28 sky is clear blue - T7 and T10 are off
11:15 wind from N - getting a headache on right side of head - ears are ringing
11:30 headache is getting worse
12:15 side of neck hurts and behind right eye hurts – feels like eye could pop out
1:15 T10 is still off – right side of face hurts - can't stand it outside – there is a whining noise
from the turbines also a sound like someone blowing over a bottle – wouldn't be as bad if
it would stop but it goes on and on and on and on (torture)
Took Advil and laid down – never had a headache like that before – took awhile to fall asleep
because the Advil hadn't started to help yet and couldn't make my head comfortable
had VERY annoying shadow flicker tonight
T12 – 14 -16 -18 -20 are off - can't see T21

7:50

8:00 turbines just turned off so must be OK for bats to be bats for a little while – if it is like the bug
zappers the lights on the turbines will attract the bugs – bugs will attract bats – bats will be
taken out
8:30 turbines are back on - should have taken a reading while turbines were off – I could hear a
hum here in the house
.31 inches of rain
8-24-13
ears ringing
49 deg - sunny – clear blue sky
turbines facing N-NW - going 27 sec per revolution – moving slow
8:00 turbines off - a few are just barely moving - still some noise – not too loud
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12:00 turbines not on
2:00 pm - turbines not on
late afternoon turbines started up
6:00pm ears are hardly ringing- turbines facing N- NW - going 10 sec per revolution
6:20 shadows started creeping through the house again – makes me feel like there is someone
sneaking around in here
7:00 feels like maybe I am getting a headache – at the base of my skull and in my temples
could hear something running all day when the turbines were off – one of our neighbors was here
and
heard it too – said he had never heard that at his house
8:30 turbines are off - headache has gone
9:00 don't think turbines are on yet
11:20 left ear ringing just a little

8-25-13
left ear ringing a little
sun coming up – clear blue sky – fog on meadow
turbines are off
6:13 turbines are just coning on- facing W- NW - going 9 sec per revolution
9:15 turbines have been off for awhile
noisy as h... down here with nothing turning – a lot noisier up at the cabin – D&D couldn't believe
nothing was turning and still had all the noise
11:15 still at cabin – could see that a couple were beginning to turn – (through the trees )
11:30

all were off again

T10 is facing E and turning slowly – some of them are being rotated toward E or SE and some
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toward S - some to SW n- they are in all directions
12:36 some E – some W – some S - and not turning
turbines were off most of the time today or a few barely turning - once in later afternoon they were
whipping for a little while
turbines were off for the bats for awhile tonight
11:40 took reading because they sounded loud - didn't think it would be over limits – it wasn't
8.
43.8 max......24.3 min
that was still too much noise on what would have been a perfectly quiet night
Doesn't anybody understand ??????????
8-26-13
ears ringing
60 deg - clouds down over mountains – foggy out – no breeze
could hear turbines all day while we were here
went to Lowell and could hear them over there – guess they were quite noisy all night
ears ringing all day
after getting home started to get a headache but it eventually went away
6:00 pm ears still ringing
we have become prisoners inside our homes and even being in here doesn't help - our property is
worthless – our retirement is gone – there will be nothing here for our children and grandchildren
and it cannot be sold to help them in their future – this has destroyed our hopes, dreams, retirement
and future – everything that we shoveled shit for for 30 years to provide something for the next
generations has been taken away...
7:00 pm took a dbA reading outside:
9.
40.9 max ….32.6 min
these are below the limits but it penetrates the house and your head
still can't see the mountains but can hear the noise
.20 inches of rain
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8-27-13
ears ringing
clouds covering mountains
8:44 clouds thinning a little – can see T6 -7 -8 they aren't turning
10:40 can see T6 through T9 - they are turning very slowly – 26 sec per revolution
1:30 most turbines are off – some are barely moving – facing N – T16 and to the S are facing W
also not going or barely moving
went to post office – most turbines were running very slooooowly
3:14 none are running but can hear that low hummmmmm
3:37 back on – facing NW
ears ringing – mostly left one
6:26 going 11 sec per revolution
11:20 only thing I can hear tonight is that hummmmming noise – don't know if it is just a hum or
a
vibration
8-28-13
left ear ringing a little
very still except for a turbine noise – it is like a furnace humming or a big refrigerator running
went outside to take a dba reading:
2.
39.2 max …..27.1 min …......not a thing is turning
65 deg - turbines facing NW - still nothing turning
5:57 still nothing turning
11:40 a few are beginning to move – facing SE except T11 which is facing NW
1:35 nacelles are being rotated again today – some are E – some are NW – some are N
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6:07 turbines are facing nearly N - going 9 sec per revolution
7:23

T2 and T11 are off - T2 came back on

8:00 turbines are slowing down and beginning to go off (bat time)
8-29-13
ears ringing – head feels clamped and aches
67 deg - clouds covering mountains –
clouds thinned enough to see T6 – 7 - facing S - going 8 sec per revolution
10:30 can't see all of them – some are going - T12 is off
1:52 turbines facing S – dbA reading 39.0 - turning 8 sec per revolution
2:00 pm facing NW turning 10 sec per revolution – rained lightly for just a few minutes
4:45 turbines are really slow – 22 sec per revolution – facing W
5:00 turbines are off – took readings w/two monitors – Tenma (small/regular) 39.2 dbA
Extech monitor (calibrated) - showed 49.6 ( don't know if this can be right – seems too high unless
the smaller one has been low all along
7:00 pm turbines still off
way)

- can still hear that humming noise (don't mean humming in a good

9:13 took another reading of humming - 38.9 dbA
11:40 doesn't look like any are running

- 39.0 dbA

ears have been ringing all day and headache in right temple – WHY – taking Advil to try to get rid
of it
I've taken more Advil in the past few months than in a couple of years normally
.12 inches of rain
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8-30-13
ears ringing but no headache yet
63 deg - clouds over mountains and very gray
7:45 clouds starting to leave – can see a few turbines - facing W - 7 sec per revolution
11:09

- going 8 sec per revolution

didn't keep good track of things today – gone some of the time – ears just kept ringing – right one
stopped for awhile while I was gone
7:30 pm seem to be turning turbines off:
T1 on.....T2 -3 -4 - 5 -6 -7 -8 – off....T9 -10 -11 on...T12 off...T13 on....T14 off...
T15 -16 -17 -18 -19 on ….can't see T20 - 21
12:37 don't know how they let the bats know but the turbines are going – quite fast and NOISY
took reading:
42.1 max........36.5 min - seemed much louder
8-31-13
ears still ringing again
62 deg

- red sun peeking through cloudy sky in east – otherwise cloudy sky – turbines facing W

6:18 clouds/fog beginning to cover mountain tops
6:22

T8 is on

6:26 hear a bluejay – we always had nesting bluejays feeding their babies here and doing a lot of
squawking - none this year
nesting crows didn't come this year either – they always had a home here
took a reading- it is so still out except for the turbines
1.
38.1 max......27.9 min....seems much louder ….all I can think of is 'the sound echos
through the valley'
T8 is barely turning and now T7 also- will watch today – GMP tour day –
bear hunting starting tomorrow – dammit, I hope they don't kill Big Bear or the mom and her two
cubs – they have no place to hide now
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7:55 T8 is off – T7 is barely turning - T5 is going about 9.5 sec per revolution
1:02 pm…. T1 through 4 are off
T5 and 6 are just barely turning
T7 -8 -9 are off
T10 is barely turning
T11 is off
T12 through15 are barely going
T16 is going (10 sec per revolution)
T17 barely going
T18 off
can't see the last three
air is very still down here
3:15 looks like they are all off again
6:37

T1 facing S...T2- 3- 4 are in the clouds.....T5 SW....T6 -7 -8 – S....T9 in the clouds...
T10 SW (28 spr)...T11- 12 SW...T13 -14 -15 in the clouds...T16 -17 SW
T18 through 21 in the clouds

7:00 pm all off
10:18 can't tell if anything is turning – can't even see the lights tonight but can still hear the
humming noise – funny before this I thought humming was a soothing thing but not this
.04 inches of rain
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SEPTEMBER NOISE DIARY
9-1-13
ears ringing
65 deg

clouds/fog covering mountains - sun coming through in E about 7:00

9:00 clouds lifted but gray day - turbines facing different directions – mainly NE - not turning
quite a few 4 wheelers, dirt bikes, cars etc. today
didn't have much time to write things down today – company here – some spending the night
could hear turbines but not as bad as sometimes – company could hear them and commented
several cars turned around or stopped long enough to take pictures
ears rang all day
first day of bear hunting and not a single hunter – that's a first – there were a couple that I didn't
want to see shot but the bears have no place to hide up here anymore – damn destruction
8:00 pm turbines went off for the bats - came back on between 8:30 and 9:00 – they only have the
turbines off for a short time then turn them back on as soon as people can't see them turning as
much (they have gone inside) 9-2-13
ears ringing like crazy
66 deg - rained some in the night but not much , just enough to wet the roads, etc. think it rained
harder on the village – fog on the mountains – can't see them – need to have a good day for Albany
fog lifted - turbines facing S
1:00 pm turbines very loud – our company couldn't believe it and we stayed in front of the house
and ate inside - can't even have a backyard cookout or picnic – we brought chicken dinners home
from the BBQ because everyone had to pack up to leave – we should have stayed at the church to
eat but guess it doesn't matter because it takes a long time for ears to stop ringing now
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9-3-13
ears ringing - neither of us slept well – I am irritable – have been all day – can't stand to have the
radio on – just too much NOISE
57 deg - wicked foggy down here but can see a few of the turbines sticking above the fog once in
awhile – facing W and going 6 sec per revolution – will be clearing
10:00 sun coming through
10:56 facing W - T2 and T6 are off – can't see T21
4:05 T1 -2 -3 -4 didn't write down and don't remember
T5 is off
T6 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -12 barely going
T13 -14 -15 – going 10 sec per revolution
T16 going 11 sec per revolution
T17 -18 - 19 -20 barely going
T21 can't see – there is a branch with a lot of leaves that often hides that one from the
house -I could see it if I went outside but what is the use
4:50 all are back on
didn't see what time they stopped for bats tonight but they were back on soon after 9:00
10:15 ears have been ringing all day and still are tonight – sometimes makes it hard to hear
conversations and hard to hear on the phone
.35 inches of rain ( this is confusing to put in because I set the gauge to change at noon instead of
midnight and don't want to change it because I don't want to use the total for the summer

9:4-13
EARS RINGING LOUDLY - not sure if that is what woke me up
5:45 turbines turning 6 sec per revolution
56 deg - cloudy sky - sun peeking under clouds in E
6:30 T10 is off facing W – rest are 7 sec per revolution
6:33 T10 -13 -17 off
8:26 those are back on ---T8 is off and T7 is stopping
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Don doesn't feel well – really nauseous - took some Pepto Bismol - he has felt like this more and
more lately – we have been blaming it on the meds he was taking for his back op. But he is taking
hardly any now and it is getting worse – we were talking to someone that asked if it was from the
turbines
We hadn't thought of that – I sure hope not, but how would we prove something like that when the
'experts' keep saying “it's all in our heads”.
Barney didn't eat last night and still hasn't today
wind has let up – outside reading

43.3 max....37.7 min (sounds much louder)

took reading inside ( didn't write down the time)
guest room (window closed) 39.6 max....26.2 min
guest room ( window open) 41.3 max.....31.6 min
can't anyone see what is going on???
3:19 turbines were off - now coming back on – damn pinwheels clawing at the sky
12:27 Don feeling sick again – it's getting worse and more often - took Pepto Bismol again - now
that I think about it he felt alright when we were gone on Monday
7:30 some of turbines off
T1 through T6 – off
T7 on
T8 off
T9 on
T10 through T14 can't see (clouds)
T15 1nd T16 - on
T 17 throughT21 – can't see (clouds)
8:00 I know T7 is going so it isn't off for the bats
.04 inches of rain........Total to date ….22.56 inches since May 1st, 2013

9-5-13
ears ringing WICKED - woke up with headache – stayed in bed until almost 7:00 hoping it would
go away – it didn't - aches across front of head and feels like a band around the back – hurts to
move my eyes
50 deg turbines facing NW – going 10 sec per revolution
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8:50 turbines facing N - going 10 sec per revolution
9:00 all turbines off
9:20 took Advil
starting some turbines back up (T4 -6 -8 -13 -14 -16 -17)
9:30 leaving for Newport – all turbines are back on
11:00 got home – headache almost gone – finally went away
11:55 T2 is off
Don is feeling a little better
worked in garden in mid-afternoon - turbines damn noisy – headache came back on right side of
head and face – feels like I had had been hit near eye and band around head
1:55 took reading with Tenma - wind from W
readings – did 4 outside...
46 0 max...38.4 min
48.4 max …40.2 min
47.0 max......40.9 min
46.9 max.......40.1 min
guest room - window closed ...38.4 max....25.6 min
window open …..41.3....max....28.7 min
took readings with extech monitor – outside - 50.6 max

T6 is off

2:26 took reading with extech monitor - 47.0 outside
3:30 everything is going - still have headache on right side and band around back of head been irritable all day - I just want it QUIET – the turbines have been noisy all day
8:30 didn't notice turbines being off tonight but they are noisy now - bad night for the bats
12:45 turbines are still going (what are the bat requirements?)
9-6-13
ears ringing
39 deg - clear - air is still
T1 is on ...T2is off...T3 is on ...T4 is off …..T5 through T12 are on ...T14 and T15 are on
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T16 is off.....T17 is on....T18 through T21 ???? - sun will be up in awhile
6:15 T2 is still off Took reading (tenma) 43.8 max......35.2 min
not another sound except the turbines – the most precious part of the day has been ruined I hate living next to an airport or highway or whatever you want to call it......we moved away from
the highway to enjoy what was here and thought the mountain would protect us forever …...
6:24 sun is coming up
6:53 only T13 is off
7:15

all on except T2

8:30 all are on
8:58 Sheffield turbines are all running
Don went to Dr's - talked about his nausuea
10:53 back home – T13 is off ears are still ringing
didn't have a chance to write down notes today – RSG picked up their monitors today – said he
didn't think he would want to live with that noise all the time
Carol stopped by and said every time she comes here she starts feeling nauseous now
Don was up for 2 hours in the night because he didn't feel well and couldn't sleep
9-7-13
ears ringing wicked – stayed in bed till nearly 7:30 hoping headache would get better – it hasn't –
aches right in the middle of forehead it feels like a tight hat on my whole head
53 deg gray sky - think it will break up – turbines making a rushing sound in here – facing W going 5 sec per revolution
T12 is off
7:50 took tenma reading outside ...44.4 max …. 37.6 min
7:58 guest room - window closed 38.4 max...25.0 min ….window open 39.7....27.3 min
9:25 T12 still off - turbines facing SW
tenma reading 45.4 max....37.2 min
extech reading (calibrated) did it 3 times
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9:47...........52.3
9:50...........49.0
9:52 …......50.3
10:02 am taking Advil – riding to village hoping headache will go away
turbines were very noisy all day
we were gone tonight for awhile – felt better – Don did too – not nauseous
dog didn't eat all day but finally did tonight
8:50 pm took readings: (calibrated)
outside …....50.6
inside – guest room …...41.9 window closed
inside – guest room........43.6 window open
has been a very noisy day ….ears ringing all day and headaches—could hear the turbines tonight
when I was on the phone and don was watching TV in the next room – driving me nuts!
9-8-13
ears ringing again – does this have to be the new norm? it really hurts sometimes – probably not
physical but inside my head it hurts – I would never keep something running that sounds like this
could see T6 for a few minutes – it is running – clouds on the mountains – rainy
8:05 can see T6 running – going 6 sec per revolution – facing NW
8:19 going 5 sec per revolution
12:15 at Jim and Kathy's turbines are noisy too
3:55

turbines going 5 sec per revolution5:42

took reading using extech ….52.2

7:00 pm started getting headache by right eye
turbines have been thrashing all day
10:22 now hurts by /behind right ear and temple - ears ringing is driving me crazy
I hate complaining and don't do it as often as I could – that noise is here and keeps my ears ringing
almost all of the time – it is a special kind of torture –
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.24 inches of rain
9-9-13
ears ringing – will it ever stop
44 deg - gray sky – high thin clouds – sun peeked under clouds when it first came up
turbines facing W - turning 6 sec per revolution
T1 was off for awhile
12:00 some turbines facing S - 8.5 sec per revolution
1:00 T1 off
turbines moving back and forth between S and SW today – not all the same
1:43 now all facing SW 11 sec per revolution
2:24 not all facing exactly the same – going 9 sec per revolution
7:30 facing S going 7 sec per revolution
ears have been ringing loudly all day – tightness around head most of day – how do you prove a
headache – right now (9:00 pm) it aches on the right side but reels tight all the way around my head
– it aches from eyebrow almost to neck in back – it's not Saturday but won't make a complaint
because it won't do any good – actually I don't ¾ of the time
9-10-13
ears ringing
55 deg - gray day - looks like rain – turbines facing S going 6 sec per revolution
9:45 clouds over mountains - can still see part of T6 and T7 - going 5 sec per revolution
misty rain
12:00

fog/clouds covering mountains – turbines are noisy

we are leaving for awhile
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4:15 turbines partly covered by clouds – making quite a noise – didn't take time for a reading
tonight I feel completely exhausted and haven't really done anything physical today
42.

_8

inches of rain

9-11-13
left ear ringing -shrill – right ear not as much
69 deg - foggy – shows no rain on the rain gauge - tremendous amount of lightening last night –
just like a kid was playing with a light switch - I saw it at 12:00am - then woke up at 1:00 again
and it was still going on – not sure how long it lasted after that - turbines facing SW - T9 is off –
going 4.5 sec per revolution
8:15 T9 is back on
took a reading (calibrated) outside 47.6
guest room (window closed) 38.0
guest room (window open) 42.7
why can't GMP acknowledge that the readings in the house are way above the levels that were
designated for inside
2:12 another reading (will be using the extech from now on)
T2 and T9 are off

50.1 outside

3:30 have to leave for soccer game – glad of it – have a headache started – this time over left eye
6:23 GMP is turning off the turbines quickly - storm coming with hard wind
right now T1 through T12 are off – T13 on – T14 and 15 are off - T16 is on - the rest are off
7:15 all are back on - going 8 sec per revolution
rained hard for a few minutes - wind was hard - didn't last long - lights flickered but didn't go off
heard yesterday that the cell tower along the interstate near Sheffield doesn't have service for about
5 minutes while going along near the turbines
9:30 another thunder storm - another in the night
9-12-13
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ears ringing - neither Don or I slept well kept waking up – tossing and turning
66 deg - clouds are gray
T1 through T10 are going (5 sec per revolution) - T11 ?? - T12 turning - T132 off – T14 – 15
going
T16 off - T17 going - can't see T18 through T21
T16 came on - still facing SW - can't see T11
10:13 reading (extech) outside ….55.2 - turbines are noisy – there is a loud whine from
somewhere
on the north end
4:42 turbines facing W - going 9 sec per revolution
6:05 clouds lifting - can see T5 -6 -7 -10 they are off - T13 is on - can't see the rest
6:51 turbines back on
7:00 T8 and T10 are off - T5 -6 -7 - 9 - are on
7:30 looks like all turbines are off
ears have been ringing all day - hard to see turbines a lot of the time – fog was way down in the
pasture some of the time
.94 inches of rain

9-13-13
ears ringing – so what is new????
60 deg clouds covering mountains
phone and computer went off again about 7:00 am – went off a couple of times yesterday, didn't
keep track of time but must have been close to the same time
7:30 started raining
9:30 everything covered by clouds
11:30 getting headache by right eye - still low clouds
1:30 pm headache worse - ears still ringing loud
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3:39 took reading - …....48.7
3:30 phone off again
4:30 phone back on
5:05 took dbA reading....48.8
8:00 headache is all across forehead - ears ringing wicked
.43 inches of rain - 24.25 inches of rain total since May 1, 2013
9-14-13
ears ringing - we are up before 4:00 - Don feeling sick
5:30 Don still feels sick – feels like he has gas – has taken Alka-Seltzer – don't know how to make
him feel better
50 deg
6:00 am fog/clouds still on mountains – can't see turbines but can hear them
11:30 beginning to see a few turbines through the clouds (around T6 or 7) – they are facing NW
and
going 6.5 sec per revolution
went to Lowell (other side) looked like turbines were off part of the time? Ears didn't stop ringing
but it takes longer for them to stop than it used to
5:00 pm some are off
7:00

T5 is on – T9 is on

7:04

T13 came on

7:12

T7 is on

7:20

T1 through T13 is on ...T14 is off....T15 is on....T16 is off ...don't know about the rest

guess the bats are on their own tonight?
6-15-13
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ears ringing
sunny - high clouds
turbines are all going - LOUD – 5 sec per revolution – can hear it in the bathroom (no window)
8:40 sky clouding up
Dan and Chris came - they thought the turbines were loud and could hear the whine noise
11:00 to 11:30 stacked firewood at the cabin - started getting headache
went to check our cameras - wicked loud in the area near our west camera – that isn't even near
our property line –
thought there were planes going over several times today but it was turbines - LOUD with a whine
added in too – it penetrates your head - headache got worse and feels like a band around my head
– can't enjoy anything here anymore – gardening – swimming – walking - cookouts – picnics –
family time
6:00 pm - T7 and T8 are off
turbines are going tonight
– this is one time of year when we had bats in the barn while we were milking and saw them while
we were sitting outside – this year there have been no bats – some of their caves were filled or
blasted away
- there were only a few turbines off for a little while tonight

9-16-13
ears ringing again – no way to stop them anymore
50 deg clouds down over the mountains again rained a little during the night
9:30 am - clouds over the mountains again – getting a headache again – glad I have to leave for
awhile
3:45 T10 is off - came back on soon after
ears weren't ringing as loud when I got home but....4:10 here they go again
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4:47 took reading outside ….50.0 dbA –
I don't believe they even turned off the turbines tonight for the bats
8:17 took another dbA reading ….47.0 max
9-17-13
ears ringing woke up with a headache sometime in the night - left side of head
36 deg turbines facing N – going 5 sec per revolution
7:40 sunny, blue sky - now turning 6 sec per revolution
10:10 turbines going slower - 10 sec per revolution – T5 is off
11:30 T5 facing NE and is off – rest are facing NW going 10 sec per revolution
1:30

T5 is still off rest are slow - 16 sec per revolution

5:30 turbines are going slowly - T5 has turned to NW now – still off - rest are going 9 sec per
revolution
6:12 T9 -11 -13 -15 -19 are going - can't see T21
6:15 T9 went off – can't see T21
6:36 T5 and T11 are on
7:05

T -9 -11 -13 -19 -20 are on ...can't see T21

7:25

T5 -7 -9 -11 -13 -15 -16 -17 -18 -19 -20 are on.....can't see T21

have headache that starts every time I am outside for very long - not much fun
Don has times when it feels like his ears are going to pop – also starts to get headaches but says
they aren't like a migraine – just a pain in his head usually over right eye – mine can be over right
or left – can't figure out what decides where it is going to be – sometimes it starts by temples and
goes across my forehead

9-18-13
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ears ringing - didn't sleep well – Don didn't either
40 deg. looks like it will be a nice day
6:20

turbines facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution - guess they are all going again

6:39 such a beautiful morning – too much noise
took reading ….outside ...46.4 - no back ground noise at all
guest room – window closed …..32.0
window open …....41.5
6:20 pm turbines are off
7:20

T7 -8 -9 -11 -19 are on

7:26

T9 -11 -19 are going 8 sec per revolution

9-19-13
ears ringing - didn't sleep well again – Don didn't either
turbines are all going - clear sky
7:00 sunny - blue sky - all turning - facing NW - going 8 sec per revolution - that may sound
and look slow but the tip of blade speed is 102.3 mph
ears still ringing – very irritable and tired
11:25 north end turbines are off (T1 through T9) – T10 and south are going 20 sec per revolution
turbines have been off and on all day – when on they are quite slow - we have had to be gone a lot
today
6:45 finally home after running all day – turbines are going slow or not at all – facing NW
left ear is ringing just a little
7:25 turbines are off
11:15 pm can see T6 -7 -8 -9 re off - T12 -13 -14 are on
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9-20-13
ears ringing
51 deg

- looks like a clear day – moon is still out

took dbA reading..39.3 - perfectly quiet except for turbines - going 9 sec per revolution- facing S
2:15 T8 hasn't been running all day – it has been facing W – has been turned to S but still not on
OMG it is loud
4:54 am - took reading 53.7 ….
7:08 pm (our clock) the monitor clock says 19:18 - I have been thinking the time is wrong – have
been calibrating the monitor each time but looks like the time is off about 10 min
dbA reading was 46.3 - going 5 sec per revolution
9:08 dbA reading ….outside 49.8
inside - window closed 37.7
inside - window open 40.0
9-21-13
ears ringing - head hurts - feels like a band around my head – esp. forehead
53 deg turbines facing S - thin band of clouds along mountain with most of the turbines poking
out above them - TT1 and T2 not working – can't see T3 and T4 - T10 is going – T11 is off – T12
is on
can't see the rest but should soon
can hear the turbines growling
7:11 am dbA reading ….50.4
don't know what is wrong with me - I can hardly stand the noise in my ears and pressure in
my head – I am so damn crabby today and can't do anything about it- glad we are getting out of
here today
11:15 am – took Advil – hope it gets better pretty soon – leaving now
6:07 got home - headache was gone by 12:30 but I was and still am completely tired out today –
ears
are still ringing
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T1 through T6 are off – T7 is on – T8 and T9 are off - T10 through T20 are on – can't see T21
7:26 four of the first 12 are running – quite dark out
9-22-13
ears ringing - laid in bed until 7:00 - head felt like a tight band around it
55 deg - rained during night
can't see many turbines – clouds covering most of them - could see T5 -6 -7 for a few minutes they are facing W – those three weren't turning but I can hear some making noise
7:48 T7 just came on
8:04 took dbA reading........45.7
8:30 can see T5 -6 -7 -8

-

T6 is now on - still raining a little occasionally

- they aren't turning

went to check cameras – NOISY - T2 through T9 weren't going
Damn camp was broken into again –
9:00 pm – noise is killing me – wicked headache- took dbA reading....53.0 - going to write
complaint
9:40 turbines have stopped – it is totally quiet – it seems like they can read my computer – I just
wrote my complaint – hope my headache goes away so I can sleep. I was just headed for a big dose
of Advil maybe now I won't have to take any
mercifully quiet !!!!!!!! red lights are glowing red mounds tonight because of how the clouds are
I HATE THIS DAY
9-23-13
ears ringing – turbines had started sometime before I got up
40 deg - cloudy gray sky
6:30 - turbines are going 4.5 sec per revolution
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9:41

T9 is off

2:52 took reading ….44.5 seems loud – can hear it inside esp. in the bathroom – sounds like
running
water in the distance
reading inside guest room ….window closed 35.6
window open 43.2
over and over these readings are above the set levels – how come they don't have to obey
them??????
T9 and T12 have been off – later this afternoon they came back on
wanted to read more times today but it didn't happen
ears are ringing, ringing, ringing tonight
9-24-13
ears ringing loud - head hurts on back
41 deg
7:40 am

gray sky

turbines going 5.5 sec per revolution

took reading

45.3 dbA

8:00am sun trying to peek through clouds
12:00 all still turning
6:28 took dbA reading w/ both monitors twice..... racing NW.....5.5 sec per revolution
tenma 45.1
45.2
extech 43.4
44.7
several times through the day started to get a headache but it would go away after awhile
evening...sunny blue sky
9-25-13
ears ringing - turbines noisy during night
44 deg

going 6 sec per revolution

5:30 clouds coming over mountains – 8 sec per revolution – facing N
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7:20 turbines facing N – going 9 sec revolution
fairly quiet today - ears ringing but no headache so far
didn't take many notes today
9-26-13
ears ringing again – it's enough to drive anyone crazy
48 deg - facing NE - turning 7 sec per revolution – gray sky – clouds look thinner today to the
west
turbines just kept going and going alllllllll day
ears ringing - worked in garden – head started to hurt a little after being out for awhile
6:45 turbines facing N - going 7 sec per revolution
9-27-13
ears ringing –
51 deg turbines facing E - NE …...they are off or barely turning
7:30 - now some are beginning to go 9 sec per revolution - day started out partly - now blue sky
and sunny
12:15

T1 through T7 are off
T8 through T12 going slow - 9 sec per revolution
T13 is off
T17 through T20 going very slowly – 25 sec per revolution

visitors said they were in Brownington yesterday and were surprised that they could see them from
there – they couldn't believe that the turbines were so close to the house (hovering over us)
2:50 we came home from Woodbury and Hardwick and there was another car here listening and
taking pictures – don't know who but it's strange that so many times when this happens the turbines
are very slow and quieter
4:00 pm turbines facing N - going 9 sec per revolution
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9-28-13
ears ringing some again
46 deg - sunny – clear blue sky – turbines aren't running
11:25 turbines beginning to turn
12:14

T10 is the fastest one -running 11 sec per revolution

1:15 turbines facing N - made a partial note – don't have a clue what it meant
2:47 some turbines facing N – some facing SE – most all are off – some just barely turning
left ear ringing just a little
3:09 turbines now facing E
6:04 some are facing E – some are facing SE – some are facing NE
8:00 pm EARS ARE NOT RINGING !!!! Oh, how nice it is!!!! I didn't think it would ever happen
again
9-29-13
left ear ringing
48 deg - sunny - clear blue sky - turbines facing SW
T1 through T6 turning 9 sec per revolution
T7 and T8 are off
T9 through T20 are turning
can't see T21
the sides of the nacelles on T6 and T7 are glaring like mirrors in the windows - hate that - 9-30-13
woke up with ears ringing
turbines are off - it's going to be a clear day
7:00 blue sky - sunny - turbines are still off
9:30 couldn't figure out why my ears were ringing today with nothing turning but was outside from
9:00 until 9:30 and the turbines were making that humming noise again that just won't stop-
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beginning to get that tight feeling in my temples – dammit STOP......
turbines facing different degrees of NE
10:30 most turbines facing E to NE - T7 facing W
took a tenma reading of that humming noise - it was 39.5 – that monitor reads 1.8 db lower than
the extech which has to be calibrated each time
turbines have come on - facing E – going 10 sec per revolution
1:56 some turbines are off some on - most facing E - T6 facing SE
2:10 T6 now facing E north ones going 10 sec per revolution - T10 is facing NE - think it is
being
rotated ( hardly turning)
4:15

turbines have now faced N – either off or barely turning

8:20 ears have been ringing all day - only left ear ringing now
took tenma reading outside ...36.6 - don't think turbines are running right now – the ones with
lights
aren't
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OCTOBER NOISE
10-1-13
left ear ringing a little
Don didn't sleep well – awake for 2 ½ hours
45 deg. clear - sunny morning - a few light wispy clouds over the mountains
turbines are off – some are facing NE - some are facing NW
T1 through T4 are facing NE
T5 through T15 are facing NW
T 16 facing NE
T17 and T18 are facing NW
can't tell T19 through T21
7:06 T9 and T10 just came on - going 10 sec per revolution
8:30 seem to be all turning slowly - 18 sec per revolution
right now ears are hardly ringing
11:15 not a thing turning – gone for awhile - left ear still ringing a little
12:26 all are turning - 7 sec per ref
2:35 nothing turning
5:56 some just starting up - T6 - T7 and T11 are off
6:04 T6 and T7 are on now ...T11 still off
9:00 pm left ear ringing some
10-2-13
ears ringing
60 deg - sun coming through clouds while it first came up - now it is dark gray sky outside
turbines are going - not too noisy in here (inside house) but it is noisy outside
8:00 am noisy outside and both ears are ringing9:30 turbines going 5 sec per revolution - just hanging out the laundry on the NEWEST clothes
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line and started feeling pressure in head - Don tired and slept in afternoon
5:00 +/- did noise graph and spread sheet on cucumber – mostly stayed just below 45 dbA - took
reading 5:24 with tenma monitor …...45.6 max....41.5 min – this is the monitor that I can't change the
calibration - (it reads at 92.2 and should be 94)
took readings a couple of times figuring out the cucumber monitor
7:30 turbines facing W
10:30 turbines seem very loud
11:00 pm went outside to take a reading but didn't so it very long because it was quieter than
throughout the day (used cucumber)
10-3-13
ears ringing
45 deg clear sky - turbines facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution
5:30 Don said turbines were really loud I wasn't up to take readings – Don slept fairly well
10:50 going 9 sec per revolution – turbines faced W all day – didn't take readings at all today
worked in the garden for awhile this afternoon - head started feeling pressure
6:30 pm turbines going 9 sec per revolution
Don has headache on right side– not feeling good
I have headache on right side and ears ringing
wonder if reason Don isn't feeling well a lot of the time has something to do with the turbines - his
back feels good but feels nauseous and just not good a lot of the time- we had wondered about this
before but dismissed it because we thought it might be that he was getting off his medication – he has
been off that for three weeks + now and still feels crappy a lot – we still don't know
Jim and Kathy called - they mentioned how loud the turbines were last night, particularly around 10:30
they also mentioned how loud they were early this morning
8:15 Don's headache is nearly gone - mine still really hurts - behind right eye, right temple and right
cheekbone – ears ringing loudly
10:00 Don went to bed – took Advil
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12:20 going to take Advil – head really hurts – right side - even hurts to touch it – Mark had better stay
away tonight – I need to sleep
turbines are still going looks like they are facing W
10-4-13
ears are ringing - don't have headache but do have pressure across front of head
47 deg

high thin clouds - turbines facing N and going 9 sec per revolution

8:30 turbines going 18 sec per revolution
9:00 am - turbines are off – some are faing N – some are facing NE
Don feels rotten - hasn't wanted breakfast yet
10:00 Don is having breakfast – feels a little better
sky is gray now
1:00 pm turbines facing different directions N - W - NW - NE
checking cameras could hear that humming/grinding/ running and some banging
3:04 T6 and T7 are on – just barely turning
went to soccer game - only one ear ringing when we came home
6:43 turbines going 10 sec per revolution – facing N-NW
11:00pm - doesn't look like lighted ones are running but can't be sure
11:30 some are turning
10-5-13
ears ringing
50 deg – gray day
7:00 am just left ear ringing - some turbines just barely turning – facing all different directions
NE – SE – S – N-7:40 going 9 sec per revolution
7:55 turbines being rotated to face S and are off
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9:00 facing different directions again – can hear that damn humming all morning - working in garden
ears ringing
11:25 turbines facing N and are off
went out 4 wheeling - turbines facing N E- N - NW - turbine noise everywhere - it made me so
sad – all of the places we had worked to clear, make logging roads and clear up to make it nice for
everyone was for nothing – so many people had looked at this place and loved it until we had to
disclose that there was a possibility of the turbines – we went around some of our roads through the
woods- it was so noisy every time we stopped to try to enjoy the surroundings - it's gone
12:35 turbines started to go a little
rest of the day they were all off and were still off at dark
10-6-13
ears ringing – pressure by left eye
43 deg turbines facing E - going 9 sec per revolution
Don's ears feel plugged and has headache – didn't sleep well
6:15 Don's headache is nearly gone
7:05 gray sky – high clouds with sun just peeking through under the clouds at the horizon as it comes
up
10:30 ears still ringing ...turbines still going 5.5 sec per revolution
head feels a little tight just above eyes - sounds like a truck thundering along a road but it doesn't move
OMG just turn it off – was trying to relax and paint but it is so distracting
took a reading with tenma – didn't have time and Don was using the table saw and miter saw so there
was too much interference
tenma reading 44.9 ..(.that is 1.8 db low)
turbines were noisy all day – they were facing S in the afternoon and going 4,5 sec per revolution
they were especially loud at the cabin, in the tool shed and anywhere outside but I could hear them
inside too –
clouds came in over mountains
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10-7-13
ears ringing – didn't sleep well – kept waking up - Don didn't sleep well either
51 deg - clouds down over mountains to the back field but can hear the turbines rumbling along
8:30 dark depressing day so far – clouds have covered mountains – a little rain off and on
3:00 pm part of one turbine showing a little – whipping around at 5 sec per revolution
just feel like crying all day – have no reason to – what is wrong
10-8-13
ears ringing wicked
43 deg - turbines facing NW – could hear them before I could see them – Don slept a little better
took a reading in morning with cucumber (on computer in Cucumber file)
42.1 max....41.0 min......avg 46.28 (first 36 points were getting it outside)
gone for morning - back at 12:30
turbines facing NW - had company here – they had never heard turbines before – said they could see
how it would bother if it was there all the time
after being outside for a little while my head started to feel squeezed
had to look up what I needed to get for lasagna – couldn't even remember what to get for it – have
noticed that more and more – also having trouble with spelling
saw animals today: 4 deer on back lawn – small coyote by blueberry stump – porcupine in garage and
moose running fast into pasture up at top of hill – don't know if it was running because Barney started
barking or if it was running first
10-9-13
ears ringing and headache – can feel the turbines running but can't really hear them – how do you
describe that noise – it's just there – sometimes you think of one noise to compare it to one thing ,
sometimes another
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woke up in night and head hurt – Don was up in the night – didn't feel well
37 deg - turbines facing S - first frost
7:00 am sunny , clear sky - think it was colder before I checked temp - looks like we had our first frost
turbines facing S - going 8 sec per revolution
computer hasn't worked good for 2 days so getting way behind
pressure behind eyes – need to try to balance checkbook today – hope I can concentrate on it enough to
get it done – feels like I have forgotten how to do it - have had statement since middle of last month
10:42
2:10

turbines facing S

going 8 sec per revolution

tenma reading by west camera near cabin – headache on right temple

all day ...pressure in head - some turbines barely moving
9:20 turbines going very slowly all afternoon and evening so why should I have a headache?
Ears are ringing loudly and right side of head has ached all day (worse tonight )
know I will have to take Advil tonight to even get to sleep – hurts on right temple

10-10-13
2:40 AM got up to take Advil - headache by right temple - really hurts and ears ringing LOUD
haven't been able to sleep well at all – should have taken pills when I went to bed
39 deg ears ringing but headache is gone - really tired - Don woke up in night
6:20 turbines facing NW - not turning
7:15 turning 8 sec per revolution
8:45 turbines are off
10:30 turbines are still off – ears are still ringing – WHY?
11:30 turbines are being rotated - facing E – SE – SW – S – N
3:45

still off - facing all directions

10-11-12
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ears ringing
turbines facing NE - going 8 sec per revolution – Don slept all night
45 deg

sun peeking under clouds while coming up this morning – then turned to high thin clouds

8:20 facing NE - going 8 sec per revolution
9:20 sky clearing ears still ringing but not as loudly
gone for a couple of hours ---got home and EARS NOT RINGING !!!!!
3:30 turbines running - facing N
6:30 turbines turning - going 7 sec per revolution
11:30 pm left ears barely ringing
10-12-13
ears ringing - turbines facing SW - going 7 sec per revolution
47 deg
6:39 still outside except for noise of turbines running
11:14 facing SE - going 9 sec per revolution
2:30 ears ringing
6:30 ears still ringing - outside a lot today – could hear turbines along with a whirring metallic sound
from them
10-13-13
ears ringing
46 deg
7:00 am turbines sticking out above a layer of clouds - going 5 sec per revolution
blue sky - sunny With just a layer of clouds on top of the mountains
noisy - took reading
left for the day - ears stopped ringing during the day - (even with the Winooski traffic and planes
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going overhead )– I couldn't stand to live there or any place like that – that is part why
we moved here – the sanity of the quiet
on the way home we saw Georgia Mt turbines – they are just as out of place as these and Sheffield
turbines 4:30 back home - ears not ringing – outside working after we got home
6:00 ears ringing again
6:30 turbines facing S going 5 sec per revolution
9:00 took readings (cucumber)
9:54 getting headache over left temple and around back of head
10-14-13
ears ringing
45 deg - cloudy – clouds down over whole mountain
9:27 beginning to rain - very foggy
6:00 pm headache and feels like head is being squeezed
10:00 ears really ringing
11:00 headache is less but temples feel pressure
10-15-13
ears ringing
45 deg - very foggy - can't see past the garden
7:00 am - air is very still outside
8:30 fog thinning - ears really ringing
9:00 fog is back – can't see the garden now
9:30 fog has lifted - turbines are facing SE - going 10 sec per revolution
!2:22 getting a headache
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2:30 T16 is off - rest are going 8 sec per revolution
4:00

T16 is back on

10-16-13
ears ringing - feels like a band around head – temples hurt
band of clouds along top of mountains – turbines shoeing above that – going 4 sec per revolution
7:21 more of the same – just that constant rumble today (in the kitchen)
8:18 T9 is off – can hear that rumble – kind of like a waterfall in the kitchen
8:41 T1 -5 -9 -11 and 16 are off
12:54 turbines still facing S going 4.5 sec per revolution
T1 -5 -9 -16 are off
picked cranberries – only out about 45 minutes but started to get headache
gone to Derby - headache gone by time we got there
ears never stopped ringing
10-17-13
ears ringing
49 deg – partly cloudy - turbines facing W - turning 4.5 sec per revolution
dark cloudy sky to SW - sun peeking through clouds in the east
9:30 turbines have slowed to 9 sec per revolution - facing W
Don said his ears feel plugged
12:30 T8 is off - rest are going 5 sec per revolution
ears have been ringing all day
10-18-13
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ears are ringing again this morning - loud
fog on the mountain so can't see what way they are facing or what they are doing
can hear the turbines in the bathroom (no windows)
been outside working all day --closer to the turbines that out house - have had headache – started this
morning and has been getting worse all day
6:00 head really hurts all the way around - behind eyes and ears - back of head really hurts – hurts to
move head - just took Advil to see if it will help – this is torture
turbines are facing W – going 4.5 sec per revolution
taking readings :
10-19-13
1:00 am turbines were going about 4 sec per revolution – it was light enough to see them
3:30 am – Don was up and counted 4 sec per revolution
ears still ringing
39 deg - turbines facing SW roared throughout the night and have slowed now to 6 sec per revolution
air is very still here - some turbines going 7 sec per revolution – some are off – T9 is going
8 sec per revolution
turbines are noisy but not as bad as yesterday - didn't have time for notes, etc. today
turbines were facing S in afternoon - think maybe Kevin got the worst noise today
10-20-13
ears ringing – restless all night
can hear the turbines in the bathroom - must be it will be a noisy day
42 deg - turbines facing W - going 4 ½ sec per revolution
outside working all day – turbines were extremely loud all day - started getting a headache around

noon – headache kept getting worse all afternoon – had started in the front - from there pressure built
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up in temples and down right side of face – then across back of head – kept getting worse until I had to
take Advil _ after 1 ½ hours it was letting up a little but ears kept ringing and that never stopped
didn't sleep well last night – tired all day
wrote a complaint but that does no good 10-21-13
ears ringing loudly - I HATE THIS
37 deg - turbines facing SW
7:30 ? - T 8 is off - some are going 6 sec per revolution - some are going 8 sec per revolution
9:00 T7 and T8 are off
11:45 turbines are facing almost S
2;30 turbines facing S - turbines 13 and those to the south are facing SW
6:20 turbines facing S - going 4 ½ sec per revolution
ears have been ringing loudly all day – just wish it would STOP
talked to someone from Cabot today – he said he can see the lights from the Lowell project at night
10-22-13
ears ringing
46 deg - turbines facing S - going 5 sec per revolution
brought in rain gauge for the year - 25 .08 inches since May 1, 2013
7:20 am

beginning to rain a little

1:00 clouds came down over mountains - rainy and windy
2:30 turbines facing W - going 4.5 sec per revolution
11:00 pm - ears still ringing – can anything else go wrong today
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10-23-13
ears ringing – didn't sleep well - back of head hurts
32 deg - turbines facing W - T1 and T9 are off - going 7 sec per revolution
7:00am feeling pressure on temples
11:00 back home – didn't get rid of headache but we were only gone for an hour
1:00 pm turbines still facing W
2:50 turbines facing W - going 7 sec per revolution - T9 facing S and is off
10-24-13
ears ringing – head aches - didn't sleep well
28 deg - dusting of snow on grass – can hear turbines rumbling in the kitchen
turbines facing W - going 5 sec per revolution
8:20 headache gone - SAW 4 DEER THIS AFTERNOON
4:00 pm

(2 doe – 2 fawn)

no headache left ear ringing just a little

10-25-13
ears ringing again
read twice lately about WTS and problems of feeling heart racing when waking up - that is exactly
what happened to Kathy, Jim and me last February. We all went to our doctor's - Jim ended up with
pacemaker – my doctor didn't want to even think about TURBINES – in fact The RN was from
Oklahoma and said that no one there is bothered by noise
7:17 - gray sky white dusting of snow on back field – turbines facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution
9:00 snowing lightly - late morning T8 and T13 were off
12:00 are back on - all day noise stayed around 40 to 42 dbA
5:30 facing NW - going 4.5 sec per revolution
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9:30 ears ringing - set out monitor 9:30 till 10:30

10-26-13
ears ringing loudly
31 deg - turbines facing S - going 4 sec per revolution
snowing lightly
went to cabin – noise was extremely loud – sounded like the jets flying into the airport over Winooski
but it didn't stop – came back down – that noise up there was terrible
11:05 Neighbor and his nieces' husband called to say he had brought a 'audio monitor' with him and
had readings of 54 dbA
3:30 clouds have lifted turbines are facing nearly S – just a little to the SW
T5 and T9 are off
4:20 all turbines are off
4:45 snowing again- can't see the mountains – at least it is QUIETER
7:50 still quiet
don't think turbines ran all night
10-27-13
left ear ringing some
35 deg - turbines facing SW
7:00 am nothing turning
7:50 turbines coming on - going 6 to 7 sec per revolution
8:25 clouds covering mountains
(just before 9:00 - think they shot our bear – probably Little Bear)
11:44 clouds partially lifted - turbines are off
1:00 turbines are facing W and are off – EARS ARE NOT RINGING
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1:25 turbines back on - going 5 sec per revolution – facing W
took inside reading for an hour – in guest room with window closed
took outside reading on south end of house – it is noisier on that side of the house but won't use that
reading because it may be too close to the brook
took 1 hour reading on north side of house – not quite as loud on that side but absolutely no noise
except turbines
8:30 left ear is ringing
9:00 headache by right temple and getting worse
10:00 taking Advil – I have to sleep
woke up around 12:45 and headache was gone - fell back asleep
readings today: 15.12 inside guest room / window closed
18.15 outside on south lawn – affected brook ????
18.47 outside on north lawn - completely quiet out
10-28-13
left ear still ringing this morning
36 deg turbines off and facing W
7:15 - turbines T7 and T8 are on
7:22 turbines off again
7:24 -

T7 and T8 are back on - then just T8

7:30 all off again – started a reading with turbines off – could hear that banging noise (almost
like a door closing at different turbines while out there – never have figured out what it is)
7:44 - T8 back on – then off again
8:30 my head feels like there is pressure by both temples and across front of head – Don just said he
feels pressure in the front of his head
9:14 turbines are facing SW and all off
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9:27 T7 started up again
11:00 Don said his ears are bothering
1:38 T1 is on - then T5 is on and T1 is off - then T6 is on – then all off
went to Dan's cabin – cold but blissfully quiet BUT turbines started coming on LOUD – sounded like
an airport runway –
3:50 all are back off again
3:58 T6 and T7 have come back on
6:15 All going except T13 - going 5 sec per revolution
10-29-13
ears ringing- headache just above eyes- hard time getting to sleep last night - right ear feels plugged
stayed in bed until 6:30
20 deg - turbines facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution
when it got light the sky was clear and blue
10:45 headache - can hear the turbines in the living room – whole left side of face hurts
11:00 turbines turning 9 sec per revolution
11:10 took Advil –
2:00 pm ears still ringing - getting headache on left side of head again
4:45 turbines were off for a little bit but are now going 8 sec per revolution and facing W
5:15 right ear feels like it has water in it
10-30-13
ears ringing
28 deg - turbines off
7:20 T17 and T18 - all are on facing W
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9:50 turbines still off
11:00 left ear just ringing a little - no turbines turning
12:15 no turbines turning - still facing W - ears not ringing
2:50 turbines came on - T19 not going (maybe T2)
5:45 T2 and T19 still off - turbines facing W - - Going 8 sec per revolution
quiet day and did some painting – didn't realize how much the noise was interfering with that

10-31-13
woke up at 4:am with a headache and ears ringing
35 deg - cloudy sky - turbines facing S - going 4 sec per revolution
7:45am head hurts
9:00 am T1 -2 -5 -9 -19 are off - can't see T21
11:45 started raining (got laundry nearly dry before it started)
12:00 head aches on right side and down side of face
needed to get some painting done today but didn't have the concentration – this is so frustrating because
I loved it so much –
12:40 clouds are covering mountains
2:00 even my neck hurts on right side
8:00 pm still have headache on right side of head and race
11:00 headache is less – going to try to get to sleep
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NOVEMBER NOISE DIARY
11-1-13
ears ringing loud - didn't sleep well – Don didn't either
55 deg - dark morning - rained hard during night
7:30 still quite dark but can see clouds are covering mountains - meadow has a lot of standing water
gone for a couple of hours
12:41

T1 -2 -9 -12 -19 -20 are off

ears ringing all day - very irritating - trying to finish a book and can hear the rumble
5:29 turbines facing W - T2 -6 -8 -9 -14 are off
5:35 started monitor - can hear wind in the trees
T2 -7 -9 -17 are off
5:39 power went off - whole area
8:10 power back on

11-2-13
ears ringing
49 deg
7:12 getting light – turbines facing W -some are on some are off going 6 sec per revolution
T2 -7 -8 are off - can't see T20 and T21
gray sky - sun peeked under clouds to light up the mountain to a rosy red which used to be beautiful
but is now lined with turbines having temper tantrums (used to take pictures of the rosy
mountains)
7:50 turbines are going but have rotated toward S
9:50 - turning 7 sec per revolution – wish my ears would stop ringing
12:30 all seem to be turning 10 sec per revolution
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2:40 clouds have covered mountains – can see T5and T6.......T6 is just barely moving
5:45 clouds are covering the mountains – ears are ringing - turbines are noisy – have to leave for a
couple of hours
8:45 got back home – turbines are noisy – taking readings - snowing lightly – may stay on the ground
12:06 looking at the lights on turbines would say maybe the turbines behind the house isn't turning
but T7 is really whipping
11-3 -13
ears ringing - time change can still hear the turbines rumbling throughout the house but not as bad as
last night
6:30 turbines are facing N – going 5 sec per revolution – why can't they just fly away
9:45

T2 is off

T2 has been off most of the day
not much changed all day ...noise wasn't real bad ...just very annoying,,,,ears rang all day

11-4-13
ears ringing
20 deg - turbines facing N AND turbines are off
6:30 T4 and T6 came on - going 6.5 sec per revolution - quiet except for that bang noise once in
awhile
- clear, blue sky, sunny
7:13

T3 – 6 -7 are on

7:34

turbines are off - can still hear the noise like a metal door shutting that we hear often

8:46

T16 is on now

11:25 T8 is going 10 sec per revolution
T9 is going 22 sec per revolution
11:45 went to cabin to check camera – got a headache after just a short time – noise was there but not
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too loud - turbines weren't turning very fast
T1 through T4 are off – others are turning slowly - facing N

1:53

5:00 pm turbines now facing NE - going 8 sec per revolution
T1 through T4 still off - can't see T20 and T21
7:30

head hurts - hurts to shake head – almost a head ache

11-5-13
ears ringing didn't sleep well- woke up in the night with a wicked headache on left side and head felt
squeezed
ears ringing – turbines facing S - going 4 sec per revolution
27 deg - turbines 2 -3 -5 -9 -11 -19 are off - can't see T20 and T21
6:30 blue sky - sunny - soon started getting cloudy
12:00 turbines are noisy today – just a crying day – can't even paint – so sick of this
Jim and Kathy left yesterday – I don't think she wanted to go – the noise bothered them and he ended
up with the pacemaker – she was also bothered
took no other notes today

11-6-13
ears ringing – head really aches ...the whole top of my head and behind eyes
Don got up in the night and took Advil and Imitrex – had a migraine – said he could hear the noise in
his pillow
41 deg

-

7:00 am - turbines facing S - going 4 sec per revolution
cloudy - no sun
8:10 took Advil - couldn't stand it any longer
8:55

T2 -5 -9 are off
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11:00 ears ringing like crazy – headache is on left side now- temple, eye, cheek bone and down to
neck - hurts to touch my head
11:30 took more Advil
T2 -5 -9 are off – too dark to see the south end of project

5:00

11-7-13
ears ringing
52 deg - clouds down covering mountains
8:35 could see blade from one turbines enough to see is was turning
9:10 turbines facing W – going 4 sec per revolution
11:30 clouds back over mountains
2:20 turbines facing NW - going 4 sec per revolution
another cry day
4:45

T2 is off – can't see T21

11-8-13
ears ringing
34 deg - turbines facing NW going 4 sec per revolution - high clouds
7:00 going 5 sec per revolution
12:00 turbines noisy - a lot of wind here too - snowy most all day – ground is white
2:40 still snowy can't see some of the turbines - facing NW going 4 sec per revolution
4:45 windy here – turbines noisy - going 4 sec per revolution - T2 still not working
8:30 ears ringing but wind has died down
11-9-13
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ears ringing - turbines facing NW – going 5 sec per revolution gray sky - thin clouds
30 deg - turbines noisy
11-10-13
ears ringing
34 deg - inch of snow overnight
clouds down over mountains
turbines noisy - when clouds lifted – going about 4 sec per revolution
little later they were going 5 sec per revolution
just at dark they weren't so noisy
7:30 turbines are noisy again
8:15 turbines noisy – has been raining since late afternoon - used Tenma monitor to check readings
because of rain – noise is all through the house
Tenma reading....48.4 max....41.7 min
49.8 max 39.2 min
Don didn't feel well again today – says it feels like his body (inside) is trying to keep up with
something – he mentioned that when he was headed to Dan's he felt better by the time he got to
Rt.14 – after he had been back for awhile he started feeling that way again – it's been that way for
acouple of months but he has been blaming it on the fact that he had taken the medicine this summer
Turbines are very noisy – it follows you right through the house – kind of like a boom box – anyone
would report this to police as a noise complaint against whoever was making the noise but because we
are ANNOYED BY THE TURBINES we are just supposed to put up with it.
11-11-13
ears are ringing- DAMN TURBINES ARE NOISY – ROARING
28 deg – little snow on the overnight turbines facing NW - going 4 sec per revolution
turbines don't show much but OH, THE NOISE
took a Tenma reading out the office window …. 51.8 max – clouds are covering most of the turbines
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put out the Extech monitor for an hour
8:20 turbines are slowing down speed a little ...5 sec per revolution
8:27 down to 6 sec per revolution
8:42 clouds are covering mountains but noise is getting less
9:58 can see the turbines again ….ALL TURBINES ARE OFF
11:20 T1 -2 -3 -4 -6 -7 -14 -15 are off - turbines are facing W - going 6 sec per revolution
Sterling students here in afternoon – on mountain
2:30 all are off again
3:45 snowing – can't see mountains - sounds like they are off
9:00 pm back home and turbines still off
11:00 pm wind started blowing hard
11-12-13
left ear ringing turbines are still off - facing NW
6:45 a few are just barely moving – have to watch to see the movement – sky is white and ugly
9:30 nothing turning - left ear still ringing – wish it would stop
Sterling students on the mountain
10:00 turbines not going - snow in the air- still facing NW
12:00 counted the revolution - 42 sec per revolution – they must be moving them trying to get rid of
the ice – can see it from here
another group of Sterling students here
4:45 just barely moving - can still see some ice on the blades - took a few pictures
took extech reading (one hour) - a lot of spikes - can't figure that because nothing is turning
took another reading (one hour) - stayed outside to see what is making the spikes
…...there is a constant noise of something running (like a motor) and then banging every few seconds
which sounds like a door banging or once in a while it sounds like a gunshot in the distance - but
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that explains the spikes

11-13-13
left ear ringing
15 deg - snow in the air - turbines facing NW - not turning
9:12 RSG guys came to put up monitors -the turbines are off
we left to do errands
9:45 enough snow in the air so can't see Sheffield turbines from Lake Region
9:56 can't see turbines from Dan and Tara's either
D &S both took pictures of ice on blades of turbines
11-14-13
ears are ringing but turbines still aren't running
31 deg - cloudy gray sky
6:57 some turbines are just barely moving but maybe just a little more than yesterday – don't see any
ice on them
7:35 T8 just came on
7:50 turbines are coming on but they are mostly off behind us - T6 is on - T12 and those to the
south of that are on
7:54

the five turbines behind us are off ( is that because the monitors are here???)
left ear is ringing ( wonder if they ran them during the night?)

8:28 T13 going 5 sec per revolution
8:40 T1 -2 -4 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 are off - can't see T21
started extech monitor for one hour
9:42 T3 -5 -6 are on and T12 through T20 are on – can't see T21 – turbines facing W
11:25 T9 came on
I was gone in the afternoon - Don said T7 was very loud this afternoon
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11-15-13
left ear ringing
30 deg - clear sky – turbines look dirty – sides of nacelles glaring into house like mirrors (different
ones at a time as the sun comes up – T10 going fast but can't see to count
8:00 am turbines are all off, sunny day, clear day but sky getting thin clouds – funny that turbines are
all off –
8:42 turbines still facing SW - turning slowly - feels like headache trying to start on left side going 8 sec per revolution
2:16 turbines are all off
2:24 turbines are coming back on
11-16-13
left ear ringing
36 deg - turbines turning slowly
8:20 turbines off
1:00 pm turbines facing W - going 9 sec per revolution
2:50 turbines facing S - going 9 sec per revolution
didn't have a chance to write many notes today
10:45 turbines facing S - going 4 sec per revolution in the moonlight – ears ringing
11-17-13
ears ringing loud
40 deg
6:24 can hear pulse of the turbines in the kitchen
turbines on …..T6 -8 -11 -12 -13 -14 …..... can't see the rest
11:00 some turbines off - some on

- T2 is off - ones on going 5 sec per revolution
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12:05 T1 -2 -3 off...T4 on ….T5 off ..T6 -7 -8 -on..can't see the rest – low cloud cover
ears are ringing so loud tonight I don't think I can stand it - I just want it to go away!!!
I feel like crying but don't want to - I am having trouble typing tonight I can't take any more tonight but it won't go away – my ears just screech – Don didn't feel well again
this afternoon – something affects his breathing – I think it is partly the turbines because it goes away
when he leaves here – gets worse when he goes to the cabin – grandson noticed this afternoon that
“Gramp was breathing like that again”
11-18-13
ears ringing – it hurts – stomach felt fluttery when I woke up
48 deg - windy - T1 -2 -5 -7 -9 -10 -14 -17 -19 are off – can't see T21
I hate not seeing the animals and birds that was the joy of living here – we used to see animals nearly
every day – my calendar was full of what we saw every day- now it is nearly empty and I could never
have written down the birds because there were so many- now birds are rare except for the pigeons and
occasionally the 3 ravens
8:45 raining - turbines facing W – gray sky - T2 -4 -7 -off
8:56 stopped raining – sun shining – some blur sky showing
9:00 rainbow out back
1:07 T2 and T7 are off - going 5.5 sec per revolution
2:00 pm turbines all off - before 2:35 most all turbines are back on except T2 and T7
3:00 T2 -7 -9 are off
3:24 T9 is back on – getting kind of a headache – pressure in my head
5:30 wind blowing hard
9:00 pm wind has been blowing hard all evening
9:30 wind had mostly stopped couldn't take reading because it rained a little and it was so windy
11-19-13
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left ear ringing
26 deg - nothing turning- quiet out- very light dusting of snow overnight
6:30 still nothing turning
6:49 wind just started here – still nothing turning
7:24 little snow in the air – still nothing turning
8:30 turbines have started - T2 and T7 are off- can't see last four (snow in the air
9:04

T2 and T17 are off - can't see T18 through T21
put out monitor

9:50 headache - left side
12:00 still have the headache – now all along the left side and back of my head
RSG came – said they are checking monitors and changing batteries
1:50 still have headache- mostly on left side - back of head hurts a lot
RSG and GMP came to look at monitors – said this isn't the monitoring they were going to do because
ISO has curtailed them down so they are at 20% (or 29 mw) D didn't remember which
5:45 headache has gone to right side too – ears have been ringing all day and is getting worse
6:15 headache is worse – really hurts on right side and behind right eye - hurts to touch my head –
think I will have to take Advil
7:30 took Advil – I can't stand it any longer – feels like my right eye is going to pop – I still have
things to do tonight
11:15pm clear out – headache gone - can see turbines going in the moonlight --ears ringing loud
11-20-13
ears still ringing – bright moonlit morning – at least no headache – turbines show florescent white
20 deg turbines off – facing NW
7:10 nothing on yet
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8:00 am nothing turning yet – isn't that convenient for the monitors – they have just bought more time
10:15 still not going – facing NW almost N – clothes on the line flapping in the breeze
12:00 all are off - facing NW - ears have been ringing all day – WHY
2:00 all are off - facing NW
2:56 all are off - facing NW
have been able to hear a low hum when outside – seems to be mostly in the area near T12 -13 14 -15 etc.
5:15 dark out but against the sky can see they all are still off
11-21-13
ears ringing – looks like it may be a clear day – can't see turbines yet but feels like they are on
22 deg

turbines are on facing S

7:30 blue sky - turbines are going and facing S
T1 -2 -5 -9 -11 -13 are off - can't see T21
8:05 turbines are off
8:40 some turbines are coming on
9:30 T1 -2 -5 -9 are off
4:10 going 4 sec per revolution and noisy
5:15 damn turbines are noisy and thumping
11-22-13
left ear ringing a little
33 deg
6:30 – snow in the air – to dark to see for sure but don't think the turbines are turning
6:45 can see just a few turbines – T7 -8 -9 are turning about 8 sec per revolution – can't see the
rest – to snowy
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couldn't see turbines all day
both ears ringing by mid morning
11:00 pm windy and raining
11-23-13
ears ringing – wish it would stop – won't be able to see what is going on for another hour
25 deg – road is icy (may be turbines too??)
turbines facing NW and are off
8:55 turbines have come on and are NOISY – everyone here could heae the them and dog barked- sure
made my ears ring
9:05 turbines are off – they may have had ice - I can't see it but it was raining last night and it is
cold this morning
12:00 turbines still off
2:30 turbines facing NW – almost W
4:30 still off – snowing lightly

11-24-13
left ear ringing a little - little snow overnight – phone came back on during the night
11 deg can see turbines through the snow enough to see they aren't turning
12:00 turbines still off - facing NW
1:30 turbines off
2:15 can't see mountains again
4:00 wind dying down a little - not snowing as much - T6 is turning 37 sec per revolution
4:52

T5 -6 -8 -9 are going 5 sec per revolution
can't see T1 through T4... T5 -6 ...on...T7 off...T8 -9 on...T10 -11 off...T12 barely moving...
can't see T13 – T15 ….T16 just barely moving ….can't see T17 through T21
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4:56

T7 just came on (fast)

4:57 T15 and T16 are on
5:00 dark out
11:50 pm T7 really flashing (red light and blades) - going fast

11-25-13
left ear ringing
6:40 turbines going facing NW – T2 and T12 are off – can't see T3 – 10 -11- can't see T19 through 21
9:25 T2 and T12 are off
10:25 (in Lowell) T13 through T21 on
10:30 T1 ?? - T 2 through T7 are off
11:13 T2 and T12 are
2:00 all turbines are off – facing SE
2:20 turbines coming back on – facing E
4:30 turbines facing S - going 5 sec per revolution
5:25 RSG came to door to do attended monitoring
5:30 GMP came but never came to house
7:15 RSG (David) came to door - done monitoring
David came to door again – they are leaving one car here to pick up later – they have to
do the other monitor sites now (he looks frozen) – they took a part off the monitor
behind the tool shed to use on the other sites and will put it back on when they come back
7:19 RSG and GMP left –
8:00 RSG and GMP came back and GMP left
8:16 RSG worked for awhile - had to put part back on monitor – came to door and said it wasn't noisy
enough to monitor – would be back another time
11-26-13
ears ringing
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26 deg turbines going – facing S – going 5 sec per revolution
8:00

T2 off (no crane yet)

8:20 T2 and T7 are off
9:50 getting a headache
12:26 T2 off - rest are all going – headache at right temple – headed for eye checkup
back home - headache went away
2:30

T2 and T11 are off

4:00 headache is back – ears ringing loud – had company – they could really hear turbines outside
5:10 dark outside
6:00 head aches all across forehead now
8:24 HEADACHE SEEMS TO BE GOING AWAY
11-27-13
ears ringing
clouds covering mountains – air very still – raining
8:50 can see a couple of turbines – facing S – didn't have time to count sec per revolution before
clouds covered them again
some turbines going13 sec per revolution
clouds back down over mountains – can't see which way the wind is blowing on the mountain
ears ringing
2:20 turbines can be heard clearly in the house again and PSB and GMP tells us inside noise doesn't
matter unless they can monitor us inside out bedrooms started monitor – loud rumbling noise dog is noticing – thinks something is coming – 34 deg- not
a branch moving but the wind gauge up by GMP / RSG monitor is going
brought monitor in before the hour was up because I saw drops of rain on the window – while outside
could hear ups and downs in the noise -
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noise stopped before 6:00
11-28-13
left ear ringing a little
16 deg. - snowing windy
7:00 TURBINES ARE OFF – facing NW
8:00 clouds lifted a little – turbines still off – facing NW - windy
8:30 mountains hidden again
sky cleared up later on – snow stopped - turbines didn't turn all day- no one had headaches – ear
problems, etc.... saw a robin at the bird feeder (must be lost)
IT SEEMED SO GOOD- WISH THEY WOULD STAY OFF - fun family – good friends – good time
I didn't have a headache or ears ringing – no one complaining – guests were able to work in kitchen, sit
in family room and living room
able to enjoy the sounds of family and friends –

11-29-13
left ear barely ringing
8 deg – no turbines turning facing NW sunny - blue sky
8:00 no turbines moving - facing NW
9:45 turbines still not turning 12:00 nothing moving yet – birds at the feeders today – clear blue sky
3:20 turbines still off
5:00 still off - at dark still off
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11:30 still off
11-30-13
left ear ringing a little --WHY???
2 deg turbines still off – looks like it will be a clear day
7:00 am - turbines facing E or SE (T9 facing E –T10 facing S) looks like they may be trying to face
them to catch the sun to melt the ice ?
7:10 sun hitting the turbines - T9 rotating – facing NW – the others are facing SE
11:45 still not turning – facing S
ears not ringing and no headache
1:22 just barely moving if you really watch
nothing going all afternoon – wonder if they are going to turn them on tonight to try to throw off
the ice?
At least the noise was stopped for a few days
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DECEMBER NOISE DIARY
12-1-13
feel good – no ears ringing – no headache !!!!!
23 deg – cloudy
6:50 turbines facing SW – not going – nothing running
12:00 still not running
3:15 still not running
haven't seen anything of a crane at T2 yet
5:00 nothing turning yet
someone here said they were surprised that the lights were all going at the same time – they didn't
realize that the blades going make it appear like they are all jumbled – they also said they thought they
heard the turbines at their house which is over a hill in Craftsbury – also mentioned that a person on
Hatch Brook Rd. in Craftsbury can hear the turbines
12-2-13
left ear ringing a little
29 deg – clouds covering mountain – dusting of snow last night
9:00 mountains still covered with clouds
9:34 can see tip of T10 (not turning) but is just barely moving—also T8 and T9 – can see a little
blue sky up high
9:55 - beginning to see more of turbines - facing S- can only see T6 through T10
10:30 clouds covering mountains again
12:00 clouds on mountains – outside can hear the usual banging noise from the turbines
3:00 can't see mountains
left ear has been ringing some today
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5:00 still can't see mountains
today and yesterday D saw a bear track – this is kind of late for that
heard coyotes howling tonight – we hadn't heard that for AGES -wonder if they are bothered by the
turbines too – we have had a lot of birds again – didn't have as many last year and hadn't had them until
this last weekend (D says it is probably the feed)

12-3-13
left ear ringing a little – too dark to see what is going on today for weather, etc.
31 deg.
7:00 nothing turning - turbines facing W -NW - no crane yet at T2
7:40 can hear?feel a noise like something vibrating/ running – can't find where it is coming from – can
hear the refrigerator and furnace – it isn't either of those
7:50 mountains are in the clouds again
8:30 sun peeked out - then clouds came back
9:36 Sheffield turbines not turning
2:00 Sheffield turbines are turning now
3:00 can't see mountains but can hear sound like lags on hard surface and something running – maybe
they have the crane up now
3:40 can hear something running - can't be sure if it is turbines turning or just that other humming we
can hear - clouds still over the mountains
4:40 ears are ringing
9:00 can see the red blades cutting the sky up
12-4-13
left ear ringing
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28 deg - low clouds again – turbines were running last night
7:50 can see T8 - facing NW - going 6 sec per revolution
8:36 crane isn't showing yet but may be there
9:36 can't see turbines again – D could see crane a little – mostly hidden in fog/clouds – can't
tell if blade is off
12:00 working the crane on T2 - others are going 7 sec per revolution
1:40 turbines going 10 sec per revolution
2:30 turbines off - ears ringing loudly
3:43 turbines off - facing W-NW - T9 facing S
3:52 RSG left
3:56 changing direction of turbines again - T9 SE
at dark - there is a red light on the crane – don't know if they are still working there
later on the red light on the crane is turned off – that may mean that the blade has
been lowered and the crane too???
12-5-13
left ear ringing
33 deg - turbines facing SE – going 5 sec per revolution
7:15

T1 -3 -5 -9 -10 -17 are off - can't see T21 – the arm is off T2

8:05 turbines are off
8:25 some turbines are back on
9:00 am clouds covering mountains again (turbines are noisy)
blade is off T2 and crane is down out of sight
10:20 seems to be no wind down here - turbines facing W - going 5 sec per revolution
11:30 clouds covering mountains
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12:00 clouds covering mountains - can still hear the rrr-rrrr-rrrr-rrr of the turbines
left for afternoon - didn't get back until almost dark
clouds still covering mountains but can hear the turbines

12-6-13
both ears ringing
34 deg - raining outside
6:00 changing to snow
7:00 turbines off - facing W
9:00 turbines came on – there was a roar but not sure if it was the turbines or a plane
9:52 ears really ringing – turbines facing W going 5 sec per revolution
took 1 hour reading - average was 48.71
12:00 another cry day - damn turbines – they get into your head
2:13 TURBINES STILL OFF
2;24 have started back up again
3:22 T2 off (apart) T4 and T12 are off
5:00 dark out - turbines are a little quieter then they were all day but still making damn noise
has been a cry day all day – I don't like that but can't control it – the noise just won't stop
12-7-13
ears ringing
24 deg – gray sky – turbines going and facing NW
8:30 turbines almost stopped
8:33 turbines started going faster - 5 sec per revolution
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9:30 blue sky coming through – turbines facing NW going 4 sec per revolution
ears ringing
10:30 went up to cabin – damn noisy – can't ever enjoy our cabin again and sure can't enjoy that field
again - it was where we had so much family fun – swimming, cookouts, cutting wood, etc.. –
10:50 in family room it sounds like the turbines rumble is coming right down the chimney
getting headache over right eye
12:00 T2 (apart) T3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 are off – noise has been awful – I could hear it downstairs – Don
could hear it upstairs
12:00 company came – they said they could hear it loud at their place - and also last night
1:25 T2 is still out of commission
headache is less – sort of going away
12-8-13
ears ringing
14 deg - turbines facing NW - going 4 sec per revolution
didn't take time to write notes today - Dan came to cut sugaring firewood
turbines were noisy this morning
8:00 am turbines were off – before 9:00 am they were back on - not quite as noisy as they were earlier
but still making noise – all on except T2 (being repaired) and T6 also off

ears ringing all day – could hear turbines in studio area of living room any time I went in to paint – that
drives me crazy because that is when I like QUIET just so I can paint and not be disturbed – that was
always my personal relax time
went to Craftsbury in evening – ears had almost stopped ringing
got home and tried painting again – damn noise was there again – ears have started ringing again
12-9-13
ears ringing loudly
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19 deg - hasn't snowed yet - dark -can't see mountains yet
just getting light – could see red lights flashing on blades just before it got light
7:15 snowing lightly
9:40 heard some kind of bang – don't know what it was or where it was – Barney heard it too – jumped
up and went to different places in the room looking out
9:50 turbines facing S going 4 sec per revolution – noisy in the living room – can hear it through the
house (rumbling)
all of this stuff is not household noises – this is noise coming from that project which has taken over
OUR HOME – most people can even call the police for noise complaints but we have to put up with it
– our neighbors called police with a noise complaint and State Police told them 'nothing we can do can't take that kind of complaint' they ended up moving away from the home they had dreamed of and
the location they had dreamed of
painted today but noise was constant and very irritating
didn't take readings because it was windy
11:30 pm turbines are still going – can see the blades flashing and can hear them

12-10-13
ears ringing
30 deg - turbines humming loudly - windy down here
7:00 am turbines facing W-NW - going 4 sec per revolution
8:00 am turbines off
8:20 turbines running again
8:35

T10 off- little later (around 9:00 ) when we were leaving noticed that T18 is off too

11:30 all are running
2:00 pm all are off again – came back on after a little while
guest that was here wondered why T2 has only 2 blades – talked about others that have had trouble in
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other places
I am so sick of hearing the turbines running – I always hated hearing any vehicle left that was left
idling - I have even shut off vehicles in our yard because I hated that sound
12-11-13
ears ringing
16 deg
7:00 some turbines were off can't see T21 - facing W
8:00 T1 through T4 off - T2 still down - going 4 sec per revolution
8:02 all turbines are off again
9:05

T6 is off – T2 still down

10:30 all going now - ears still ringing
2:30 T4 - T6 and T10 are off - T2 still broken
snowing enough so we can't see turbines
later snow stopped and sky cleared - beautiful, cold night but turbines are rumbling away and I
see them in the moonlight

can

12-12-13
3:50

woke up – feeling funny/ fluttery - couldn't get back to sleep - ears ringing LOUDLY

4;30 got up - starry sky - cold - windy - flashing blades are going fast – can't take a reading
because it is windy - I don't see how RSG is getting any good readings either –
0 deg
I can feel the pulsing of the blades – the feeling in my stomach matches the sound of the blades - I'm
glad this doesn't happen every day!
6:45 turbines going 4 sec per revolution – T13 and T16 are off – can't see T20 and T21 - looks like it
is going to be a clear day
7:15 T16 off
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8:00 all turbines are off
8:30 most turbines are back on - T5 – 16 1nd T2 are off
9:00 turbines are facing NW - T2 and T5 are off
ears are ringing wicked today
2:00 all turbines are off again - facing W
2:25 all turbines are on except T7 and T2 (not repaired yet)
3:12

T1 is facing SE
T2 broken
T3 on - SE
T4 on - facing SE
T5 barely turning - SE
T6 barely moving - SE
T7 and T8 are off – think they were facing a different direction but didn't write it

down
T9 off and facing S
T 10 – 11 -12 -13 -14 -15 barely going - facing SE
T16 – 17 going 7 sec per revolution - facing SE
T18 - off - facing W
T 19 -20 -21 - going 6 sec per revolution
12-13-13
ears ringing again – not quite as bad as yesterday but I am so sick of it – also sick of picking my finger
every day but who cares!
11 deg - turbines facing W-NW - going 4 sec per revolution
7:12

T 10 is off - head ache - first started across the front of forehead - now in temples – it hurts

12:00 pretty snowy out but can see that the turbines are going
headache has gone down the side of my head so that now it makes my jaw hurt too as well
as being in my right temple and across forehead
2:00pm all turbines are off
2:18 turbines are back on except for T6 and T10 ( T2 is still off)
4:00

T6 and T10 are still off - others are going sec per revolution
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5:30 still have a headache – Don said he has had a headache most of the day and hasn't felt very good
turbines have not been as noisy today but we didn't feel good – didn't look like they were
producing today because the blades weren't bent back
I'm getting really sick of writing down any noise that we make here because RSG has their monitors
here - they have been here a month today and the turbines seem to have been cut back a lot of the time
– they were off for about a week around Thanksgiving but GMP and RSG keep the monitors going day
after day after day – feels like they are monitoring us not the turbines
The RSG guy wasn't very happy last time he came – he borrowed bolt cutters because the locks were
frozen on the monitor on the Eden Rd. and I think ours too –
12-14-13
ears ringing some but headache is gone
Don doesn't feel good
43. 13 deg Damn Cold
turbines going 6 sec per revolution facing NW
gone for the day – back home about 4:00 pm
4:15

T1 on - T2 still broken - T3 + 4 are on – T5 +T6 are off T7 through T20 are on
can't see T21
facing SE

no headache today - ears stopped ringing while in Irasburg
9:30 pm ears have started ringing a little
car went by → N about 8: 10 – still hasn't come back down by – really makes me nervous
snowing a little
10:40 ears ringing – car still hasn't come back by
11:00 can't sleep – looked out window and saw coyote running up the road in the moonlight
around 3:00 am heard there was a fire in Glover

12-15-13
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ears ringing – didn't sleep well but think it was because the vehicle never came back by here
snowed about 6 inches during the night
7:00 getting light - can't see the mountains yet (snowy)
7:08 can barely see turbines – still snow in the air
turbines facing SE going 4 sec per revolution – can't see ones on north or south ends – just the
ones behind the house – T5 + 6 are off - T7 -8 -9 – 10 going
8:00

can't see mountains

8:30 turbines a little slower – going 5 sec per revolution
8:45

T7 -8 -9 are going

- T 5 -6 -10 are off can't see the rest

some turbines going 8 sec per revolution - can't see T1 or 2 – can see tip of
blades on T3 -4
T5 – 6 -7 – facing N - T8 through 14 facing NE - can't see the rest

11:30

1:00 some turbines just barely turning
1:19 all turbines are off – facing NW or W or SE
1:50 turbines going slowly - facing W
2:00 turbines off again
2:30 turbines are back on – facing W
I am so sick of the monitors being here - it feels like they are watching, watching, watching – this has
gone on for so long - it started way before the project was built - they put the monitors by the brook ,
by the ski trail and road during deer hunting- when the monitors are here they don't run the turbines
like they run at other times
12-16-13
ears ringing wicked
2 deg
7:12 T5 was off just as it was getting light but is on now
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turbines facing W-NW - going 4 sec per revolution
8:05 everything is off
8:21 turbines are back on except T 3 -6 -10 (T2 still not working or fixed)
gone throughout morning
1:45 all going except T2 - turbines are going 5 sec per revolution and acing W
put out monitor around 3:00 pm because ears were ringing loudly
looks like turbines aren't going as hard but are still turning 5 sec per revolution
12-17-13
left ear ringing
44. 12 deg -turbines facing SW
8:15 turbines facing S - don't think they are putting out much power going 6 sec per revolution
3:12 snowing lightly but can still see turbines - facing S - going 4 sec per revolution
didn't write down too much today – still haven't put blade on T2
this has turned into another cry day but I'm trying not to – it's just that feeling of being let down and
tromped on
11:45 can't see too many turbines because it is just moonlight but T5 is off - T6 is on - T7 is off T8 – T9 – T10 are on
12-18-13
ears ringing – head hurts – feels like a tight band around my head again – didn't sleep well – seemed
like I didn't sleep at all but I must have
7 deg
5:45 couldn't stand it in bed any longer because head hurt - didn't want it touching the pillow
in the moonlight it looks like all the turbines are turning - facing W-NW - going 8 sec per
revolution
6:30 turbines are all off
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7:10 turbines are going again – 7 sec per revolution – facing NW
7:20 still going 20 sec per revolution – head doesn't hurt as much – ears are ringing loudly – it really
hurts and feels like I am getting a headache over left eye
8:15 not a breath of air moving here – RSG wind monitor isn't even moving
gone for awhile – blades on T2 were moved to a position so that missing blade could have been put on
saw a bit of the crane but it never stretched up
12:30 turbines are going
3:50 temp shows 21 deg. turbines are facing W-NW - going 6 sec per revolution
blades on T2 are back into the hang down position
ears have been ringing all day – it is that high pitched screech noise – it drives me crazy and I know
that is part of what makes me so irritable – everything is so much better when it does stop and I can
start to relax and concentrate again
12-19-13
ears ringing loudly - dark out but can tell there are clouds covering the mountains
7:00 snowing lightly - can't see the mountains because of clouds
10:30 turbines are facing SE – can't see all of them but the ones I can see are off (T1 through T15)
12:00 turbines are still off – ears have almost stopped ringing
RSG came and took the monitors – have been here since Nov. 13th
3:00 turbines are going now - 6 sec per revolution but they are bent now so they are producing power
ears have started to ring again
Don felt pretty rotten today- he has noticed that if he sits down for very long his stomach starts to feel
rotten and he starts to breath funny – like he is sick – but if he leaves here he begins to feel better –
today he felt better by the time he had reached Craftsbury - gets that feeling again when he has been
back for awhile – he has been blaming it on the meds he was taking for his back operation but that was
months ago and it doesn't go away
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12-20-13
ears ringing some - tried to stay in bed for awhile but didn't - sounded like I was under water
29 deg - clouds down over mountains
7:00

clouds still over mountains and ….. we've got turkeys!

9:00 am clouds still down over mountains
9:15 can't hear turbines and left ear is just ringing a little
11:40 clouds have lifted and turbines are off
little snow in the air - turbines facing S – might be some snow on the blades but can't tell for sure
12:20 can't see mountains again
low clouds and snowing a little
conditions stayed this way the rest of the afternoon until dark
left ear just ringing a little
12-21-13
ears ringing just a little
40 deg

- band of clouds along the tops of the mountains with the turbines sticking out above them
facing S-SE

8:43 clouds covering everything
9:30 can see some turbines – facing SE – not turning
11:00 turbines hidden in clouds again - going away for awhile
2:30 back home - ears hardly ringing – can hear the turbines running
this afternoon the clouds stayed over the mountains – was very foggy – have had some rain but no
freezing rain – the main roads were good – the road up through the woods was kind of slippery but
coming up the hill everything was bare – then there was snow covering the road but not slippery
a lot of the time couldn't see more than 100 feet
7:30 can't see turbines or lights - I'm happy when I can't see them
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11:30 pm can see red lights – doesn't look like turbines are going – raining a little - 32 deg
12-22-13
ears ringing some
31 deg
5:45 power went off - turbines were off (could see the lights) Glover power off – N. Troy power on
7:20 N. Troy power off
7:40 power off to 10,000 VEC
7:45 temp 32.2 deg
8:00 started tractor for generator
8:05 can see T9 and T10 - facoing NE - not turning
8:50 raining – turbines off - trees covered with ice
VEC has 12,000 without power
10:45 checked neighbors – all ok - some tree tops in road
12:00 can't see very far – everything icy but beautiful – warming up slowly - 33.4 deg
2:30 clouds down to back field – can't see mountains
4:30 37 deg
7:39 temp is up to 44 deg- ice is coming off some trees
8:30 wind is blowing a little and raining
10:29 48 deg
12-23-13
left ear barely ringing - didn't sleep well because of tractor running – power still off
turbines off - facing all different directions from NW to SE - ice mostly gone some bare ground – radio is focusing on GMP customers not VEC
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42 deg
T1 facing E....T2 still broken.....T3 - T4 T5- T6 facing E....T7 NE …..T8 -T9 facing E-SE
T10 facing S....T11 – T12 facing SE
8:30 clouds over mountains – ice is still in village starting halfway down the hill
our power came back on about 12:20
turbines are off
9:00 pm ears are ringing so checked outside – turbines are going
9:30 started monitor
10:30 average over one hour was 45.68 – why is this OK?
3:30 am woke up with ears ringing loudly – can hear the turbines when I walked through the house
12-24-13
ears ringing – can't see mountain yet
17 deg
7:15 turbines facing NW - going 6 sec per revolution
7:45 some snow in the air - can see just barely enough to see turbines are turning
light snow in the air – 13 deg
1:30 turbines facing NW

- going 7 sec per revolution - pressure on right temple

3:00 partly cloudy but sun coming through most of day
5:29 damn turbines sound like constant running water but not a pleasant kind –
8:00pm - got back home - TURBINES ARE NOISY – headache was gone but how is it going to stay
away with this noise
started monitor at 8:41 - it shut off at 9:06 - I think because of the cold
the average dBA was 53. 42
headache came back
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12-25-13
ears ringing but no headache
-2 degrees
6:30

-4 deg turbines facing NW - going 4.5 sec per revolution

9:15 seem to be shutting turbines downstairs
9:19 seem to be starting back up - still facing NW
10:30 turbines off - leaving for a few hours
3:30 pm some turbines going - some are going 7 sec per revolution - T6 and T7 are off
facing SE
7:00 pm ears are ringing again
12-26-13
ears ringing again
13 deg. - snowing
7:00 can't see mountains or the turbines
9:26 clouds are down to the back field
12:00 turbines are off and facing S
3:30 turbines are off - northern ones are facing S – southern ones are facing W-SW
4:40

turbines are still off - left ear is ringing this afternoon...WHY?

12-27-13
left ear still ringing a little
21 deg
7:00 can't see mountains - snowy
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10:12 can see a few turbines through the snow – facing S - not turning
11:30 turbines T1 Through T11 are facing S - turbines T12 to the south are facing W
12:38 all are still off
3:00 all are still
4:15

all are still off

5:00 dark now -all were still off when it got dark
12-28-13
left ear still ringing
23 deg
7:00 turbines off – facing SW
7:40 T10 just barely moving
12:00 turbines still off -left ear has stopped ringing
2:00 some turbines are back on and roaring – facing NW – maybe some at the south end of the project
aren't going because we can't see those
2:28 turbines have been turned off
4:00 turbines mostly covered with clouds but can see enough to see that they aren't turning
4:15 saw the first three snow machines of the season cross the back field
can only see T5 -6 -7 - they are off – facing NW

nearly dark – light breeze down here – 33 deg – had just a little rain this afternoon

10:30 pm turbines are back on - heard them as I walked into the kitchen – LOUD
11:06 got up and started monitor - have to leave it until midnight -

37 deg

12:15 average was 49.72 - the noise revved up quickly but only occasionally, then back to constant
growling noise
12-29-13
ears ringing
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37 deg
turbines facing S - not going
turbines were noisy during the night – took monitor reading from 11:00 to 12:00 - they had turned
them back off before 1:30 but didn't write down the time
10:30 ears are ringing and getting a headache by left temple
11:15 can feel headache starting by right temple now – why does it do this
1:00 turbines still off but ears are ringing some and have a headache
2:30 turbines moving just a little – in fact 50 sec per revolution
company coming soon - turbines just sitting there
12-30-13
ears ringing
woke up to turbines roaring – could hear it in our bedroom - why won't they accept inside readings?
19 deg.
7:00 can't see the turbines – clouds covering the mountains
bedroom – the sound is a rumble
bathroom and kitchen – the sound is like a waterfall

the rest of the house – it's that damn rumble that gets inside your head
set out the monitor - it is cold out
got monitor in after 1 hour but it didn't run all of the time – we have to leave for Don's blood work
12:15 back home sky is sunny - 11 deg. - turbines facing NW still noisy - going 4.5 sec per
revolution
1:30

noise still loud

4:30 feels like my head is being squeezed and a band around it - head aches - ears ringing- OMG
8:00 pm can still hear turbines but wind is picking up
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12-31-13
ears ringing - can see some of the turbines turning – still kind of dark
-3 deg
7:00 turbines going – facing NW - going 8 sec per revolution

T6 facing W – not going – T1 -3 -4 – barely moving - T2 not fixed yet

7:40 T1 barely moving - T2 not repaired - T3 -4 barely moving - T5 going 8 sec per revolution
T6 off - T7 barely moving - T8 -9 -10 -going 8 sec per revolution T11 -12 -13 -14 barely
moving - T15 off - T16 barely moving - T17 off - T18 barely moving - can't see T19 – 20
and T21 - just 2 min later T7 and T10 barely moving
8:20 T7 facing almost S
9:06 T8 is just like a mirror – shining in the kitchen window – sure can't miss that - - then T13
did the same thing
all turbines being rotated to different directions
10:30 turbines T1 through T10 are facing S - T12 through to the south seem to be S -SW
1:00 beginning to snow a little - turbines have been facing different directions
4:50 nearly dark - can see T5 through T15 are all facing S to SW and are going about 6 sec per
revolution
ears are ringing
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1-1-14
ears ringing
6 deg

- light snow

7:00 turbines facing NW - going 4 sec per revolution
8:45 loud humming noise coming from turbines for awhile this morning - can hear it over the radio
9:07 put the monitor out - it shut off after about ½ hour – too cold – average was 45.11 dbA
12:00 still going - facing W
2:00 ears still ringing – left for about ½ hour
4:00 ears ringing loud - kind of a headache over left eye
Don doesn't feel well again – also didn't at breakfast time - upset stomach and breathing funny again
11:00 pm ears ringing WICKED
**** woke up at 1:00 am with fluttery feeling inside – heart seemed to be racing like it was a year ago
I DON'T LIKE THAT- IT IS PRETTY SCARY – went back to sleep about 2:00 – woke back up
about 3:00 and that feeling was gone but head aches on the left side and feels pressure all aroundcan see the turbines are turning because the blades are flashing red as they go around
1-2-14
ears ringing
-12 deg - saw a moose in the back field by the cabin – they should be up on the mountain now but
their winter home is gone
7:00 am some turbines facing NE - T9 facing E
T1 -3 -4 - 5 -6 – are on
T7 -8 -9 -10 are off
T 11 through 19 are on and facing E
T 13 just went off
can't see T20 and 21 yet don't know what they were doing last night but didn't feel good
8:35 turbines turned to face E - going 8 sec per revolution
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turbines are iced !

and turning! --took some pictures and video

had to be gone for awhile
12:30 snowing lightly – turbines that are on are turning slowly - some facing SE - T5 and T6 are off
and facing E - can't see all of them
1:30 turbines are off - didn't write down what time they came back on
2:07 turbines are mostly facing NE – T5 through T8 are going 8 sec per revolution- some are off
4:00 heck of a headache – some turbines are N – some NE - guess they are all going
DARNED COLD !!!
1-3-14
ears ringing
7:00 am turbines facing N -NW - going 4 sec per revolution
7:50 T12 is off - can't see T18 through T21
9:30 sky has cleared but cold
9:45 getting another headache
11:00 the noise just keeps going and going and going
had company all day and into evening - could hear the turbines rumbling all day - so could one of the
guests
very cold -9 deg
1:00 am turbines rumbling - ears ringing
1-4-14
ears ringing loud - clear sky
7:00 -turbines going – facing SW - T6 off - turbines going 5 sec per revolution
8:45 turbines almost facing to the S - T5 and T6 off
9:25

T1 -3 -5 -9 are off

1:30

T1 -3 -5 are off
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1:45 T1 -5 -9 are off
keep looking out window to see what is coming- I can hear a rumbling
as well as the blades thrashing around they are casting moving shadows onto each other which tends to
look like thrashing zebras
left for awhile - ears didn't stop ringing
turbines were running in Sheffield
home 5:15 – those turbines are still rumbling and noisy
8:15 getting irritable feeling because ears are ringing so loud – I just want to make it stop
1-5-14
ears ringing
19 deg - turbines facing S
700 am still going the same
8:15

- can hear the noise upstairs like a river running

turbines at Sheffield are turning

10:30 turbines still going - facing S going 5 sec per revolution
2:16
T3 and T7 are off – when we were coming home I could see three were off but wanted to make
sure about the numbers and they changed – some going off – some going slow – some just going
gone a lot today – left ear ringing tonight
wicked sleepy today – haven't slept well the past few nights
1-6-14
left ear ringing
laid in bed for awhile this morning - seemed like a short night
38 deg
7:00 clouds down over mountain
7:45 raining
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9:00 still raining – can't see mountains
9:30 42 deg - can't hear turbines turning just a noise more like a motor running up there
10:12 nothing turning – clouds have risen so we can see the turbines
11:00 still nothing turning - 42 deg
12:00 turbines are turning – started about 15 to 20 minutes ago – facing SW – going 6 sec per
revolution
2:00 turbines now facing W - wind has picked up - can hear the turbines but the wind is making too
much noise to take a good reading – wish we had OUR wind gauge back – really miss it
4:30 turbines still going - making some noise but also some wind noise
10:30 ears are ringing again – going to bed
11:00pm ears are ringing LOUD – can see turbines are turning

1-7-14
ears ringing – pressure in temples – didn't sleep very well
5 deg
7:00 am windy - sky is gray - turbines are going – facing NW - going 4 sec per revolution
Don was up in the night.....not feeling well – I kept waking up off and on all night
8:30 here it comes again...temples feel squeezed and a band around my head ...general headache- ears
ringing – even hurts to move my eyes – hard to read because things look blurry – this is also
giving me trouble concentrating on and doing bookwork – having to go over it and over it but I have to
get it done – I'm getting damned irritable! this isn't fair to Don
11:15 am HEAD ACHES- EARS RINGING - EYES HURT
fine snow in the air
12:00 wind is blowing – snow in the air - Don keeps telling me to take Advil but that won't make the
problem go away if I do take it
2:00 taking Advil – can't stand this any longer (hope it works) – besides that ..Castonguay has more
or less called me a liar – said it was snow or frost NOT ice - I thought snow, frost or ice all
amounted to the same problems for noise
turbines facing W-NW - going 4 sec per revolution - too windy to get a good monitor reading
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but they are making noise
light snow in the air
temples and eyes hurt – eyes have been blurry before but not hurt as much
4:50

turbines facing W - T9 is off - all rest are on

Don's head hurts – my head aches and ears are ringing – headache never really went away – it got some
better but after 45 min. it came back
noise has kept up all evening

1-8-14
ears ringing
3 deg –
7:00 gray sky – turbines facing W – going 4 sec per revolution
put out monitor
11:00 everything still turning and still facing W
12:00 leaving for awhile
got back from Montpelier – ears never really stopped ringing – PSB got a little taste of noise because of
some banging on pipes or something - it seemed to make them uncomfortable – WONDER WHY????
THAT'S WHAT WE GET ALL THE TIME!!!!
didn't write down anymore notes – I am so sick of GMP ruining and running our lives – I just wish
something would happen to these projects – it is not anything that VT needed and it is so much worse
than their 'experts' said it would be – it is more like what our 'experts' said it would be
another cry evening - damn it –
1-9-14
ears ringing – didn't sleep well - so what is new – PSB can't hear it and don't care anyway
11 deg little bit of wind
7:00am turbines facing NW – noisy
7:30 T1 -3 -4 -5 -7 are off
9:30 T1 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 – off - the rest are going 5 sec per revolution
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11:30 only T5 is still off

- T2 still not repaired

11:45 T5 is now on - turbines are facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution
ears still ringing - feels like I may be getting a headache on the left side -----what is it that
makes the headaches start on one side or the other?
Gone for awhile - headache is gone and ears have stopped ringing (basket ball game)
3:00 when we were getting ready to leave T9 had been rotated to face E and not going -the rest are
going 7 sec per revolution
3:07 T9 is being moved back to the W and is not turning
Sheffield turbines are turning
came home just after 5:00pm - T14 and T15 are turning very slowly
5:12 blades are moved to a different position on T2 but it is too dark to tell if the missing blade is on
8:45 ears are ringing again
1-10-14
ears still ringing
14 deg. gray sky
7:00 turbines T1 through T7 seem to be facing S - going 4 sec per revolution
turbines T8 through T21 seem to be facing S – going 5 sec per revolution
8:50 crane is in place and stretched up to repair T2 - turbines facing S - SW looks like a little
difference in them - going 6 sec per revolution - took photo at about 8:53
11:00 turbines still facing S – SW.... crane still at T2
blade has been lifted into position - something is on the blade out toward the end
went to Dan's land to look at the work being done
ears still ringing but much of the time the crane was making the most noise
4:20 blade is in place and crane has been lowered - have not seen the turbine working yet
ears are ringing - thinking that Kevin must be getting the most noise today
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1-11-14
ears ringing – didn't sleep very well – just laid in bed till 7:00 this morning because didn't want to face
the day
32 deg
7:00 clouds down over mountains – everything is ICY (roads everywhere) no ice on trees – guess
it is like this all over state
11:00 can hear turbines going but can't see mountains - 17 turkeys and two coyotes here
12:00 can still hear the turbines – clouds are hiding the Lathe field- no visibility – it's raining hard
again -36 deg.
has been occasional hard rains off and on all morning
2:30 feels like I am getting a headache
5:00 right temple really hurts – pressure – getting more of a headache – ears ringing - hurts down my
neck to my shoulder
6:30 head aches behind right eye – can hear turbines - wish I could put out the monitor but it rains
too often
7:00 rained hard off and on all day - 44 deg – it got up to 48 deg for awhile
9:00 pm ears ringing loud can't even understand the TV
10:45 pouring again
11:30 cleared enough outside so I can see the red blades flashing around and can hear rumbling noise
again
1-12-14
ears ringing loudly again – woke up several times during the night
34 deg
7:00 am windy – fine snow in the air – barely see the mountains – can only see T6 and T7 they are facing NW and going 4 sec per revolution
9:00 can't see mountains again – ears are still ringing - why should I be almost crying when just
asked what I want for breakfast and why don't I know what I want – how dumb can I be?
10:00 so sick of that rolling rumbling sound – we are watching Sunday morning talk show and I can
hear the noise non stop
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10:10 put out the monitor – turbines facing NW – few flakes of snow in the air -little breeze
occasionally – 33 deg
started snowing more so shut the monitor off – it had averaged 50.??? - deleted it because it wasn't
up to their 1 hour time schedule
10:43 started monitor again – noise is noticeably less that it was before - turbines still facing NW-very
little fine snow in the air – slight breeze once in awhile – 33 deg – all turbines going – even
T2 – turning at 4 sec per revolution
12:00 ears ringing – wish that would just stop – makes it hard to hear anything else
turbines still noisy this afternoon
7:20 pm ears ringing - Don doesn't feel very well again – if this is all because of the wind I hate
this hell that has been handed to us and the fact that they didn't choose to listen to the
independent experts
10:35pm car turned around here – don't know if it was someone checking the road or what
1-13-14
ears ringing – pressure by left eye - Don doesn't feel well again and breathing funny again
looks like a clear sky for this morning
28 deg
7:00 no wind down here but the turbines are flailing - facing SW – turbines are noisy here but Kevin
must be getting more noise than we are
7:35 T3 -5 -9 – are off
8:30 turbines facing S going 4 sec per revolution
T1 -3 -5 -9 -18 are off
10:00 pm ...T1 -5 -9 are off
just a few minutes later and they were all off
CB called – he had been called that there was a big bang up on the mountain and wondered if we could
see anything – we couldn't - we've made a few calls as have others and it is all confidential so
far
1:00 pm turbines still off and facing S
4:00 pm turbines were still off but are starting back up
4:04 T4 -6 –8 -10 -12 -13 -14 -15 -20 -21 are going
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didn't have a chance to count them again
11:00 ears ringing wicked

1-14-14
left ear ringing wicked right ear a little less
36 deg
7:00 am raining - turbine s facing SW – going 4 sec per revolution – T5 is off
wonder what the rent is on a crane with parts all over the side of the mountain
7:45 T5 and T9 are off red light on T7 is still blinking this morning
11:30 clouds have come down over the mountains - little rain off and on
12:00 can’t see the mountains
2:00 still can't see mountains – Don can't hear the turbines
3:00

left for Glover to ball games – ears almost have stopped ringing – Don feels better

8:00 pm turbines may be off
1-15-14
ears ringing - turbines seem to be on but can't see for sure yet
26 deg
6:55 turbines on ...T1 -2 -4 -5 -6 -11 -12 -14 -15 -16 -19 -20 can't see T21
turbines off...T3 -7 -8 –9 -10 -13 -17 -18
7:20 turbines facing S - shouldn't be as noisy today
8:40 feel pressure in my head - ears ringing loudly - all this ringing day after day is affecting my
ability to hear conversations, TV, etc. - phone calls are especially hard to hear
T9 was off
11:45 all turbines are on and facing S - started to get a headache in the middle of my forehead but
that has finally started to go away
I hate headaches – I never really had them before – never had any like these
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out 4 wheeling – very noisy at Dan's cabin – wind is from the S
3:30 ears ringing wicked - we were out not more than an hour - my life outside has had to stop
darned noisy – have started monitor - shouldn't be over 45 dbA because it is very still outside
except for the turbines
monitor reading was just over 45 dbA but it was over – they won't enforce it anyway
5:00 pm turbines still facing S - ears still ringing !!!!
T9 is back on
8:30

got back home - some people in Lowell are affected by the noise too

1-16-14
didn't sleep well again last night – so tired – this was the third night – laid back down at 5:00 and fell
asleep for awhile
26 deg clouds are over the mountains
8:15 think the turbines were off – at least early this morning – can see T6 just barely moving- facing
NE - clouds seem to be lifting a little
9:30 turbines I can see are still off- facing N now
can hear a bulldozer or something with lags working or going along the mountain
11:00 most of turbines are in the clouds but can see the tips of blades of T5 and T6 (near the
bottom) are turning
1:00

T2 is off - turbines 1 through 10 are going 8 sec per revolution - can't see 11 through 21 –
ones I can see are facing N

15 minutes later the clouds were over the mountains 2:15
2:15 can see T1 through T10 again – facing N – going 11 sec per revolution – T2 is off and can't see
T11 through T21
5:00 we were gone for awhile -T2 is off - still facing N
11:00 pm ears ringing some but right ear feels like an ear ache – I haven't had an ear ache since I was
little – why do they have to do this ??????????????????????????????
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1-17-14
headache and ears ringing – back of head hurts – had earache last night haven't had one for years
23 deg
7:00 clouds over mountains
8:10 can see parts of a few turbines through the clouds – they are turning and facing S
9:50 getting some blue sky but mountains are covered by clouds – can see T9 is off but it feels like
some of the others must be going
11:50 head hurts by temples – turbines going except T2 – facing S and going 5 sec per revolution
12:45 rode to Newport – headache went away but ears were still ringing – the ringing doesn't go away
as quickly anymore
3:30 T1 through T7 seem to be facing more to the S and T8 through T21 seem to be more SW
some of the blades around T13 through T17 were flashing/reflecting as the sun was setting.
5:15 headache is coming back – damn-it - mostly on the right side and the back on that side
6:10 just opened the window and heard a whooooom noise from on the mountain – that might be
what is making the occasional spikes on the monitor – don't know what it is
1-18-14
ears ringing wicked and were last night – so loud that I had trouble getting to sleep- last time I looked
at the clock it was 2:15 – the ear screech wouldn't stop and is just as bad today
18 deg - clear sky – turbines facing SE - going 7 sec per revolution
9:15 facing SE - going 8 sec per revolution – that means 102.3 miles per hour on the blade tips
gone for awhile
2:00 turbines off and facing every direction
3:30 T18 through T21 just beginning to turn – at least got outside for awhile while they were off
4:00 OMG it's quiet ! Thank you – thank you – thank you! no wonder I hate that noise! It is so good
to hear just normal – there isn't a thing making a sound!!!!!
5:15 left ear is still ringing but nothing like is has been for days now ---- I hope they leave them off
tonight ----I need sleep
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9:00 turbines are moving slowly - please don't let them go tonight
1-19-14
ears ringing but did get some sleep
24 deg
7:00 got a dusting of snow – a little snow in the air now – turbines facing W – going 6 sec per
revolution
9:50 snow in the air – turbines barely moving
10:15 turbines are very slow - sounds like water at a distance
12:30 turbines facing S - going 8.5 sec per revolution
throughout the day turbines have been facing different directions
5:00 ears are hardly ringing
7:30 left ear is ringing a little - turbines are making a low growly noise tonight
I am so sick of this constant different noise – it is like a torture – probably some people can't even hear
it – Don can't hear it as much – it just goes on and on and on for me
1-20-14
ears ringing left ear more than the right - turbines are turning some - before daylight – can see the red
glow from them being interrupted by the blades
15 deg
7:00 snowed some through the night – snowplow came before daylight- 5:30 and Don plowed our
yard right after that - mountains hidden by snow
8:00 still snowing – can see turbines but just barely going – can see T5 -6 -7 -8 - they are facing N
going 5 sec per revolution
12:00 going 6 sec per revolution - facing NW
3:00 still snowy – getting colder - can see turbines through the snow - facing NW - going
6 sec per revolution
ears ringing - the left more than the right at this time
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4:00 sky is clearing - 7 deg. still facing NW
4:30 in the living room can hear that rumble sound again - can hear it more in the middle of the room
than by the window – Don can hear it but not well - it is something you can almost feel as well
as hear it
set out monitor but it didn't take any reading – either it is the battery or it was too cold - I don't know if
it picks up that rumbling noise anyway – that is something that I hear in here at times – sometimes in
the bathroom and at the bottom of the stairs with no windows
I think maybe Barney hears the noise that make the spikes on the graph – every once in awhile he barks
at nothing and looks out the windows and at the door – we know he hears something – I wish all of the
animals could tell what they are hearing - maybe then somebody would believe ME
11:15 ears ringing
1-21-14
ears ringing loud- kept waking up during the night - could hear the turbines in our bedroom – at 2;00
ears were ringing – at 3;00 ears were ringing and hurt – felt like my ear drums were vibrating
-10 deg
7;00 am - has gone down to -16 deg – ears ringing - turbines are facing NW going 5.5 sec per
revolution
8:40 turbines are off - most are facing NW
9:05 T1 through T7 are off – T8 -9 -10 are on - T11 is off - T12 through T20 are on – can't see
T21
11:30 turbines are off again – no wind here - don't know what was turning them earlier they are
still facing NW
12:30 turbines are being rotated to SW
3:10 turbines facing N – just barely turning
5:00 ears are ringing – Turbines are facing NW – I hate living like this – I just feel like crying – they
have ruined our lives – we can't enjoy our house or our land – what did we work or live for?
1-22-14
ears ringing – didn't sleep well
-12 degrees
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7:00 temp on thermometer upstairs – outside is -15
temp on thermometer - outside is -12
turbines facing NW - T6 and T8 are off
8:30 facing NW all are on
9:00 T8 is off – ears ringing and pressure in right temple and headache
9:30 had someone stop here (GMP)- loves turbines - very stressful
1:15 person left - turbines still on - kept asking why we are staying here if the noise bothers us
went outside for a walk – headache - turbines NW but almost to the N
5:00 turbines still going and facing NW - headache really hurts - may have to take Advil tonight –
even eyes and neck are beginning to hurt
11:00 pm head still hurts and ears still ringing – taking Advil and going to bed
1-23-14
ears ringing – no headache yet but can hear the turbines upstairs
-11 deg
T14 is off - the rest are going 4 sec per revolution – blue sky
10:30 turbines facing NW going 5 sec per revolution
4:00 pm turbines are still going and making a humming noise - T14 came on earlier
5:00 pm left ear is ringing some - turbines facing NW – going 5 sec per revolution
several times today Don has felt crappy (nauseous) and does again this evening - hope he will feel
better shortly because we have to be gone (usually works).
1-24-14
ears ringing again - didn't sleep well - can hear the turbines – no one seems to realize it isn't necessarily
always a loud noise – it can be a reasonably quieter noise and it is more the tone or something else that
just gets inside your head
Don is feeling nauseous again – he has to be gone for awhile today – bet it goes away
-11 deg.
7:00 am turbines facing NW - going 6 sec per revolution
7:25 T 8 is off
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7:43 T8 is back on - Don had to leave – we'll see if he feels better
8:00 T6 is off
8:28 T6 is turned to the W
10:00 T6 and T8 are off
11:30 T8 is off
11:30 ears are ringing WICKED ------JUST STOPPPPPP!
4:00 turbines facing S - going 6 sec per revolution - Don felt better after being gone
for 15 to 20 min – we are pretty sure it is the turbines now – he blamed it on the meds for his
operation for quite awhile but it has been 7 months now and it happens more often
my ears are still ringing wicked – it didn't get any better today when I was gone for awhile
7:15 it feels like this is not going to be a good night
1-25-14
ears ringing ; head feels squeezed – didn't sleep at all – I am so tired
what a crappy night - couldn't get to sleep – laid there hour after hour and saw the night go away – felt
fluttery inside - didn't know what was going on – finally got up at 3:00 and wrote a complaint but
didn't feel like turning on the computer so waited to send it this morning – I am so tired – how can the
developers and the State of Vermont dept's force this kind of health issues onto citizens or are we
really just the disposable guinea pigs of the renewable green energy money grab -the only thing any of
the dept's are worried about is their job but I don't see how they can go home and face their families at
night and be proud of what they do – when we were farming we had pride that that we were stewards
of the land and were doing the best for every animal we had
9 deg
7:00 turbines facing S -

T9 is off - going 4.5 sec per revolution

8:00am can't see T16 through T21 - the rest are going 4.5 sec per revolution
1-26-14
ears ringing – head hurts by temples – sure can hear the turbines
-8 deg
7:00 windy outside – gray sky turbines facing W-NW going 4 sec per revolution
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8:30 still flailing the air
12:00 all the same and ears still ringing
3:30 turbines have slowed down some – 7 sec per revolution - ears really ringing
7:30 ears ringing
10:30 ears ringing – head feels squeezed – Don not feeling well again
1-27-14
ears ringing and pressure in head - Don feeling nauseous and breathing funny again
13 deg
6:45 turbines going 7 sec per revolution – T9 is off and facing S
10:30 gone to Newport this morning – Don felt better soon after we left- he doesn't deserve this – all
we have ever done is tell the truth and we have been stripped of our property rights and given a
sentence of life with torture of this noise – why are the only property rights that matter the ones that
belong to people that want energy projects - the rest of us have ours taken away including the property
and any way to save what was ours is taken from us
turbines now facing W
T9 is still off – snowing lightly - turbines going 4 sec per revolution
11:15 can't even see the woods because of the snow
12:15 snow has stopped – wind is blowing hard
1:30 sky is clear – windy - turbines facing W – going 4 sec per revolution ears ringing wicked
5:00 ears ringing WICKED – turbines facing NW going 5 sec per revolution
I would guess the decibels are about 43 – too cold to do a 1 hour reading
1-28-14
woke up at 2:00 am because ears were ringing so loud – I hate this noise that gets into my head – I
loved the quiet we had – I know things change all the time but this is ridiculous – it isn't supposed to be
this way – how can people do this
-2 deg
ears ringing loud this morning - Don doesn't feel well again – I don't even have to ask – I can tell by
the way he is breathing – why are they allowed to do this to people and they only had to look at other
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places that were having these problems – it's so cruel
7:00 turbines are facing NW and going 4 sec per revolution
8:30 still the same – T9 was nearly stopped for just a few minutes
8:33 T7 was almost stopped - now is back on
8:34 T5 off but is coming back on
8:51 T9 off again
8:55 T2 is off
2:23 ears are ringing – they have all day – can hear that rumbling sound - T9 is off
GMP thinks they are such experts but they know nothing about the sounds that come from these
turbines – they don't live with them hour after hour , day after day, week after week and no one that
has forced these on us has any idea what it is like – they only rely on computer readouts and those
aren't human – I'm beginning to think I'm not human anymore – I'm so tired all the time – can't sleep
well – fall asleep if I sit down - life is no fun anymore – I hate this
2:25 T9 is back on
gone for awhile to basketball game – ears didn't stop ringing tonight
looked like turbines were facing SW when we got home – wish they would turn them off – I need sleep
1-29-14
ears ringing a lot but slept a little better – D slept better but doesn't feel well again today
-6 deg
7:00 turbines going slower (facing SW but not all quite the same) – going 8 sec per revolution
had a nose bleed – haven't had one of those for years – can't do diabetes test today (out of strips)
8:30 some turbines being turned to face S clear blue sky – D left to get tire fixed
9:45 turbines going 6 sec per revolution – makes them look lazy but tip is going 136.4 mph
D got back home –he felt better after he had been gone for ½ hour
1:00 some turbines facing S – some facing SW – going 20 sec per revolution
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1:30 turbines turned to W - Don feeling crappy - my ears are ringing
2:50 turbines are facing W – going 5 sec per rev- ears ringing LOUD
5:00pm - T9 is off – rest are going 5 sec per revolution – getting headache on left side temple
5:17 - T9 is back on
leaving for Craftsbury

1-30-14
ears ringing loud
8 deg
7:00 turbines facing W - going 4.5 sec per revolution
8:20 one turbine was off - didn't write down which one – turbines from T8 to the north are facing S the ones to the south are facing SW
8:40 turbines going 5 sec per revolution
9:03 T7 and T8 are off
9:40 turbines are back on
1:30 ears ringing - turbines facing S - going 6 sec per revolution
leaving for part of the afternoon
4:15 just got back - Don felt better before we got there- WHAT IS THAT NOISE ON THE BACK
OF THE HOUSE?????- it sounds like the back of the house is humming – asked Don and he can hear
it too – it isn't the furnace (that is off)
it isn't the refrigerator ( I can hear that too) didn't check the dBA but don't think it was over 45
5:00 pm getting heck of a headache all across the front of head from temple to temple
5:30 head feels like it is being squeezed – turbines were running but didn't write down which way
they were facing or how fast they were going so GMP will ignore this and call me names for that just
as they do everything else
the noise finally stopped – the pressure is mostly gone but not the headache (still have that) and ears are
still ringing
1-31-14
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woke up in the night but got back to sleep – ears ringing
this morning woke up with heck of a headache – laid in bed for ½ hour hoping it would go away but it
was getting worse- in center of forehead and hurts to move eyes – ears ringing loud
18 deg
7:00 turbines facing SW - T7 going 7 sec per revolution
T13 going 6 sec per revolution
T 6 going t sec per revolution
8:24 turbines facing SW - still have headache and ears are ringing(shrill)
8:40 T7 and T9 are going 9 sec per revolution - some are going 4.5 sec per revolution
Don is breathing funny again
8:44 T7 and T3 are off

- left for Newport

12:15 got back from Newport - T3 and T9 are off - headache is gone
1:00 T9 is back on - T3 is off
1:20 T9 is off
2:15 headache is back on right side again
5:30 turbines I can see are turning and are going 5 sec per revolution – ears are ringing terribly
7:00 Don says he feels rotten and my headache is getting worse and making my right eye hurt
7:30 head hurts down the side of my face now - I dread going to bed tonight
wish there was some way I could make everyone see what GMP is doing to manipulate everything they
say and everything we say – it looks like we are idiots and all we have done is tell the truth over and
over and over ….....
So this is the end of another month of torture from all of the above and having to wonder every day
what crap they are going to say and do to us next and what they are going to do with the personal things
they took off my computer. All I can hope now is that next month will be better. I never thought I
would have a hate list – I wasn't brought up that way. It makes me feel empty and hopeless.
I am so glad they are working on bills to protect the health of children but why are they doing this to
everyone in the vicinity of generators. It hurts and has no regard for our health. I can accept change
and want clean energy but this is so WRONG!
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took Advil twice last night – didn't want to but head really ached and I needed/wanted to sleep – it was
a little quieter by then (11:00 pm -1-31-14)
2-1-14
ears ringing – can hear turbines rumbling
20 deg
7:00 turbines facing W-NW going 6 sec per revolution
8:00 some turbines going 5 sec per revolution - some hardly moving
11:00 have been gone for awhile - ears still ringing some turbines facing S - going 7 sec per revolution
not much changed all day – just went on and on and on – Kevin must be getting most of the noise today
10:45pm - 30 deg outside and raining a little- can't see the lights flashing but can hear the turbines
2-2-14
ears ringing – grrrrrrrr- wish it would stop
31 deg
7:00 turbines loud - fog/clouds down to back of house – had about 8 inches of snow last night – this
is the kind of day that I loved to be outside taking pictures of the mountains and I won't be able to get
away from those damn turbines
7:20 clouds lifted – it COULD be so pretty outside but those damn turbines are thrashing the sky like
they want to kill everything – turbines are facing W and going 5 sec per revolution – that means
the tips are going 163.6 mph
sounds like a plane hovering in the distance
8:00 Don has our plowing done (about 8 inches of snow) snow plow hasn't done road yet
9:45 Don breathing funny again – says he feels rotten - my ears are ringing LOUD
I went out and made a snowman and ended up with a hard headache (Happy Ground Hog Day to me).
Turbines are LOUD
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3:10 put out monitor – can't see turbines but they very noisy
average of that reading was 49.04 (one hour)
4:50 still can't see turbines but can hear the trash turning and LOUD – still have a wicked headache and
my ears hurt
put out monitor again to show it is on going – the average was 47.56
I hope everyone that turned their backs and let this happen is having a good day and enjoys their Super
Bowl Day and parties – it is a sh----- noisy day here – thanks a lot
11:00 still have headache – just took Advil again- can still hear turbines inside house and can see
blades flashing ( facing NW)
2-3-14
ears ringing but no headache
17 deg
7:00 mountains covered with clouds- can't hear the turbines going
7:30 can see the bases of T6 and T7- can't see the blades going – wind didn't blow down here last night
because the snow is still on the trees
10:12 some turbines going a little - T5 -6 -7 -are off - T8 -9 -10 -12 on – can't see the rest
11:15 some going – some not some barely moving - facing NW
12:12 turbines off
went for a walk - sky was beautiful – LOTS of planes today – and no turbine noise except a low hum –
took pictures of all the stuff (ice, snow, frost – whatever I call it GMP will say 'no' it was something
else)
4:30 turbines going slowly (18 sec per revolution) and facing N - except T5 which is off – haven't
seen that one going all day and is facing W – can still see ice (or snow or frost – what is the
word of the day?)on T5 - the rest just have a little accumulation on them – mostly off but can
still see some
6:00 NO HEADACHE TODAY- left ear just ringing a little
11;00 ears ringing
Don woke up at midnight - felt rotten - turbines are running
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2-4-14
2:30 am

I woke up with ears ringing wicked - felt like a band around my head – didn't sleep well
after that

7 deg
6:45 ears are screeching, still feels like a band around my head and wicked headache – hurts to move
my eyes – guess they are trying to get even with their guinea pig and trying to make up for lost
production
Don is breathing funny again
turbines are facing NW and going 6 sec per revolution – little dusting of snow in the air
Don saw the groomer about 5:30 am
8:15 T11 is off - the rest are going 6 sec per revolution – still have a wicked headache and ears
ringing
11:00 leaving for Newport – still have headache and ears ringing
11:30 headache gone !!!!
12:30 only left ear ringing – back home
2:00 ears ringing again
3:12

leaving for bb game - T18 is off - ears still ringing

Sheffield turbines are thrashing
6:15

back home - ears didn't stop

ringing tonight -

turbines with lights are turning

2-5-14
ears ringing - tired – couldn't get to sleep – got up about 2:30 for about 15 minutes – checked outside
took Advil – hate doing that – finally went to sleep after 3:30 7:00 clouds over the mountains- snow in the air- can't hear noises from turbines – just a hum
12:00 ears ringing – can't see mountains – 2 “ of snow
2:10 can see a few turbines ( 6 through 10) facing N and going 9 sec per revolution
2:20 can't see mountains again – snowing and low clouds - snow plow just came
4:30 can't see mountains or back field - 19 degrees
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5:30 Don out plowing yard again
guess I won't be able to see if turbines are turning before it gets dark but my ears are ringing
I'm tired
6:30 took the Tenma out to check the dBA – I guessed it at 43 but it was 42.2 - bet it is louder at
Kevin's
2-6-14
ears ringing
-7 deg
7:00 clear morning – blue sky – sun coming up – turbines facing NW - going 7 sec per revolution
wish turbines were gone – it would have been so beautiful outside – they have destroyed so much that
was beneficial to everyone – it is like killing a mother when all children depended on her
8:20 Don breathing funny again – he has a cold too but it isn't related to the breathing thing
turbines on southern end of project are going 18 sec per revolution – on northern end 7 sec per
revolution
9:30 some turbines are barely running – looks like they are off - T1 through 5 are barely runningT6 going 8 sec per revolution- T7 and T8 are barely moving - T9 through the end are going 8 sec
per rev
2:20 turbines are just barely moving – left ear is ringing
3:00 turbines going slowly – facing NW
Sheffield turbines going
dark when I got home but I can see turbines with lights are going and think they are facing NW
2-7-14
ears ringing loud – can hear the turbines in the house
7 deg
7:00 am turbines have been noisy – T9 is off seem a little quieter than ½ hour ago
facing W - blue sky pretty sunrise
12:00 still facing W - ears still ringing
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2:45 turbines were hidden from view for a little while (earlier) - now sunny – ears ringing turbines facing W – going 5.5 sec per revolution
5:30 facing W - going 5 sec per revolution – ears ringing – why can't they just STOP
torturing us ???????
this has turned into another cry day
RSG put a monitor on the Eden Road today so they will be more careful with noise for awhile – it
doesn't matter because they cut out the results that hurt them before they make their glowing reportsmost people don't see these reports and they are set up so no one can make sense of the reports
I have never lied about what they do to us!
2-8-14
ears ringing wicked - didn't sleep well and when I did go to sleep for a few minutes I dreamed crazy
wind things - that GMP was taking away our farm and they were all laughing at us and calling us
names - saying they had a good place for us where someone would tell us what to do and that we
wouldn't have to worry about that kind of noise anymore - they would take care of our place with a
bulldozer so no one would have to live near the noise they were going to make and that they could do
anything they wanted – they wanted us to apologize for getting in their way because there was no way
we could ever stop them – they said they have their ways to get what they want and it would just keep
getting worse if we didn't give them our farm
7:00 turbines going about 4 sec per revolution – facing W
dammit the ice makes the noise so much worse and that was what we were complaining about – I hate
the people that act like they are the 'experts' on what this does to people living near these projects. They
will never know because they would never live near one. If they visit it is announced to the developer
so they cut back the power while they are here.
Started the one hour monitor but in the time it took to get it set up they had cut the power/noise back
anyway – now going 6 sec per revolution - left it going anyway – the average was 45. - I should
have started it when I first got up but knew Don would be in and out of the house a couple of times
11:42 facing NW -turbines making a humming noise that I can hear in the house – ears didn't stop
ringing while we were gone
5:00 turbines facing W-NW – going 7 sec per revolution – ears ringing but what difference does it
make ….....nobody cares as long as they all get paid!!!
2-9-14
ears ringing
woke up at 4:00 am with a headache (gone now) Don woke up with a headache too – his is gone now
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8 deg
turbines facing NW going 18 (eighteen) sec per revolution
7:00 turbines are off or just barely moving
8:00 turbines are off
8:47 turbines being turned (rotated ) to W
11:00 some are beginning to move
1:15 T8 is still off
3:05 turbines all off – some facing W – some facing SW - some facing S
3:30 turbines now facing SE - barely going - (if they start up now Kevin will get the noise)
5:32 turbines still facing SE - not turning – a little snow in the air – almost dark

2-10-14
ears ringing
9 deg
7:00 am turbines going – facing NW - 6 sec per revolution – snow in the air – can barely see mts.
8:30 turbines sound like running water - facing NW – going 5 sec per revolution
11:15 ears ringing like crazy – turbines facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution
3:00 ears still ringing- noise has continued allll daaaay loooong - r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r- r-r
someone called from Creek Rd today (Albany) – said she hears a rumbling noise like the house is
making a rumbling noise occasionally; she never connected it to the turbines but is now beginning to
wonder about it and wondered if that is what it would be like
4:50 noisy all day and ears are driving me crazy – still facing NW and going 5 sec per revolution
5:30 MORE OF THE SAME
2-11-14
ears ringing wicked
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1 deg
turbines going 5 sec per revolution - facing NW – looks like it will start out as a clear day
7:00 ears ringing
7:30 clear blue sky – Don breathing funny again – not sure he realizes he is doing it all of the time
9:39 ears still ringing – so what's new????? - - turbines facing NW going 4 sec per revolution
clouds coming in from the west – heading for Craftsbury
1:25 – back home - all turbines are OFF
3:30 turbines are still off
5:00 all still off
6:25 went to Lowell – turbines are still off
8:30 came home from Lowell – turbines were on but we hadn't thought so when we were going
along Rt. 14 (not sure)
turbines were on when I went to bed at 10:45
2-12-14
12:30 am - can't get to sleep – can hear the turbines humming - Don didn't sleep well
either – he did a lot of tossing and turning – both of us kept waking up
-10 deg - clear sky
7:00 am - T1 going 12 sec per revolution – T2 barely turning – T3 off - T 4 barely moving
T5 through T14 going 8 sec per rev or slower – T15 through T21 off are barely moving
facing NW
8:00 turbines turned to N - either off or barely moving
9:30 ears ringing some but not as bad as earlier – turbines facing N - nothing turning
10:40 turbines facing E now – some are just moving
10:50 turbines facing E-SE - T8 is going 8 sec per revolution – T2 -3 -4 -7 are off
2:15

turbines facing S - going 6 sec per revolution - head feeling pressure in temples and across
forehead

3:30 went to basket ball game (headache went away)
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5:45

turbines facing S - going 6 sec per revolution - T1 -5 -9 are off

6:00 noticed pressure is back in head
2-13-14
ears ringing – quite shrill – really weird dreams last night
15 deg
7:00 am turbines facing S – going 4 sec per revolution
no snow yet – gray sky
7:42

T1 -5 -9 – off ….....T2 -3 -4 -6 -7 -8 -10 -11 -12 – 13 going ...can't see T14 through T21

9:50

clouds covering top halves of turbines

2:00 turbines facing SE snow coming – can't see Craftsbury or Greensboro anymore
could hear a skidder working to the east while we were outside
2:31 turbines facing E – NE going 6 sec per revolution – snowing
3:40 ears have been screeching all day - car was parked by tool shed for a long time w/ skiers
many x-country skiers went by - can see turbines a little through the snow – facing E - going 7
sec per revolution
can hear turbines inside the house and outside the house – why did they bother to set levels for
inside the house if we aren't allowed to talk about or measure them – that is BS – it hurts in here
it makes our house (our home) so depressing – I hate it when I cry half of the time just because
it is so unfair to us
got GMP answers to NRO – they are still so proud of the fact that they have no NRO on the
turbines that affect us the most
5:15 turbines facing NE – hard to count the rps because it is snowy - ears ringing – so sick of that it interferes with anything I try to listen to – conversations, radio, tv. And the telephone – I just
wish everyone would go away and stop telling us what is GOOD for US – we had everything we
wanted and they have destroyed it all and hurt so many people
9:00 stopped snowing earlier but it is blowing now
10:00 can't tell if turbines are turning but I can see the lights flashing
2-14-14
ears ringing
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23 deg.
didn't snow for awhile during the night – not sure when it started – snowy, blowy this morning
7:00 no visibility this morning – shows 2 feet of snow on the snow stick but it was 18 inches before
no way to tell how much we really got
8:45 Don plowing yard – still snowing
ears ringing loud and turbines roaring today all morning – can't do the monitor because there is too
much wind and snow
1:45 wind has let up and snow has almost stopped - going to put out monitor – roaring is awful – can
hear it even more with the wind stopped
2:05 went out with monitor but couldn't tell if monitor was on so brought it back in to restart ….went
back out with monitor and the turbines were off or stopped so they weren't making the roaring
noise - could still hear a little hum noise
3:00 few gusts of wind once in awhile and snowing again
rest of the daylight hours – couldn't see the mountains or our back field - ears have almost stopped
ringing

2-15-14
ears ringing – turbines facing W – going 6 sec per revolution
23 deg
7:30 turbines slower now - T9 is 16 sec per revolution
ice or whatever they want to call it is on the blades nearly from end to end of each blade
took pictures :
pic 10 of 10 - T7
pic 9 of 10 - T6
pic 8 0f 10 - T8
pic 7 of 10 - T9
pic 11 of 11 - T7
took more
8:50 Sheffield is off
took more pics of Lowell - turbines 5 through 10
1:00 can't see Sheffield this time - snowy
3:00 turbines off – just barely moving - facing E
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4:30 turbines are off – facing E
it will be dark when we get home this time
got home – ears barely ringing – that seems good
2-16-14
ears ringing again
6 deg
snowy again- turbines facing NW – going 5 sec per revolution
8:50 left for LR – couldn't see Sheffield turbines
10:30 back home - turbines facing NW still going 5 sec per revolution - T15 is off
11:30 T15 is back on - going 4.5 sec per revolution – gusty wind – turbines noisy – probably will be
quieter when we get home – ears ringing
3:30 (about) put out monitor – sunny and still except for noise of the turbines – guessing it will be a
little over 45 decibels
4:10 wicked reflection from the nacelles and poles – esp. T5
monitoring turned out to be just under 46 dba
5:00 ears ringing - it just goes on and on and on
6:00 headache – started in temples and is going across forehead
7:30 WICKED HEADACHE
turbines still thrashing in the night – taken enough Advil so headache is some better but does nothing
for the ears

2-17-14
ears ringing - head aches in the front
7:00 blue sky - turbines facing NW - going 4 sec per revolution
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10:30 facing NW - T9 is off - going 4.5 sec per revolution
11:45 T9 still off 12:00 T9 is back on
2:30 headache is back and ears are ringing – hear the noise of something running
6:00 turbines facing NW - going 8 sec per revolution - some are only 17 sec per revolution
8:45 some kind of spotlights shining onto T11
2-18-14
ears ringing – pressure in head
10 deg – nice sunrise
7:00 turbines facing S - going 4 sec per revolution – sky is gray now - T1 -3 -5 -11 are off
7:52 T1 -3 -5 are back on ….T11 is still off
11:25 went to Barton – snowing over Sheffield - can't see the mountains or the turbines
2:00 back home - snowy – can't see the mountains – ears still ringing
4:15 snowy – can't see Lathe field
realized this morning that I have forgotten what happy feels like ...have nearly forgotten what it is like
to have ears not ringing and sounding like a very shrill dentists drill in each ear (it really hurts at times
have forgotten life with no headaches and can hardly remember when I didn't cry for what seems like
no reason ...I guess this is what GMP means by “people have to sacrifice” --I think this must be what
rape and abuse victims feel
I never had it before where I felt hate for someone – I could disagree but still have respect - now there
are people that I guess I hate – I never felt like this before and I don't like it – what is wrong with
people that can destroy things that can't be replaced
5:10 less snow – ears ringing – turbines facing S – no ground wind or breezes – going 4 sec per
revolution – can't see all of them
T11 is back on – don't know what was going on last night
worked in studio area tonight – ears ringing and got a super headache – started in back of my head
then all over top of my head - don't think I can get to sleep like this
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2-19-14
took enough Advil last night so headache finally stopped about 1:15 am - ears are still ringing
19 deg
gray sky - ears ringing turbines facing S - going 4 sec per revolution
7:00 am - T1 -3 -5 -9 are off – can't see from T11 through the south end because of the clouds
7:39 head feeling squeezed again - T1 -3 -5 -9 -11 -19 are off – can't see T 21
getting headache – Don breathing funny
9:30 not a good day – can't stop crying – I HATE THIS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12:14
1:23

T1 -3 -5 -9 -11 are off (ya think it has something to do with the monitors?????)
so sick of the noise in my ears and in my head – not a good day – I haven't even been out of the
house – I haven't been snowshoeing or skiing – this life stinks – they have turned our home into
a prison

2:30 snowy - can't see past the lawns
5:00 can't see the mountains – kind of snowy / sleety – I am so glad this day is almost done
Don has had a migraine and felt funny all day - he had to take Imetrex – we thought those days
were done
7:30 getting another headache over left eye – why does this happen????
2-20-14
ears ringing and turbines are loud – facing NW - going 4 sec per revolution – thought the wind was
blowing hard but it was the noise of the turbines – do have some gusty ground wind occasionally
but not making that noise
7:00 clear sky - turbines have slowed to 5 sec per revolution – sunny and a little breezy
10:30 T7 is off Tenma monitor reads 42.6 but seemed louder – it gets inside my head because it is in
the house
10:20 guest room Tenma reading is 37. 4 with window closed and 40.3 with window open
I don't know why they bothered to set a limit inside when GMP will not allow us to tell what
it is unless they can come into our house to snoop some more
12:00 getting out of here for awhile
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1:45 back home -EARS HAVE STOPPED RINGING!!!!!!
all turbines are turning

it seems so good to hear better !!!

3:09 turbines facing W going 8 sec per revolution - left ear has started ringing again
5:20 turbines facing SW – almost S and left ear is ringing
2-21-14
woke up at 3:45 with headache on left side over eye – ears ringing loud – don't know which woke me
up – turbines are noisy – should have done a monitoring but didn't - went back to bed – a little later it
felt like a band around my head and felt fluttery inside - finally went back to sleep about 5:30 and
woke up about 6:30
32 deg.
7:00 ears ringing - headache nearly gone - can't see mountains – raining a little
12:00 can't see mountains - don't think turbines are going but ears are still ringing
3:30 can't see the turbines and can't hear them but it is raining too
company came - raining - left about 5:00 – he called at 5:22 and had just made it to the village – very
slippery - he kept hitting snow banks to slow himself down
5:20 could see T7& T8 for just a few minutes – they weren't running - clouds came right back in we have 34 deg (icing???)
11:00 pm can see light flashing on T7 but can't see blades moving – don't think they are going – can't
see any of the other lights but the stars are out

2-22-14
little bit breezy - ears are ringing but nothing is turning
30 deg
7:00 am - turbines are facing W - clear sky
blades are covered with ICE today - can see it but doesn't show in pictures
12:00 turbines facing W but not going
3:00 still facing W and not going – can see ice on them but it doesn't show on pictures
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4:45 beautiful and slightly breezy outside but nothing turning
5:00 still not going – plenty of wind and ice – facing W
5:15 can hear a hum noise – nothing turning – leaving for basketball game - headache above right eye
and ears ringing
when coming into Irasburg we could see 7 flashing light on the turbines but by the time we got home
only the ones on each end were on – we could see the mountains against the sky so it wasn't because of
the clouds – I have thought several times that the lights weren't on but couldn't be sure – tonight I am
occasionally hearing a roaring noise – I wonder if they are starting and stopping them to get the ice off
– no way to tell because the lights are off
9:00 pm can see light on T7 faintly - sky full of stars
2-23-14
turbines still off – think maybe we couldn't see lights because of the direction they are turned and
maybe a blade in front of the light
28 deg
7:00 left ear barely ringing – gray sky no turbines running - facing W – still looks like shiny ice on
them but it won't show on pictures – there is still ice on the trees
9:30 back home - Don said the turbines were on for awhile while I was gone
10:20 left ears hardly ringing - turbines still facing W and still not going
1:30 this is not a good day – went to Craftsbury - coming back over the Common we could see the
turbines have started flapping again
how can I sell my soul to the devil - I saw someone we know that was smiling and happy - it made me
cry – I want to be happy again – I am so scared that they are going to control everything - I don't think
I can live with that
4:00 turbines still going – facing W
5:40

turbines facing W – going 5 sec per revolution – 35 deg

7:15 can hear turbines running - from in here it is a constant r -r -r -r -r -r -r – r-r -r -r r-r r- r-r left ear is ringing again
2-24-14
ears ringing – didn't sleep well – headache
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turbines facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution
Don breathing funny – didn't sleep well
6:45 leaving for Newport
9:45

home - snowing - can't see mountains – ears didn't stop ringing – very tired

11:05

T7 is off - facing W -NW

1:00 T7 is on now - facing W-NW - going 4 sec per revolution
ears ringing !!!! and dull headache
5:40 facing NW - going 4 sec per revolution – ears have been ringing all day – hard to hear anything
else
glad this day is almost done – I'm so tired – hope I can sleep tonight
2-25-14
ears ringing- head feels pressure front and back
turbines going 5 sec per revolution – facing NW
7:00 turbines facing NW going 5 sec per revolution
12:00 still all going – still facing NW – still going 5 sec per revolution – still ringing in my ears
4:00 pm can't see the mountains - snowing fine snow
5:15 ears ringing - can see turbines - facing NW – 5 sec per revolution
6:12 still the same thing – dammit why can't they just go away and leave everyone alone?
I know it is because THEY don't have to live near them
10:00 Don feels rotten
2-26-14
had to get up – whole top of head hurts – back of head – behind eyes- temples – hurts to move eyes
dreaming – it wasn't good
0 degrees
6:30 not a breath of air moving here – turbines facing S – going 4 sec per revolution
looks like it may be sunny when the sun comes up
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7:00 blue sky – could be beautiful if not for the 21 angry erections beating the air – guess when
VPPSA told us years ago to paint the windows black they knew a lot more and meant it – I always
believed that windows were for letting in the light -DAMN NOISE AND COMMOTION
8:00 weather all changed in a hurry – snowing now – can't see mountains – head is feeling a little
better – think and hope headache will go away
11:30 wind from W now – it is blowing - turbines going 4 sec per rev - would like to take a reading
we both feel the dBa was about 45 or 46 but it is too windy down here – does
someone, somewhere keep the whole undisturbed, original report so they can go
back to them – they leave so many unanswered questions
11:55 sun is coming out - T9 is off - windy
12:15 pressure in temples again – it was feeling better for awhile
12:30

windy and sunny blue sky with a fer clouds

why does RSG wipe out everything except “PERFECT” conditions when we have to live with the real
world PLUS the extra noise from the project?????
12:55 T9 is back on - the turbines are facing W and the wind down here seems to be more from the S
1:20 T9 is off again
1:25 T9 is back on
4:00 T9 is off again
6:00 wind is still from the W - turbines are going 4 sec per revolution - T9 is still off
2-27-14
couldn't get to sleep last night until after 2:45
ears ringing loud
-2 deg
6:00 am turbines facing S – going 4 sec per revolution
8:25 turbines are off – facing S
8:30 some of the turbines are coming back on
8:55 T9 and T10 are off - ears ringing – was hoping the turbines would stay off - I'm having a hard
time concentrating on anything today - turbines are going 5 sec per revolution – can't seem to
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concentrate to write
10:00 T10 is back on - T9 is still off - turbines are going 4.5 sec per revolution
leaving for Newport
home from Newport – turbines still going
2:05 turbines off - facing S -SW
2:45 ears ringing wicked – turbines going
3:20 still going facing S - going 7 sec per revolution
3:45

going 11 sec per revolution facing SW

5:30 the turbines are all facing W now - going 6 to 7 sec per revolution
5:50 snowing lightly again – ears are really ringing
2-28-14
ears ringing - feeling of pressure and a band around my head. - head aches in front and behind eyes
can't see turbines real well yet but can see that they are turning
Don woke up around midnight and asked if the turbines were going fast – he could hear/feel it in his
pillow and I could hear them - checked and the ones with lights were going fast – Don said he didn't
feel right inside
0 deg
6:50 cold and windy – cold sunrise - turbines facing NW and going 4 sec per revolution
still hurts behind eyes and ears are ringing - Don is breathing funny again
7:20 sky is clearing
8:50 everything still going and at 5 sec per revolution
friend called – lives between 2 – 3 miles from the turbines - she wondered if the noise could be
giving her headaches – she never had them before but has had them off and on since November not all the time but still very irritating
11:52 turbines facing W- NW - going 7 sec per revolution
12:50 ears ringing wicked - turbines facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution – pressure in head
1:50 can see turbines going from Craftsbury
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2:05 turbines are off – facing NW - must be RSG put out the monitors yesterday – when they are off
they look horrible too – ears are ringing
2:25 turbines are coming back on T1 -2 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 – 11 – 12 -13 -14 -15 -17 -18 -19 -20 -21
T3 – 4 – 5 -16 are off
T5 and 16 just came on
T3 and 4 just came on
I think Barney heard them come on because he went running and barking around outside the
house and was looking at the mountains
4:19 nacelles of turbines are glaring like mirrors in the windows at this time
4:40 getting flicker tonight – kitchen, family room and living room – didn't check upstairs but know it
had to be in the office and guest room – here we go again
6:00 turbines T7 and to the south are facing W and going 8 sec per revolution
T1 through T6 are facing N- NW and going 26 sec per revolution
ears are ringing so loud
7:30

think turbines are off – can't see the blades going by the lights and can't see hear them
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3-1-14
ears ringing loud
4 deg
6:25 turbines facing S - T3 -5 -7 -9 -19 off - rest of them are going 4 sec per
revolution
- gray sky - no wind here
now T3 -5 -7 -9 – 19 are off - can't see T21
7:15

T1 -3 -5 -9 -19 14 are off – can't see T21

8:09 all turbines are off – know the monitors are in place – they don't do this all the time facing S
8:24 turbines are coming back on

T1 -5 -6 -9 -11 -19 are off – can't see T21

10:00 can hear that rumble sound throughout the house ( but we have to ignore that) GMP is not held
to the noise levels that we have to live with inside our homes – Don was upstairs and could hear it up
there and he doesn't hear well
11:00 Don is breathing funny again – it's like his breathing is trying to keep time with the turbines
how can developers keep saying there is nothing to the noise issues – if it was their family
it would not happen (unless they have to sign gag orders too or move)
12:30

T1 -3 -6 -5 -9 -are off – can't see T21 – Don doesn't feel well and is still breathing funny
my ears are ringing wicked today

2:05 T1 -3 -4 -5 -7 -9 – are off
2:10

T1 -3 -4 -5 -7 -9 - are off

noise has been through the house all day
4:00 T1 -5 -9 are off - checked dBA with Tenma monitor - it was 39.9 (about what we thought)
not too loud but constant to the point where it drives you crazy
we have to leave for a ball game – think Don will feel better by the time we get there
back home – Don was feeling better before we got there
my ears didn't stop ringing but we weren't gone very long
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3-2-14
of course – ears are ringing again
12 deg
fine snow - turbines facing N - going 4 sec per revolution - can't see all of the turbines but the ones I
can see are going
8:30 can't see mountains
10:15 turbines facing N - going 7 sec per revolution
10:45 sky is clearing - ears ringing some but not as bad as they were
1:30 blue sky with a few clouds - turbines facing NW - going 6 sec per revolution
2:05 turbines are all off
2:35 turbines are back on
3:15 leaving for awhile – turbines are all going – Don is feeling crappy
6:00 pm back home – turbines are all going - Don is feeling better - my ears are almost stopped
ringing
8:00 ears are ringing again
10:15 pm turbines with lights show they are going fast
1:00am looks like the turbines with lights are off – millions of stars and those damn flashing
red lights
3-3-14
ears ringing
-8 deg
6:30 ears ringing – clear blue sky - turbines thrashing the sky - going 4 sec per revolution
9:00 headache over and behind left eye
12:00 OMG ears are ringing loud
2:10 turbines are all off – monitoring is being done – they have recess at 2:00 pm
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2:30 all turbines are back on except T4
emotions are all over the place today and were all weekend – hate this pressure
4:30 turbines are facing NW - ears ringing to drive me crazy T4 came on but didn't write down when
I noticed it
6:00 all turbines are going - racing NW and going 4,5 sec per revolution
really not looking forward to Town Meeting – those people all act like we are lepers – will go for
awhile but hate it - …..........................just have to act like it doesn't matter
3-4-14
ears ringing
7 deg
turbines facing W-NW going 4 sec per revolution
6:54 clear blue sky - T10 is off
7:55 T 10 is back on
8:03 all turbines are off – just heard Richard Pion on the radio saying “NOTHING IS GOING TO
CHANGE ' because of town meeting vote today
8:20 turbines starting up again - one by one
8:26 T4 and T16 are still off can't see T21
8:40 T4 and T17 are off - Don is breathing funny again – don't think he realizes it at first but think it
scares him – turbines turning 8 sec per revolution – facing NW – maybe just for show
today because of town meeting
9:37 from Lowell it looks like the turbines are facing SW – kind of hard for me to tell because it is
from a different angle than I am used to
1:40 back from town meeting – what a joke – there us no way to get past the 'Town' - guess they had
their town rally on the weekend at the firehouse to get all of 'their voters' out – I think they have a
bigger group there this year because they all got their tax payoff
turbines all going – facing W - going 6 sec per revolution
2:00 all turbines are off (that's the ritual when RSG is monitoring – talked to Roger Willey for just a
minute – he came upon monitors (he thinks that is what is was) – didn't say when but he said
the boxes were back under fir trees-
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2:20 turbines are back on (ritual) T4 and T7 are off
3:27 fine snow but can still see the turbines – they are facing W and going 8 sec per revolution
4:55 ears ringing ….more of the same …. Don is breathing funny again
5:51 turbines going slow ...22 sec per revolution - facing NW
3-5-14
ears ringing some
7 deg
clear sky – turbines weren't going when Don got up at 5:15
6:15 turbines have started moving
T8 going 13 sec per revolution
T10 going 8 sec per revolution
T5 going 20 sec per revolution
7:00 clear sky – some are just barely moving - others are hard to tell - sky is clouding from the west
- turbines facing N
8:30 turbines mostly off
12:30 turbines going again – turbines facing N - ears have almost stopped ringing
1:30 turbines facing N - turbines going
2:40 turbines facing N going 5.5 sec per revolution
3:50 turbines going – facing N – going 5 sec per revolution – ears ringing again
5:50 turbines still facing N - going 5 sec per revolution
it is so hard to give up all of your principles and be punished for bring right – how do you teach your
kids the worth of life when someone can take what is rightfully yours and be rewarded for it while
you lose everything – LIFE SUCKS AND I HATE IT
3-6-14
ears ringing – headache on left side -and behind left eye and back of head – didn't sleep well
Don didn't sleep well either
-2 deg
turbines going - can hear constant hum in the house - facing N - going 5 sec per revolution
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6:15 headache getting worse - sound is penetrating - clear blue sky
7:53 9 sec per revolution
8:14 turbines all off - have been off for a few minutes
8:43 turbines starting up
9:30 T9 -10 -12 – 13 – 17 barely going - rest are off – T10 is going 9 sec per revolution
headache is going
11:00 turbines off - T5 and T6 facing W - T7 NW - T8 almost N - T9 NE - T10 is NE
all different directions
11:56 (T1 -2 -3 -4 - N) (T6 – S) (T7 – NE) (T8 – NW) (T9 - NW) (T10 -N) (T12 – W – NW)
(T – 13 NW) (T14 -15 -16 -NW)
1:15 (T5 - N) (T6 – N) (T7 – E) (T8 – NE) (T9 – E) (T10 – SE) all screwed up today
2:25

turbines facing anywhere from N – E – S

T21 is going some – others barely moving

5:00 ears have nearly stopped ringing
5:31 turbines seem to be S - SE - some are going 8 sec per revolution
9:00 pm ears really ringing again – dammit – I just want it to go away
3-7-14
ears ringing really high-pitched - turbines facing S
12 deg
6:30 T1 -3 4 -5 -7 -9 -19 are off - the rest are going 5 sec per revolution
not that many going but I can hear that rumble over the radio
blue sky - not a breath of air moving down here
11:08 ears ringing – wish it would stop – turbines facing S – means that Kevin's house is getting more
noise today – T9 is off - rest are going 5 sec per revolution
1:25 turbines all facing S - it is so disappointing to look out the windows and at the mountains that
have been hacked up and see the flailing turbines against such a beautiful blue sky. That is not
progress – that is greed and complete disregard for the land and the benefits that it contained
for life. It wasn't a compromise it was a travesty.
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2:30 T9 is off again - rest are going 5 sec per revolution
Went skiing for a little while but didn't dare to use the trails in the woods because I didn't think I could
hear snow machines if they came because of the rumble
4:15 put out the monitor but the noise is less than it was ½ hour ago – turbines still going 5 sec per
revolution but they have done something to keep it quieter – still facing S
5:05 still going 5 sec per revolution
5:15 brought in monitor - it read just under 42 dBA - my ears are ringing - they are keeping the noise
level down but the blades are going just as fast
I am so sick of the constant pressure
3-8-14
slept rotten - should say didn't sleep - ears ringing - head hurts
24 deg
5:45 turbines facing NW - going 4 sec per revolution
8:04 turbines are off
8:21 turbines are back on - a few are still off
8:35 T2 and T4 are off
10:25 clouds down over the mountains – can still see the bottom of T6 -7 -8 - they are still going 6 sec
per revolution
Kelley and family coming today – first time since Thanksgiving (they used to come two or three
times a month – hope the noise isn't here today
1:15 can't see the turbines but they are really noisy now – we were upstairs in the office, Kelley said
her head is feeling pressure on temples on both sides – I hadn't mentioned it to her but that was
just what I was feeling – we had planned for several days on going for a walk today because it
was supposed to be nice out
DAMN NOISE - 2 LOUD PLANES WENT OVER AND WE COULD HEAR THE TURBINES
OVER THE NOISE OF THE PLANES – THEY HEAR PLANES GOING OVER THEIR HOUSE SO
THEY KNOW ALL ABOUT NOISE
2:10 turbines went off - oh my god it seemed good - Kelley already had a migraine started and I had
a headache over left eye --how can anyone do this to people in the name of 'renewables' when
they drive people crazy
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2:38 turbines are back on
3:00 turbines are facing NW – going 5 sec per revolution – tried to sit in family room – noise was
bothering some but not as bad as earlier
you know that all of the developers and their families, PSB and their families, DPS, ANR and their
families and all or the others that want the projects along with being scared of the governor wouldn't
like it if someone broke into or invaded their houses but they laugh and encourage this sh** on the
people that always enjoyed their homes and families and not bothered them or anyone else
I've had enough of this crappy day – it could have been so nice if the noisy crappy turbines would just
fall down – I hate it
7:30 pm ears still ringing
3-9-14
ears ringing wicked - pressure in the middle of forehead
6 deg
sunny day – clear sky (time change) - turbines facing NW – going 8 sec per revolution
8:07 (new time) turbines off
8:42 turbines back on - facing NW – going 8 sec per revolution
9:54 ears ringing – pressure in head and behind eyes – headache – can hear a humming tone
throughout the house , esp. near the windows ( this is not the sound of the blades going)
10:30 beautiful day outside - blue sky – ears ringing – headache over and behind left eye
(also can hear a plane going over) – Don was breathing funny again
had company for awhile – then left for a ballgame - Don's breathing got better
my headache went away before we got to the game this makes me mad because I could be so happy if I didn't keep getting the headaches from this crap
I want to walk, snowshoe, garden this summer, paint and all of the thing that I loved to do and can't
enjoy any more
back home – turbines going 8 -9 sec per revolution – nice to have it lighter tonight – company came
7:05 turbines are off
7:26 turbines still off – wish they would stay off tonight so I could get some restful sleep
9:32 turbines are going – so much for a good night
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PSB, GMP and DPS won't accept my monitoring now because of the stupid spikes in the readings
saying it is the dog or traffic or whatever – dammit it is a much truer reading then RSG does and the
stupid spikes are from something on the mountain – suddenly there will be a bang from something up
there – I wasn't sure but I knew it wasn't OUR noise – I was very careful to have the dog inside and
didn't use readings that happened to have any traffic – a few days ago I was in the garage and heard a
bang from something on the mountains – this morning I heard a bang and asked Don if he heard it – he
hadn't noticed it but he was watching a news show on TV – a few other times I have asked him if he
heard a bang - one day I told him I felt it also – if GMP was held to attended monitoring it could be
confirmed if they would tell the truth but that will never happen as long as the PSB won't enforce the
rules they set up and won't take up the continuous monitoring – they don't want to admit that GMP isn't
telling the truth but they can't wait to condemn us
3-10-14
ears ringing - head hurts on right side and behind right eye
18 deg
turbines facing W - T10 going 5 sec per revolution - T7 going 19 sec per revolution
7:00 dusting of snow last night - Don got up in night not feeling well - I woke up several times head hurt
7:30 turbines barely going
8:50

T8 is off – all facing SW - been trying to go through some of my paint things – I really miss
having the students – no one wanted to come after the blasting started – each of the regulars
had a different need for the quiet - they had tried other classes before but had found what they
needed here

12:57 turbines facing SW - nearly S - going 8 sec per revolution
4:30 turbines facing S - going 6 sec per revolution
ears have been ringing all day – turbines have been thrashing all day
7:00 pm turbines facing S and going 5 sec per revolution

3-11-14
ears ringing – headache – hurts behind eyes
why is everyone protecting these people that are driving a project to hurt people - they are being so
protected - they don't even follow the rules – PSB helps hide their mistakes and on down the line why does PSD pretend they are going to police a bully and it only allows the harassment to continue –
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this is going to be one of the days that isn't good
35 deg
can't see the mountains – almost misty outside little breeze once in awhile
Don plowed yard before 7

- four or five inches of snow

Don is breathing funny again
8:30 can see a couple of turbines – they are off
8:55 can see T4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9

these are off – Don breathing funny

11:00 turbines still off – facing W-NW ears sure haven't stopped ringing – have headache/pressure
over and around left eye - taking Advil ….don't want to do daycare with a headache
11:25 little light snow in the air
3:00 ears still ringing – turbines (looked like T2 was off while coming along Rt. 14)
just before dark - turbines were off
10:00 turbines are going – can see some stars
11:42 turbines still going
3-12-14
ears ringing again
28 deg
turbines facing NW – going 8 sec per revolution
gray sky - getting ready for storm
7:15 clouds covering most of the turbines
7:48 can't see turbines - beginning to get a little snowy
9:25 can't see mountains and barely see Lathe field -ears keep ringing
5:30 snowy – blowy all day can't see back field - ground wind is from the N – no idea what way it is
on the mountain – haven't been able to see the mt. tops since morning - ears are still ringing and can
feel pressure in temples but don't even know if turbines are turning right now
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3-13-14
ears ringing- head hurts (pressure in temples)
3 deg
7:00 windy - snowy
8:15 can't see very far – still snowy and blowy
11:15 air is clearing some- turbines are facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution
1:00 wind is letting up a little - still facing NW and going 5 sec per revolution
4:30 sky clearing – ears ringing loud - just no end to it
5:45 getting flicker tonight – is this the way summer is going to be??????? we know it is
10:00 this pressure in my head has turned into a terrific headache
11:00 had to take Advil so I can get to sleep – whole head hurts – hurts to move eyes
3-14-14
didn't sleep well last night – fell back to sleep this morning for an hour
ears ringing and head aches over and behind left eye
2 deg
7:00 clear blue sky – turbines facing W – going 5 sec per revolution
8:25 turbines being rotated to S-SW - some going 8 sec per revolution – some are off
8:54 gray clouds moving in S - going 5 sec per revolution – left temple hurts and behind left eye
all morning I can hear rumbling once in awhile – nothing making extra noise here
had to go to Newport – headache was gone before we got there 2:30 coming home through Irasburg could see some turbines were off and some were on
2:45 back home - T1 -3 -5 – 9 – 11 are off
6:10 turbines facing S

- T1 -3 -5 – 9 are off

7:00 everything still going the same - ears are still ringing
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3-15-14
ears ringing wicked - turbines facing SW – some are off
31 deg
7:00 still facing SW – sun peaked through clouds and disappeared again
8:10

T1 is off - ears really ringing

10:50 people came to ski over mountain – turbines facing W - going 5 sec per revolution light snow in
air
11:30 light rain in the air – wish ears would stop ringing
12:30 Don has kind of migraine and breathing funny – my ears are screeching
1:30 working outside for awhile in front of house – sounds like a frigging airport – what difference
does it make? - the PSB just dismissed 3 complaints the same as usual – they almost said 'will you just
shut up and go away' - we can't complain to anybody today because it is their Saturday - IN A
PREVIOUS LIFE IT COULD HAVE BEEN OUR SATURDAY TOO - I'm sure PSB, DPS and
GMP would have a celebration if we just died
1:45 little rain on windows mixed with a little snow flakes - 48 deg
I don't like being called a complainer but someone has to speak before more human lives are destroyed
– nobody cares – wind just doesn't benefit the carbon or renewable resources – they have ruined our
life, our health, the quality of life and our retirement – how much more can they do?????
the stinking noise is in the house and there is nothing we can do to make it stop
3:40 can't see the mountains – snowing lightly – we will leave in about an hour – can't wait
8:00 pm back home – ears didn't stop ringing but Don felt better after we had been gone just a little
while – it is so unforgiving
9:00 pm turbines are noisy – just doesn't stop droning on and on and on and on – TV is on in the living
room and I am in the kitchen – why will no one listen to all of us – they aren't in compliance
or the levels are too high - maybe our homes aren't good enough for them but we all loved
what we had before this crap was dumped on our happiness
3-16-14
ears ringing – terrible dreams that woke me up – people were watching us and in our home – said it
wasn't ours anymore
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7 deg
7:00 turbines facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution - gray sky
9:00 ears ringing – turbines still facing NW and going 4 sec per revolution – Don not feeling good
and breathing funny
9:15 going to basketball game
11:45 back home – EARS NOT RINGING – - turbines facing NW - going 4.5 sec per revolution
Don felt better while we were gone too
1:45 ears have started to ring – it seemed good to have a couple of hours to feel better
5:45 left ear is really ringing – getting flicker/shadow from the south end of project and glare of the
nacelle from Turbines 5 through 10 – facing NW and going5 sec per revolution
7:45 turbines still facing NW and going 5 sec per revolution
11:30 turbines are loud tonight – and showing up like bright white with red flashes shooting out from
the ones with lights – a lot of rumbling going on (not constant but off and on ) I don't get it –
hope I can sleep – I'm sick of the disturbing dreams

3-17-14
ears ringing – woke at 4:00 checked house – thought I could smell smoke – had dreamed of something
burning - didn't sleep well
moon reflecting off of turbines – made them look as though they all had lights shining on them
snow plow here at 6:00 AM
–
10 deg
7:00 turbines facing NW - going 8 sec per revolution
8:28 turbines facing NW - going 15 sec per revolution
nothing different all day
6:30 turbines facing NW (almost N) - going 6 sec per revolution – turbines just keep droning and
droning and droning
sun glaring off the nacelles
8:30 some turbines facing SW – some facing E – some facing NE
10:00 pm ears ringing wicked
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3-18-14
ears ringing
0 deg
6:30 turbines facing N or just a little to the NE - T1 is going 8 sec per revolution – rest of turbines are
barely moving
clear blue sky – no ground wind at all
Don breathing funny already – turbines have been rotated to E
turbines have all been rotating back and forth all day looking for wind
4:23 T7 is going 18 sec per revolution – most are facing SE now
T5-6 -7 -8 facing S
T9 -10 -11 facing W - T9 is going 9 sec per revolution
T12 facing N
T13 – 14 facing W
T16 facing NW
7:35 turbines facing all different directions – trail groomer going through back field
10:00 nothing going that I can see
3-19-14
head aches – eyes hurt – ears ringing – feels like a band around my head
15 deg
7:00 T5 and T9 are off
9:00 still the same
9:30 T9 is on all others except T5 are on
9:40 T5 is back on but T6 is off
11:45 T3 and T8 are off
12:10 turbines facing S – going 6 sec per revolution
T9 is off
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3:00 T3 -10 -11 are off – all still facing S - going 5 sec per revolution
ears still ringing but headache is gone
3:20 T10 and T11 are back on - T3 is off
didn't write down anything after that tonight – so sick of all the bullying – just want it to stop- sick of
everyone making GMP look good at our expense
3-20-14
ears ringing- so what -that's our life now – I HATE IT – no one understands – it gets inside of you I am
so sick of crying everyday – don't think the mountains are going to show today
29 deg
6:30 clouds covering the mountains
put out the sound monitor – turbines are really noisy
8:20 just started to snow lightly – have about 3 min left on the monitor
9:07 turbines are loud – sounds like a noisy rumble in the kitchen – snowing outside – the rumble kind
of sounds like water pouring down a long tube
1:26 clouds are off the mountain a little now – gray sky – turbines facing W – going 5 sec per
revolution – T10 is off
turbines are damn noisy
1:30 T13 and T16 are off
1:40 T14 off – T13 back on
2:42 OH HEADACHE AND MY TEMPLES
2:58 T17 is off
4:30

all going - leaving for St. J -

before headache stopped we got there- ears nearly stopped ringing by the time we got home – snowing
and roads were crappy
3-21-14
ears ringing – don't have a headache yet – maybe we can get out of here before it starts – turbines are
noisy again this morning – have a doctors appointment this morning
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25 deg
7:15 left for Dr. appointment
8:45 back home – appointment was canceled last Nov???? - I didn't find any notice here - just more
crap - pharmacy said 'no notification' happens a lot
10:50 can see a few of the turbines - facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution
12:11 can't see mountains again
4:30 stopped snowing little while ago – turbines facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution
5:30 sun has come out – turbines still facing NW and still going 5 sec per revolution
turbines (nacelles) north of here are glaring like mirrors - damn shadow/flicker on back field - this
was our very favorite place on the whole property – it was the place where we could picnic, hike, ski,
hunt, swim, target practice or anything else we wanted to do and not bother a soul and not be disturbed
We will never have that again. It was in the middle of 600 acres of our heaven – they destroyed it for
their monetary gain for a project which cannot survive unless subsidized.
Developers are so excited to call these industries a 'farm' but look what is happening to the real farms
in the state – they are disappearing!
3-22-14
ears ringing – woke up a lot in the night- Don didn't sleep well either – he got up in the night and took
4 Advil – he also takes 4 Advil before he goes to bed – maybe that is why he gets more rest than I do
19 deg.
7:00 gray sky – turbines facing S - going 5 sec per revolution
8:15 snowing – can't see mountains – barely see back field
8:40 - stopped snowing
9:43 gray sky – turbines still facing S and going 5 sec per revolution
ears still ringing – noticed I am breathing hard – I hate this life
12:47 have had brief snow flurries a few minutes at a time – can only see bottoms of T6 and T7 right
now – blades are flying- when you can only see the ends of the blades passing the bottom of the
tower it gives you a real sense of how fast they are going – ears are ringing wicked
2:15 turbines have changed to SW – going 8 sec per revolution - T1 and T9 are off - can hear that
constant droning rumbling noise!!!!!!!!!
3:45 snowing hard again – can't see the mountains – can barely see the Lathe field
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4:03 can't even see the Lathe field – have to leave in 15 minutes
10:50 ears weren't ringing much when we got home but they are making up for it now and the turbines
are loud – wish I had a switch for them – I would rather be in the dark than listen to this crap –
can't do a monitoring because it starts to snow every few minutes
11:00 Don plowed the yard just after we got home – 6 “ of snow - now it is beginning to snow AGAIN

3-23-14
ears ringing – didn't sleep well – pressure near left eye – Don didn't sleep well
Don plowed yard again just after 6:00 am - another 8 inches
16 deg
6:30 turbines are noisy – can hear the wind too - I think it blew all night – can't see the mountains low clouds and snowy
7:50 can see through the snow – turbines are facing NW and going 6 sec per revolution
12:00 blue sky with some clouds – turbines still facing NW and going 5 sec per revolution – wish all
those blades would fly off
2:30 turbines still facing NW - still going 6 sec per revolution
4:30 ears still ringing – turbines still facing NW – still going 6 sec per revolution
3-24-14
ears ringing (shrill) - didn't sleep well – Don didn't either
–

5 deg

6:30 turbines facing NW – going 5 sec per revolution
in village and in Newport it was -17 to -19 deg
10:00 sunny – blue sky – turbines noisy
2:00 sunny - turbines facing NW
just feel like crying – ears ringing but feel like I don't care about anything – wouldn't even go to
Irasburg if I didn't have to – damn turbines and noise
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4:00 turbines still facing NW still going 6 sec per revolution – don't think anyone figured out how sad I
was - ears ringing loud
6:50 turbines still facing NW - still going 6 sec per revolution – oh my gosh my ears are ringing- I
can't make it stop
it's finally dark – I hate this place now
8:?? or 8: 15 think there is a fire at Steve Wright's – Oh God I hope not – guess I shouldn't feel bad
about the noise – at least we have a place to live even if it has the noise - it just gets inside of me
and won't stop – why do I cry all of the time – I know it bothers Don
3-25-14
ears ringing wicked – didn't sleep well – partly thinking a bout Steve's fire and partly thinking about 50
years of clutter /life / possessions that GMP is forcing us to deal with now – I hate them so much
4 deg
6:20 gray sky- turbines facing S-SW - going 7 sec per revolution
9:30 turbines almost S – going 8 sec per revolution
10:00 ears ringing – some turbines facing S – somr facing SW – some are almost off
5:45 turbines facing S - going 7 sec per revolution
7:15 turbines still facing S - still going 7 sec per revolution – ears still ringing
3-26-14
ears ringing again – guess you could say it almost never stops now - so tired that I slept some the first
part of the night – restless after that- slept off and on
19 deg
sounds like never ending traffic (*^%$#%)
6:00 turbines facing NW - going 5 sec per revolution
7:10 clouds coming down over mountains- can see the bottoms of T6 and T7 - they are still goingthey are just turbines but BIG and DAMN NOISY
8:00 snowed lightly for a few minutes
8:35 clouds have lifted and are flapping – damn it..... STOP
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1:00 went to Troy – ears were ringing and still ringing when we got home at 3:30
4:00 ears ringing – more shrill than before – Don is breathing funny again
5:00 snowing lightly – ears ringing – turbines facing NW – going 5 sec per revolution
windy cold day
11:00 pm windy – turbines rumbling – hope I can sleep – I am so tired all of the time- hope I can
sleep
3-27-14
ears ringing- loud and shrill- kept waking up in the night because of ringing- so tired - have noticed
quite often now when driving or riding that it is hard to keep alert
7 deg
6:30 clear morning
7:30 blue sky – could have been such a pretty day but hard to enjoy it anymore – I don't want to
be driven from our home – so tired – ears ringing – feel like crying – why am I being such a baby
turbines are facing NW and going 5 sec per revolution
12:00 everything still the same
2:00 turbines facing W – going 7 sec per revolution – sky clouding up – ears ringing but not as much
4:00 Don skied to cabin – turbines not too noisy
5:00 turbines facing W - going 9 sec per revolution
5:15 leaving for awhile
9:00 back home - ears not ringing
10:30 hasn't rained yet - beginning to hear turbines louder – hope I can get to sleep before it gets
worse
3-28-14
ears ringing - woke up several times in night with ears ringing – Don didn't sleep well – got up at
4:00 am
28 deg
7:00 snowy can't see mountains
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7:30 snowing enough so can't see Lathe field - it's just white out
11:45 rode to Derby – having trouble controlling crying today and nothing is wrong1:00 back home - had trouble to keep from dozing on the way up - better on way back – not crying
either- why does this happen – ears still ringing
3:00 clouds still bottom of mountain- ears ringing esp. left ear - raining - 34 deg
5:15

haven't seen mountains all day but ears are ringing

6:15 ears still ringing - still can't see mountains - few raindrops on the windows
7:15 can't hear the turbines – hope they stay off ALL NIGHT
11:25 turbines are noisy – no wonder my ears are ringing
3-29-14
ears are ringing wicked – whole top if head hurts – feels like I need to catch my breath
33 deg
6:30 can't see the mountains or the turbines but I an hear a rumble of some kind coming from the
project
-----rumbling has stopped but I can hear a humming noise
8:30 Don is breathing funny – more than sometimes
12:30 can see some of the turbines are facing E -- T16 is going 9 sec per revolution
T6 -7 -8 -9 are off – can't see the rest because of the clouds
2:50 turbines are facing NE - some are just barely turning – Don is taking me for a ride to see a house
that I know I don't want – just trying to make me feel better – I hate doing this to him – wish I could
stop
why do I cry so easy – I want to feel happy but I don't remember how
left ear is really ringing
4:00 – turbines facing NE – going 12 sec per revolution
5:15 some turbines facing N – some facing NE - going slow
7:30 still the same and ears are ringing
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7:45 still the same – just barely going but right ear is ringing loud
3-30-14
ears ringing just a little – slept better last night and got a little more rest – just lay in bed for
awhile
33 deg
7:00 laid in bed until 7:00 doesn't sound like turbines are turning - can't see mountains
9:00 can see part of T6 and T7 – they aren't turning – cloudy and a little rainy
12:40 sky getting brighter but still gray sky and clouds covering mountains – light breeze here
Don breathing funny again
5:30 still can't see anything – once in awhile one ear or the other has a high pitched ring for a little
while - the usual turbines noise isn't there but it is more like the noise we used to hear when
the wind was blowing through the guy wires on the met towers – they accused us of being
crazy then too - said there was no noise

3-31-14
ears hardly ringing this morning !!!!!!!
clouds down over the mountains but doesn't feel like anything is going – I can hear better and slept
better
25 deg
7:00 clouds over mountains - ice/snow or frost (whatever their term for the day is) is on the trees
about halfway down the mountains
9:00 can't see turbines – sky is white – top half of mountains covered with ACCUMULATION
10:00 same as earlier
11:30 can see T6 and T7 enough to see that they aren't turning
12:30 same as before – seems good to be able to hear better today
3:00 can see T5 -6 -7 -8 they aren't turning – clouds are still covering the rest
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4:20 kind of windy here – tops of mountains still covered with 'WHITE STUFF' - I DON'T KNOW
WHY I CAN'T CALL IT WHAT IT IS – I AM NOT DUMB - I HAVE LIVED HERE LONG
ENOUGH TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE REAL LIFE HERE THAN THEIR 'EXPERTS' THAT
HAVE SPENT A FEW HOURS “STUDYING' ONLY WHAT THEY WANT TO SEE – --Don says it
ice but what do we know – we are only dumb Vermonters
6:00 appears to be 'ACCUMULATION' on the blades
8:00 everything still off – ears have been bothering just a little today – I got quite a bit done

WHAT A CRAPPY MONTH THIS HAS BEEN! ^)&%%^(&(&@$%@!%

